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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
.

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 --------------x
:

4 In the matter of: :
,

:
S DUKE POWER COMPANY : Docket Nos. 50-488

: 50-489
6 (Perkins Nuclear Station : 50-490

Units 1, 2, and 3) :

7 :
-_____________x

8
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M6cksvi13e, North Carolina

10
Friday, February 2, 1979

11
Hearing in the above-entitled matter was

12
reconvened at 9:00 a.r . , pursuant to adjournment'.

13
BEFORE:

14
MRS. ELIZABETH BOWERS, Chairman.

IS
DR. WALTER JORDAN, Member.

16
DR. DONALD DE SYLVA, Member.

17
APPEARANCES:

18
MICHAEL MC GARRY, Esq., and JOHN LANSCHE, Esq.,

19 on behalf of the Applicant Duke Power and
Light Company.

-I20
CHARLES BARTH, Esq., Office of the Executive

21 Legal Director, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, Washington, D. C.,

22 on behalf of the Regulatory Staff.
r a

g WILLIAM PFEFFERKORN, Esq., and DAVID SPRINGER,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, -

y on behalf of the Intervenors.
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I EEEEEEEEEEE .

i
2 MRS. BONERS: Good morning. We would like to

'

3 = begin as scon as yo/u are ready.:(

4| Let me start out with my usual announcement.

5|
|

Please do not park in the parking spot that says "Roserved

6 for the Judge," and than please do not park irraediately

7 in front of the side entrance to the courthouse, and those

a directly in front of 3. C. Moore's and Mr. Martin's law

9 office. *

10 Mr. Pfafferkorn, did you have something?
f

11 MR. PFEFFERKORN: Yes.
,

12 We havo got the information on -- I asked some

g questions about some reservoirs, and overnight we tried to

14 get some information and have been unable to get it. I am

15 sure it is a public matter somewhere, but sinco all - all

16 these -- this is on the Catawba bacin.

37 I would just want to request, and I'm sure

Mr. Dail of Duko Power has the information -- we have the-

13

3g storaga capacities of all the reservoirs involved here --

20 High Rock Lake and Kerr reservoir, proposed Carter Creek !

21 reservoir, but I just think for the record we should have,

in addition, the storage capacity of, Lake Norman, tha acre-g.

g foot storage capacity of Lookout Shoals, Lako Hickory, Lako (

p Rhodhiss, Lake James, and Lake Tahoma.

25 I am sura we have that information. I am sure

f
f !

.
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1 we could get it. I just couldn't get it by this morning,

2 and I just think in order for the record to be cicar,

3 because I did ask about that, that that is -- those ara

4 the reservoirs on the Catawba basin north of Norman.

5 I thought it would be appropriato just to have

6 t. hose figures in the record, and I'm sure they can

7 get them for us if they don't have them right here. He may

8 know it off the top of his head.

9 MRS. BOWERS: Mrs. McGarry?

10 MR. MC GARRY: For the sake of clarifying the

,

11 record, the applicant intends making several comments

12 directly to the corments that Dr. Jordan and the rest of

13 the Board directed to our witnesses. At that time, we will

14 be glad to furnish that information.

15 So what I am saying is: After the staff has

16 g ne on, we would like a brief opportunity of further

37 clarifying the record.

gg MR. PFEFFERKORN: All right.

19

!
20

21

22

23

24

25
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)
Whereupon,

ROBERT A. GILBERT i

E'S* ZIT EL'3

ROY C. ROBERTSON,

,. S. B. GODGB,
o

JAMES F. MO BRMER,,

o

and
7

8

resumed the stand as witnasses on behalf of the Nuclearg

Regulatory Commission Staff and, having been praviously duly

sworn, wars examined and testified further as follows:
11

MRS. BONERS: Uall, the staff anvironmental panel

is back on the witness stand. That is, including the original

panel, and Mr. Parkhurst.
*

14

Now we have some questions of the panol. If

parties have questions, we should invita you, if you want

to, to go first. i
17

MR. PFSFFERKORN: No, not at this timo.
18

HR. MC GARRY: Not at this time, either,
19

ads. BoWors. I

20

MRS. BOWERS: Do you have any, Mr. Barth?
21

MR. BARTH: No que:3tions.
22

MRS. BOWERS: Fine. We will proceed, then.,

23

24h i
,

ze

i
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1 EIGG1INATION BY TI!E BOARD

2 BY DR. JORDAN:

3 0 Well, I guess the panel would be disappointed

4 if I didn' t have a question this morning, having kept them

5 here overnight, but you know there wasn't any plane that

6 goes over the hill to Oak Ridge last night, anyhew.

7 (Laugh; .)

8 And I did keep you here to bring up a few items

9 that I felt were kind of loose ends. I wanted to get the

10 staff position on some of these matters.

11 One of them is certainly whether the present

12 aita should be considered adequate when one considers the

13 future needs for water in the Yadkin River Basin.

14 As has been pointed out yesterday, there is a
,

15 statement in the FES that future growth in the basin may
,

16 lead to serious shortages.

j7 So I will be asking: Is that still the staff's

p sition? If not the staff position, what is the staff18

p sition?
19

"

i
20 However, also since this is certainly cne of the

'

21 most serious issues that we have to decide in this proceeding,

22 we also have to compare the Yadkin River and its future uses

23 with certainly at lease the Catawba river where many of

24 the alternate sitas are, and find out what has the staff done

in the way of comparing these two river basins and theg
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i adequacy of the water supplies in each case.

'2 ile have heard the intervenors and the applicant,

3- but I don't remember -- perhaps v.ha staff will want to point

4 to previcus record. I don't remember the staff having really

5 gone deeply into this question, and so I neu wish to address '

G tho staff.

7 Would you tell me: (a) What is the staff position;

8 and (b) *he basis for the staff position?c

9 Dr. Gilbert, would you like to lead off?

10' A. (Witness Gilbert) Well, relative to alternate

11 site examination, it is the staff's position that water

12 availability is ane aspect of the total consideration. It

13 is, because ci: all of the other ramifications of this

14 particular case, one area that -- because our study is late

in the game -- has been given an inordinata amount of15

16 treatment relative to what we would have done back in 1974

17 under any circumstances.

18 We alieve -- and our study so statas -- that all

39 - of the alternar.e sites have adequate water at the site of

20 the plant the size of Perkins, with the possible exceptions

f Broad, under certain conditions.
21

22 Because we also believe that this is only cna

23 factor involved in alternate site examination, and that we

24 had to examine not only water but other things, that while

it is hard to believe, ue were under some timo constraints,25
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1 also, and detailed water analyses are not simple procedures.
l

2' I think that has been very carefully brcught cut by the

3 witnesses in this hearing. And when we say that water is

4 available in all cases, the fact that it is maans the plant

5 will be sited there.

6 And if it were sited thero, detailed analysis

7 would be made at that time of -- as is tho usual procedure,

8 or a complete envircnmental analysis of the effect.

9 Well, let's --

10 G Go ahead. I don't want to cut you off.

;j A I was just going to say, I would welcome input

12 from other members of the panel relative to this, but I again
want t13 emphasize that vator is only one factor, and

14 relative to Lake Norman, water was certainly not the reason

15 we dow graded Lake Norman.a

-

16 We considered it as highly qualified from a water

g standpoint from -- as wa could ovaluate it, as our water --

r hydrologista did. It was taken out, or downgraded18

aus am r a rs e us, I e M ,19

20 to the Board if they had visited the Lake Norman E site.

I would further like to say, relative to Lake

22 Norman, since we have focused on Lake Norman a grant deal,

that there are three sites on Lake Narman. If we had one

24 site to pick, the Lake Norman E site was shown not only by

g the applicant's study, but also if we are going to use the
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|
7 numbara that wara generat2d by Dr. Lipkin -- and this is ths

|

2! only way I would use them -- to 'aka a cenparicen between !
t

1i
.

3| vhich ena -- which peasibla site I would Icok at, bacausa
i

4| I consider them congletely subjectiva -- we would, even en

5 his basis, have picked Lake Norman E to lock at, uhich wo

6 did.

7 And when wo went there, comparing not only . on

S a land-use basis, the tuo sitoc, it wan obvious that N rhins

9j was the stronger site.

10 Again, I would uelecm3 ccaments --
|

|
;g Q. I think what you're answering ncy of course is

|

12 a little diffarant cuestions, and one we did uplora the

13 other day -- the reason for what the staff considorod in

14 deciding that Laka Norman was inferior to the Perkins -- the

Y dkin River sits.15 e

16 So I did ack a multiplo question, ao let's tako

37 it up in pieces, then.

13 First of all, there is the FES statement on

gg Section -- what is it -- 5.2.1.3, I believe, that critical

I

20 water chartages could dovolop in tha futura in the YaScin

F.iver Dasin. That's not a direct quoto, but I holieve that's21 <

the intent of it.22

23 Nov -- and this, ac you know, has bcnn the topic |
y of considarable discussion. Now has the staff takan a pont-

tion on this statenent? Or has that statamont been modifiodg
I

.
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1 by previous tastimony on the part of the staff? And if co,

and #1 2 how, and what is the basis for the mccification?

3

4

5

*
\
\7 s,

8

9

10

11

12 -

t

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23'

24

25 .

I
,

9
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1 A [Mitness Gilbert) ,Let me . comment first. I would

2 like Mr. Parkhurst to folloti up.on chis.

3 As you are aware, in our impact analyses, the

4 Staff attempts to be as conserv.ative .as po.ssible, to flag

5 possible areas of concern, ,and .this datement is one which would

6 be applicable to any system ove.r the years.

7 I have recently read that ,there ar.e serious ,

a concerns about the Ohio river which has in gencral quite a

9 bit of water. If power plant. electrical usage increases,

10 there may be a plant on that . river, every 50 milus , which

11 certainly is a heavy water usage situation, and in any water

12 area there is going to be over the years projecting hings

1:3 just as they are critical water usages developed.
. .

14 It really doesn't make any.. difference uhich

15 water system you get into, and so this was a qualified statement .

93 It'says could develop, it do.e.sn'.t say. uill, it says could,

17 and I think that's a qualifying statement.

18 Now, again, this is. also based on the 030 cubic

jg feet per second state -- wel.1,.that was the cutoff point

i

20 that we examined at that time. That has been upgraded now
'

t 1000, and that would change --21

22 O I think it would be helpful to have the entire

section put into the record to make it clear. It's just23

24 three sentences long. Do you have it in front of you?

A I certainly do. I'.11 he glad to read it to you.2$

; i
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1 O Would you read that?

2 A The consumptive use cf 112 cfs of water by

3 PNS uill increase the frecuencv.of a flow of 000 cubic

4 feet per second occuming by about 2-1/2 percent. This flow

5 will still be exceeded 95.4. percent of the time (PSAR, Figure

6 2.4.0-5). A ficw of 330 cfs shculd be adequate to fulfill
;

7 the needs of all present downstream users of.this water.

8 However, if the future wat.er. needs of the river

g grow significantly, critical water shortages could develop.
I

10 0 All right. |
t

jj Th . I guess the question is do you anticipate
'

12 that there will be a significant increase in the future

13 needs for the river and if there are such needs, if there

14 should be a significant increase, will critical water

shortages develop?

That's what the statemer'. says now. Do you16

believe that there won't be.significant growth, or thatg

" * '" * U** 9 **# * *18

Now I wculd like -- was this your statement, Dr.
O

IParkhurst? '

20 -

A [ Witness Parkhurst] Yes.g ,

Q Mould you please explain?

A [ Witness Gilbert] I think the state will control

along the river.

O The growth of industry?

/
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i A The growth of indus.try, yes,. because the state

2 will centrol the certificates necessary to go.t -- to allow

3 La industry to develop.

4 O This is an opinion ,of your.s? '

5 A That's an opinion..

6 0 or do you have scme.. evidence?

7 A aut that's die way. it works.

8 0 Uhat's the basis for saying that's the way it works?

*

9 That you know or that you th. ink that that's what will happen?

10 I guess I'm a.little skeptical because I suspect i

11 that there will be a continued demand. I believe we have i

12 Duke estintes for power in this. region, which shows continuing

13 growth, and I believe the S.taf.f has . agreed that there will be |

14 a continuing growth in industry, and demands on the Duke Power

15 system, so therefore why won't .there be equivalent increases

'
in demands for the water?16

A I am not denying -- well,_ .I'll turn it over.
37

A [ Witness Parkhurst), I can comment on that, that
18

point specifically.The state does have the ability to control
19

20 growth on a river because they have to issue NPDES

permits for the river.
21

Q For -"ery water user?22

A Yes, for everyone that dis. charges into the river.
23

Q It's more than discharging, it takes water from
24

J.. the river?
25

i

io

!! I
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1 A That's a discharge permit.
..

2 O The discharge permit includes taking water from

3 the river?

4 A I'm not sure, but most people that take water

5 from the river out, put it back in.

6 0 Well, that's the problem with the Perkins Plant.

7 It doesn't put it back. Most of it goes up into the air.

8 A [ Witness Cough] But it do.es have a discharge

9 permit which does allow them to. take water from the river,

10 included in the discharge p.ermit, I believe, in that case,

11 but do the other -- are the o.ther 1.ndustries subject to the

12 same control of the taking .of the water out of the river?

13 Does anyone really ,know the situation? Let's

14 con't debate it unless wa .do know tha answer, what the law

" is . It's a legal matter and can be brie, fed. No don't have to -15 -

16 MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, if you look at the

State Section 4142 of the Federal Water Pollution Control37

Amendments in '72 did not provide authority to take water;18

19 they control discharge. They are not sucked in. They pushed
1

ut. They control the amount of pollutants that may be20

discharged.21

22 WITNESS GIL3ERT: S.ome might get their water

fr a wells, but they would still be recuired to --23

BY DR. JORDAN:y

Q That's right, but people who want to take waterg

from it, put it on their farm, or.take water from it, and whatavar,
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I and use it consumptively, so long as that's the situation,

2 Eney are not going to be putting uater back into the river,

3 they would not require a dis. charge perm.it.

4 So I cannot see that the state would have any

5 control over their growth.

6 A [Mitness Gilbert] Uell, I can understand anyone

7 who does not redischarge, yes.

8 0 I guess I am still very skeptical about the

9 Staff's statement that there will not be significant growth

10 or if the water needs of the rive.r grow significantly, and

11 are you saying it will not gr.ow, significantly because the

12 state control -- and I have to hear why the Staff --, the basis

13 for that statement.
~

14 A [ Witness Parkhurst], Okay._ .This statement was made

15 back in 1975 when tre FES was put out.

16 I point out that was two years before the State's

97 Framework Study was published, so diat was not considered at
.

that time.18

19 What this was, was purely a hypothetical statement,

'
20 and it could apply, like Dr.. Gilbert said earlier, to any

21 stream, any flowing water body in the vorld, essentially. If

22 demand increases -- if future, water needs grow significantly,

critical water shortages could develop.33

24| Okay. Now let me give you -- that was the basis

f r the statement, purely a hypo.thetical statement to flag a25

| I
,
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1 potential problem. But I uould like to try to put the problem

2 into perspective, if I can.

3 Q Very well.

4 A Decause I think our present position is, or I

5 will state that it is, that in terms of significance, this is

6 not a great problem. I: is a small problem, and I will tell

7 you why:

8 Perkins vill remove. the wa.ter from the river at a

9 point approximately 16 miles above High Rock Lake. At this

10 point, at the 1100 cfs flow, which is the minimum flow at

11 which it would have an effect, .it will withdraw approximately

12 10 percent of the river's flow.
.

,.

13 Okay. Downstream a,t that Po. int, 60. miles, you

14 reach :ligh Rock Lake. By the time you have reached the

15 outlake of High Rock Lake, in other words, the . dam there,

16 the average flows in the river have almost doubled.

Therefore, the effe. cts of that decrease have already;7

alm st been halved, and also at ,that point the effect of18

Perkins on river flows would. essentially be out of its
39

I
control .

'

20

In ther words, from that point downstream, the
21

water flow in the river is . controlled by the dam on the22

r v r, an wa ea es from it, and 'oelow High Rock Lake,
23

there are three other dams with .cuite large storage capacities.24

There is Tuckertown,. there. is Lake Badin, and I
25 .
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1 think Lake Tillary.

2 So, therefore, that effec.t. will be further

3 dampened, further lessened, and I .am sure by the time you

4 have gone below those dams, y.ou wculd not be able to detect
.

5 the effect of Perkins on riv.ar flous.

3 6 Therefore, in essence, you are talking about

7 the effect on a 16-mile stretch of the river, and any industries

8 or wastes that would be discharged in the river, on that

g stretch in the river, significant. effects; so naturally there

10 is an effect all the way down. Water that you have used is

11 gone.

12 But in terms of its.signif.icance, it approaches

33 zero, I would say, because remember .the. tributaries are

14 coming into the river, too,.just 15 niles below Perkins, a

15 major tributary comes in,.the South Yadkin. There's other

16 ones. The flow increases.

37 So as a percentage ,of the mean or the low

river flew removed,that decreases continuous 1v as you go18

downstream.19

i

20 0 Thank you. You did anticipate, in fact, where I
'

21 was going in that particula.r. re.spect.

22 But, now, then, it .does seem to me that you

an' t have it both ways. You have said 'that the effect of23

Perkins on the level of High . Rock Lake will be insignificant24

because there is a rule curve, and the rule curve means that
25

i
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1 the water will be -- that the_ discharges will be changed

2 to take care of the effect .of Perkins, and so therefore I am

3 not sure but what it's the . rule, curve t; hat will be controlling,

4 but the Perkins does affect, the amount of water that goes

5 over the dam, because it does..affec.t -- through the rule

6 curve.

7 And, so: consequently, at . low periods of flow,

8 there will be less water going over the dam by essentially

9 the same amount, because they have. to try to maintain the

10 lake levels.

t1 Mr. Robertson -- ,

12 A [ Witness Zittell .Could I..say.something there?

13 When we wrote. the ,FES, we.were aware that there

14 was concern about water consumption in the Yadkin, and that

15 was the real reason that the. flag was put up.

16 No also know that t.he stat;e of North Carolina

j7 was making a study. As far as we were. concerned, environ-

18 mentally speaking, we consi.dered. consumptive use of water

jg by Perkins as acceptable.

'
20 We do not pretend to have .a crystal ball.

21 Obviously there is going to be.seme growth on the Yadkin

22 River, but as to what the extent o.f this growth is going to

be in the future, we have no idea.
23

Furthermore, it is.our sta.nd that the decision.,j
'

as to what the growth is going. to be, and who is going to beg

I
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1 allotted that water, is a decisio.n for, the people in the

2| state of North Carolina.

3 We cannot predict p. hat is , going to happen. He

4 merely intend to flag an issue that we thought. should be

5 looked at, and I think it has been looked at.

6 0 Well, then, would y.o.u say, that it is still true

*
7 that if future water needs grow significc:ntly, critical

.

8 water shortages could dev. clop,.and that that would be true

9 whether Perkins is there or,no.t?

10 A Yes, sir, that is.

11 0 That's your position?
1

12 A Yes.
,

13 A (Witness Parkhurst], I would like to add probably

14 what I said before, that below Hi.gh Rock Lake, tha effect

15 of Perkins is going to be very small.

16 0 I see.
.

.

A { Witness Robertson], I might add one thing in17

18 connection with the quation yo.u.. asked. The High Rock Lake

19 is affected by the Perkins ,u.se., .but there are many other

'
20 factors affecting High Rock Lake also.

21 Just for example, in the natural evaporation
g ,

g from High Rock Lake equals the Perkins use, roughly,

and changes in that evaporation level affect the lake level,g

y and many other things, runoff., and so.on.

So High Rock _ Lake is affected by Perkins use,g

but there are many other fac. tors .which I think have a greater ,

!

!
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1 effect.
.

2 0 Okay.

3 I think that then handles,,as far as I am

4 concerned, Staff's position on this state: tent in the FES,

5 and I gather then that so far as the alternate sites is

6 concerned, the Staff has no.t made an, analysis, that the

7 reconnaissance data is not adequate.to decide whether the

8 Catawba River in the future is going to be more or less

9 critical than the Yadkin Riv,er.

10 A [ Witness Zittel] That, again, we looked at,

it and again it is the sort of thing that would require us to
.

12 have knowledge of the future, which .we do not have. We are

13 acquainted with the Caawba , River systems, we have looked at

14 other reactors on the Catawba. River system, and in a very

15 real sense I would say it is,our. opinion, at least, that the

16 Catawba River system probably is just as stressed as the

37 Yadkin River system.

18 0 Just as stressed?

A Yes.jg ,

'
20 0 I j us t didn ' t hear. .it. o);ay.

A That, of course, I.am not attaching any numbers to,21

but we are aware of the fact,that there are several thermaln
nuclear plants n the Catawba. system.23

0 Severu what plants?g

A Several nuclear power plants on the Catawbag .

.
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1 system -- I'm sorry, nuclear. power sys.tems on the

4

2 Catawba system. I

3 [ Laughter.]
,

4 0 Well, you have hear.d the_ testimony,of Dr. Medina,

5 who is of the opinion that.the.Catawha is in a much better

6 position witn respect to.futur,e. uses.

7 Now do you think t. hat he was mistaken?
,

8 A I think Dr. Medina...is entitled to his opinion. I

9 do not agree necessarily with his,cuncl.usions.

end 3 to . . , , ,
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1 G Well, you say you can't predict the future, but

2 don't you have to maka an attempt to predict the future?

3 For exempla, didn't the staff make an attempt to predict

4 the future in deciding that the Parkinc plant would be needed

5 at all?

6 A Yas, sir. But we attempt to do this in terms

7 of data that is historical in natura that we can predict.
,

8 Obviously, we could attempt to do the sama thing with

9 industry. We have not done thia.

10 G Ckay. And I think it would be even mora

11 tenuous than the need for power issue, which you know in

12 far from an exact science.

13 Okay, well, if you haven't done it, there's no

14 use pursuing it; that's all.

15 All right, I guess this is essentially the last '

16 question.

17 Dr. Lipkin mentioned quito a number of categories,

18 and we could turn to his testimony, in which he feels that

19 a site on Norman -- and let'c taka for example site E -- is
!

20 superior.

21 New did you hear Dr. Lipkin's testimony? And do

22 y u agree with what he said, and with his avaluation with

23 respect to each one of these catagories?

24 A. (Witness Gilbert) I uould like to make a quick

25 response, or respond to that.
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1 First of all, ho raliad on a study by & Jopling i
i !

2 of Florida Power & Light. I uculd like to read a 3tatement

3 out of that study uhich appears at the end under "Effactive

4 Environmental Planning." It's rol.tively short. It sayc:

5 "The numerical rating indicata the relative

6 accaptability of altarnate power plant citos and may ba able

7 to giva quick indications of sitos which are ganarally 1

0 undesirable. Whero tho site ratings are very closa, top

9 management must make the final decision. Numarical ratings,

10 are useful in pointing out the right ganaral diraction."

11 Ncw Dr. Lipkin attampted to uso cubjecti'th3

I
12 judgments to come up with an objectivo total analysis. Wo

h 13 are strongly of the opinion that this in incorrect. Ha --

g you can take your own rating factors and your own numbers

" Y" "" E" # " " ** " " *"Y "15

16
2at y u desho.

I am not accusing Dr. Liphia of anything. I17

18 am saying that is a pcssibility when you admit you uso

99 subjective analysis.

'
20 N w I want to mako sura that I am speaking for

the staff panel when I ony this. But that, I boliava, 10

our position relative to his category. He went to Perkins,

and he went to Lake Nozman. Eo did not visit a large ntrnherg

of sitsa that we did. And ho chose his numbars such thatg

Perkins cams out with a lowar overall number than the Lako

t
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1 Norman sita.

2 Now as far as I'm concerned, that's all he did.

3 What that number means, in an objectiva sence, is nothing,

4 as far as the staff 13 concerned.

5 G Well, you say the staff visited moro sites. Let's

6 focus our attention on, say, Norman E and Perkins-Yadkin

7 Rivar. Didn't he spend about as much time a3 the staff did

8 at those two sitos? Cr at least at Norman 37

9 A Well, he said ha spent about 45 minutos, as I

10
remanter,

it G How long --

12 A Well, the tima spent there is not a factor. I'll

13 agree to that.

A (Witness ::ittel) I might say that the panel14

15 utte,rly rejects the thesis that the assignmant of numerical

16 values to subjectivo judgment semehow makes that judgment

objective. It does not ---g7

Og Well, do you disagroo, then, with his judgment

on the categories that he used?g

!L Obvi usly we do. Our results are different.20

G For example?21

22 For exampla, wa do not in our analysis take intoA

g consideration the dollar values which he insistad on assigning

some valuo. That is not our job. Our job was to 1cokg

" "" " # " ' ** *25

!
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1 those citas as fr.r sa :m could on purely environ =antal

2 factors, and that was that our rating raficcted, an

3 i envircnmantal judgcent

4 0, But Dr. Lipkin said that his uco of the dollar

5 numbers was only to interprou those in tarms of snvironmen-

6 tal impacta, and that ho felt that that was the only way

7 that ha could get at the environmental impact cinca that

a wasn't explicitly set out in the Duke survsy.

9 Now do you think that that was -- was that

10 inaccurata?

ti L I cannot say it was inaccurato. In our judgment,

12 we folt that we did not need to_do thic. Quits frankly,

13 if y u'd lika my personal opinion, I think, yea, it was

14 inaccurats.

15 A (Witnass Gilbert) I wa: going to say the sama

and 94 16 thing.

17

18

19

!

20

21

22

23

24

25
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i A [ Witness Robertson]. I w.nt. .to add the amount of

2 money spent isn't necescarily environnuntal impact.

3 For enanple, you might sp.end more and have less ,
,

4 envir7nmental impact.
, ,

5 Q Well, let me tainyou thro. ugh one or two of Dr.

6 Lipkin's -- if you will turn.,to. Dr. Lipk.in'.s plant site
.

7 evaluation tables, of which .ther.e ,were .two pages and compare,

8 say, Lbke Norman "E" with P,erkins, either Perkins as written

9 or Perkins Duke, in which.he.tried to..use.the Duke numbers.

10 We find that in septe case.s. the.re are significant

j; differences.
.

'

'
.

12 For example, the te.rrestrial biological

13 impact, he rates Lake Nor; nan wi,th .15 points, and .the Perkins

14 site with 6 points.
, .

15 This is a very sign,ificant difference.

16 Do y u believe he ws inco.rrect in making that?

37 [ Witness McBrayer] ..I assume you're directing thatA

questi n t me, since I'm the. ,t.er.res. trial. m: ologist.18

Q Yes.39

IA I would prefer not; .t.o get .into. .a positio.n of20

21 discussing the acceptability.or.unacceptability of these

numbers. >g

g Dr. Lipkin did in fact exp.ress his op. inion. I,

in my testimony, have e:cpre.ss.ed my opinion. I concur withg

the rest of the panel in that n.ssigning .a numerical unit to ag

,

O
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1 subjective opinion does not 'ncrease the value of that

2 opinion.
,

3 If you have numbers, real. numbers, than you

4 should be able to treat them . statistically. And I'm afraid

S I could not ireat these numbers . statistically without violating

6 the assumptions of the statistica.

7 0 Well --

8 A I don't know which statist.ic you use on them.

9 0 .L think the table,. thin final. answer comes out as

10 a sum of a lot of opinions,. and. in this case he has made a

11 number of subjective judgments and he, I don't pelieve

12 denies that they were subje.ctive judgments.

13 But, for example, on the tarrestrial biological

14 impact, he rates Lake Norman as.being very good and Perkins

~

as being poorer than average, a 2,.rather than -- so that15

16 now is, whether it's numerical. or whatever, I have interpreted -

17 those numbers in terms of j.udgments.

18 Now, does that judgment agree with the Staff's -

gg position or not?

20 A M1 opinion was that from a terrestrial scological

21 point of vice, there was no significant. difference between

22 the two sites. . |

23 My table 1 rates Lake Norman "E" S-2,. meaning that it's

appr ximately equivalent to,the Perki.ns site.24 ,

0 Yes. Your use of a, 2, of course, is a different25

i
l
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1 2 than he uses. .

2 A It's a different number.

3 0 Yours is on the baai,s of 1,_ 2,. 3, if I remember.

4 A Right. It's a diff.oront ntrnber.

5 0 That's all right. .I just , wanted to make sure

6 when you said 2, it was a different 2, than he was talking

7 about. .

0
8 A Surely diffrent frcm hic numericaltrat2.ng system.

9 I rated the two sites essentially aquivalent. That's my

10 opinion as a terrestrial eco.logist.

It A [ Witness Gilbert] pr. Oardan, do you remember --

12 and I would have to look thr.ough y.caterday's transcript --

13 what category in the Phas.e 1.ma,trix.he correlated with

14 terrestrial biological activity?,

15 Q No, I'm sorry, I d.cn.'t. X took down a good many

16 of them, but I didn't take tha.t.

A That, I think -- h.e is nog a terrestrial ecologist,;f

18 and I think Dr. McBrayer's analys.is.in his ,writeup speaks

19 to the true terrestrial sitAation at.b.oth. sites far more

20 than numbers.
. . .

' gain, there is no. 3peci.fic one that in the matrix,21 .

22 there are several of them,.and.h.e. admit,ted having difficulty

putting correct categories in correct places.23-

id 5 ..g

25

|

|
1
I

.
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1 A (continuing) And for semo reason, ho cama out

2 with a vary small nutor for Parkins, &nd I frankly don't

3 understand it, eithor.

4 If you go to tha sita, you would understand --

5 well, in this particular case at this lovel, wo believod

6 we nooded to look at a total land-usa situation rather than

7 just a nu=erical situation on ono biological area..

8 And Dr. McBrayer pointed cut the possible existenea

9 of some endangarod cpocios on tho Lake Norman E site. Wo

10 found, as I romanbor, none on Perkins.

11 A (Witness McBrayer) The possibility of one.

12 A (Witness Gilbert) Cnn.

13 A (Witness McBrayor) As I pointed out -- and I

14 might rnmind you -- that saying an ondangerad species

15 possibly exists there is not tha same as saying that an

16 endangerad species is there.

0 Well, Dr. Lipkin also critici::od your study in37

18 that it left out a number of categorios that he thought

39 should be included in a good analysis. a good comparison.
I

20 And perhaps one of them would be system compatibility, '

21 which he ratos Lake Norman with a 15, which is on page 2, '

,

I

22 last item, whereas he would give the Perkins sito only a 9.
|

23 N w does the staff believe that system compati-

y bility is a good index that should be taken into acccunt? '

A (Witness sittol) Would you define " system25

i
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1 compctibility" for us, as Dr. Liphin maant it?

2 G Nculd I? lio. |
1

!
l3 E. I wac never abla to unds.rstr.nd it. '

4 G You had an opportunity to ack Dr. Lip!:in that

5 cuestien, and pres whly -- ucil, "aystem compatibility,"

G, I Orcacme, is defined in che study that he rafarred to,
t
!

7j the Jcpling study, and the gunstien 13: Ia that a go'cd

8 category to cc.mpara on?

9 And waron2 t thera a nu:nhor of catagories in fact

10 that ha used that the staff did not uce?

it MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, I f'.:.lly cbject to a ques-

12 tion characterizing hou the witness tastified yestarday.

13 We read catagory 15, syst3m comoatibility, out

la of the Jopling study. The witness defined on the stand

15 that they had no relationship to ano anothar. Maybe I can

16 find the transcript pago, and these pocple can rafar to the
,:-

37 definitica given by Dr. Lipkin, if you want a procine'ancwar

18 to your question.

I
19 DR. JORDAU: It uns your witness who asked as

20 what was maant by "systnm compatibility."

21 MR. BARTH: Woll, he just beat ma to the punch.

22 DR. JORDAN: I bag your pardon?

23 MR. 3ARTH: He beat 20 to the punch.

34 DR. JORDAH: I think it's not up to c.a to defino

25 " system compability." It's either defined in the Jopling

i i i
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1 study to which you raferred, or in the record.

2 MR. BARTH: IIo's entitled to know what you mac.n

3 no ha can respond to it, cir.

4 DR. JORDAN: I was only -- I havo no intention

5 or feeling for what Dr. Lipkin meant. 1 only say, "Here it

6 is on the tabla. This is an item whicn -- in which Perkins

7 comes out the locer. Is system coupatibility," I asked the

8 ctaff -- they were hera when he tastified - "did they

9 believe that system compatibility is a good index?"

10 And was it included by the staff? And should

11 it have boon given the numbers that Dr. Lipkin did?
.

12 What is this -- all I can ask is the staff's

13 opinion.

14 MR. DARTH: Are you rafarring to the Lipkin

15 study, sir?

16 DR. JORDA'i: I am referring to Lipkin's tablo,

17 the last item, 2::hibit 1 of his table in the back, page 2,

18 the last item is " system compatibility" and I am just

19 reading the numbers that he gives: For Lako Norman a 15;
i

20 for Perkins a 9. '

21 WITNESS ZITTEL: Sir, I don't vich to be difficult.

22 I will answer you in terms of the Jopling report.

23 BY DR. JORDidi:

24 G Good.

25 As far as I'm concerned, the " system reliability"A
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I that Jopling refora to --

2 2 iihat was inat? !

3 p, na gar as I 7. concarnod, the " system reliability"

4 that the Jopling report rc:~3:3 to has to do with the

5 overall cystem of the utility; uhather er not the electrienl -

G thn transmission systan vill be balanced, whether it food:

7 properly all areas of their cervico, and thic cort of thing.

3 We certainly, in 1cching at the alternativo citos,

9 havo this in tho back of our minds largaly heccuso we ara

10 aware of the fact that transmission linco arc an 1:::portant

11 factor.

12 But we do not -- and I don't think it's propor

13 for us to implicitly factor in cyutam ccmpatibility into our

14 judgment. That is engineering. It has very little to do

15 with the true environmontal effects.

16 0 I UGO'

17 MR. DIdE.'H: Dr. Jordan, in ordar to make tha

18 record clear as to your quastion, I would point out en paga

39 3530, lines 11, Dr. Lipkin defines uhat ha faals "systam
1

I

20 compatibility" to be.

21 He states, "I'm cencarnod with rough terrain of

22 the area." And thnt is the problem, is his definition --

23 MR. P M WERIORN: I'm going to ohjact, that
4

we's a whola lot moro to his e::olenntion than that.24

25 I don't havo the transcript in front of me, but I would object

I
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1 to that limited charactarization.

2 I recall, on cross-e:camination, quito a bit of

3 discussion about that category. Ho read from the Jopling g

4 raport. He discussed it in much more dotail than that. I

5 say tha record vill have to speak for itcoif.

6
~

MR. BAFlfH: As I was saying befors I was

7 interrupted, I think the definition that you want these

g people to give is important, sir.

9 MRS. BOWERS: What was your transcript roforance,

10 Mr. Barth?

11 MR. BARTH: 2 age 3630, line 11. That commencon

a 16 it.12

b $7 MRS. BCWERS: Wall, we havo in front of us, and13

14 we also recall the diccussion yecterday, and so we will

raly n the record on this point.15

16 BY DR. DE S M :

G37 Dr. Zittel, I just wanted to point something
ut.

18 Y u phrased it very oloquently, and I probably can't

19 repeat it, but ycu said something to the offset that you
!

20 can't take subjective data and rank them and have thom

21 automatically becomo objective. Is that correct? Something

like that?22

A (Witness rittol) Yos, sir.
d. 3

G But remember that the applicant is doing oxactly

g the same thing in his initihl site screening. Ha has used
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I objsetivo data, except for financial information, and hac

2 ccmo up with a cories of subjective rard:ings, and than

i

3| rated then, and now you ha';c gene chuad and uced his subjec-

4 tivo data en which to nake your basis.

5 Your final screening was based on his -aubjectira

6 data. You also admitted that -- ycu, tha whole panel of

7 you -- I think, as ccienticts we all know what has to ha

8 subjective.

9 So I do point cut to you that the applicant's

10 data was cubjectivo.

11 A We are very aware of that, sir. A n d tra c n t m

12 went through the applicant's tastimeny, or rather his

13 reports to us, va went through oach report and looked at

14 both the factors and the weighting that he attached to

15 theso, and wo nado our judgments au to the validity of both

16 thoso factors, and the weighting on our profocsional judg-

mants.17

18 We did not ccespt them in blind faith.

1 (Witness Gilbert) Dr. DeSylva, as I tactified39

i
20 ifhen we vara first on the stand -- and I would lika to read '

21 no contance, on pago 6 of our tactircony, right at the tcp

22 of the pago - it says: "The staff recognicos that this

23 study was carried out to produco a preliminary decision

document for use by the applicant for choosing future sitas."

g Now that is the sola purpose of that document.

I
L l i
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g 1 As I also pointed out, no wanted to have a sista

2 of sites to look at, so wo went to Tablo 6 where they had

3 put them together. No took the oight that were thors, and

4 No looked at tham.

5 I think if you will check the transcript and the

6 r c rd, I also said that if wo bal' eve that this was not a

7 1c.rge enough slato for us when wo finally cams -- want

8 through our total look at tha cito visit, we would have

9 then gone back and e:camined more sitos until we felt we had

a slateto f sites which woro indeed reasonablo and licensable

sites for nuclear pcwor plants.g

12 But we used it -- their documents, solely as a
jump ng M place f r ur s udy, and I a gae W M yo u13

p int, that thay indeed did come up with numbers, and14
d

they have used them to pick out what would be on this number15

basis so:o sort of a category.t o,

But agau, they will take those numbers, I wculd

believe -- this is an opinion, now, and obviously this is

g one phase of a three-phased situation which was again pointed
Iout in the Jopling study, t.co, and will go on farther,g

and we will do intarradiate ceroening themselvas within the

framework of their own study.

Now we used it for only one purpose. And that

was, to have our jumping off place for our analysis. It

turns out that we found that those 8 sitos were indeed25
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1 licensabla.
g

Ne picked up one :rcre along tha way, and wo''

I
I

3! also believe that that is a larga mongh slata for our
i

4 purposas in this particular type of analysis.

5 C. Thank you.
,

6 This is dirsetad at i e panel, and in specific
,

7 Mr. Robertson.

a Dr. Medina, in his transcript in tha statsment

3 yesterday, transcript 3729, reforrad to a Gaological Survey

p) Circular 745 antitled " Water Cons tr.ption by Huclear Power

jj Plants and scres Hydralegical Implications."

12 I would like to quota from his quota from that |
'cok as follous: "In this raspact, it may also have baan13

14 n ud that while the 7-day avarage lou-flow inds:c was

15 devised for purposos of hydrologic design, it has been

16 retained also for asscosing impacts on river biota. Clearly,

however, for soma rivers in which there ic both a largo37

18 fluctuation of instantaneous flow frcm day to day, and a

19 critical pollution lev 31, environmontal ascossmant based on
!

20 -day amage now may M dsleadW."

21 I believe that applicant has based many of his

22 calculations upon the 7.0-10 ficw, w d you alco, I presumo,

23 w uld base your analysis upon his calculations.

24 Now could you tell the Board uhat possiblo

inconsistences there might possibly ba here, and also whatg
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1 erroneous conclusions might be arrired at by tha ataff if

2 they are erroneous?

3 A (Witness Rchartsen) Well, that statomant of

4 course is directed toward problams that might arise with

5 using the 7-0-10 flow rata to analysa the pollution aspects

G which is not in my range of exportica.

7 I would refer that to our aquatic people on tho

8 effect of using that to analyze pollution problems.

9 G I was also zeferring to consumptive usos.

10 A I didn't understand that statsment that you road

11 to me to mention consumptiva use. It said it would cause

end 47 12 problems in analyzing pollution problems, didn't it?

13

14

15 ,

16

17

18

19

?

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 BY DR. DE S V.'LVA:

2 0 would use of 7010 p.rocess .in analy::ing, would

3 this be applicable to water cons,umption?

4 [Brief recess.]

5 MRS. BCWERS: We wo.uld lik.e to resume.

6 BY DR. DE SLVA:
,,

7 0 If I recall my ques, tion, it was how would there

8 be -- would there be a poss.ible. error in assuming that 7010

9 flow was higher than it ac.tually is , .if you follow the

10 geological survey's caveat?

11 A [ Witness Robertron], Well, first of all, I would

12 like to know whether you are applying this particularly to

13 Perkins, because the Perkins.through the Carter Creek Reservoir

14 would not affect the 7Q10. flow..of. the river.. Were you applying

15 this question directly to P.erJcins,,or just a general question?

16 Q A general, yes.
,

17 A I believe you appli.ed it -- the question had

18 to do with consumption, which I, assume you mean water

jg availability? . .

1

20 Q Yes.
. ..

A Well, certainly there might be periods when the21

22 flow would fall below the 7.Q1.0, flow.rato. That would be a

23 matter of the particular riv.er. at which you are looking.

3 There certainly could'he cas.es,that could affect the water

availability, short term durations when the river would fallg

I
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1 below the 7010 ficw. Certain rivers,.I can see where this
..

2 might be a problem. /
'- |

3 Q Well, would the Yadkin -- he mentions here where

4 you have a large fluctuatio.n of. instantaneous ficw from day

5 to day, and in my underatnd.ing this describ.es the Yadkin,

6 especially here this suy.er.
7 Would this apply to the Yadkin in this case?

8 A You mean without considerati.on of the Carter

9 Creek Reservoir? .

10 0 Yes.
. .

It A I'm just making a .v.ery general . opinion here. I

12 hadn' t looked at that proble:a .in particular. I guess I

13 really have no basis for saying it in a factual way. I can

14 say it's possible.
..

15 I have never sat do.wn and.. read a study. ,

16 0 Dr. Gough, in light.of this statement from the

17 geol gical survey, do you wi.sh me to. repcat it?

A [ Witness Gough) No..
'

18

19 Q Okay.
. .

'
20 How would this affe.ct your.1.nterpretation of

21 the state or degree of polluti.on .14 any of t.' ese river

basins, and specifically the Yadkin?22

23 Y u mean assessing.the ingact o.f.that pollutionA

on the biota?y . ,

Q Correct.g . ..

I l
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1| A okay.
!

2| Well,first of all,. .I think. it would have to be
i

3 brought out, as Mr. Robertson snid, that case with the

4 Carter Creek impoundment doec. no.t; . apply. to the Perkins site;

5 but in a general sense the,s.tatement by the USGS is very

6 correct, that there may be ins.tancos where the use of the

7 7Q10 flow is inadequate to .d.e.ter.mi.n.e worst case impact to the

a biota.
4

g However, that is a.large ,- largely a philosophical

to question, an interesting one,. but the extent to which one is

' ' conservative in an analysis.of..impac.t is iudgmental, andtj

ja based on the probability of. .the occurrence o.f that conservative
,

situation.13 , ,

14 Certainly one could, in an. impact analysis -- and

15 here I'm talking in general. terms -- look. at the most --
,

16 the minimum flou of record ,to. .get; what might be the worst -- I

the very worst case situation..
97

m

And, of course, tha.t -- the impact that would be |18

gg predicted for that situation.wo.uld,. core than likely be ;

20 considerably more severe than wh,at one is likely to encounter
,

in any chart period of time.
.21 .

3 However, even that ..may not; .be the most conservative i

situation, since it is sole.ly b.ased on historical data ands

jg

flows in the future may be.e.ven.1,ess than that. -

| So, I guess to answer your. question, I fully

1 i
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1 agree with the coment that ,is made .by the USGS, but I

2 believe we are dealing in a.very. gray area here, and it is

3 not possible to come up with a definitive way to determine

4 how conservative an impact analysis.should be.

5 That has to be bas.ed on one's judgment, based

end 3 6 on his traini_nq and experiencg.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1

20

21

22

23

24

25
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)9 arl 2 .G .One, last co3=ent, r,eferring to Dr. Lipkin's I

2 ccmment, plant site evzJ uacion, Exhibit ..l. Do_you havo that?

3, Fanel, do you all have a copy o.f that_?

4 A [ Panel indicating y.es.]

5 0 I went through this.,. and.throughout all of

6f Dr. Lipkin's data in parentheces,. these were assigned --

7 these were subjective ratings by.him,.and I simply totaled

B him, and I have come up uith.a total number of points based

9 upon Duke's data -- you may. disagree with the categories

10 he put the criteria in, but at; 1 cast it would be the same

11 for all, and I come up with a, total of for Lake Norman "D"

12 127; Lake Norman "E", 114; , Lake Norman N-13, 123; Tuckertown,

13 121; Badin Lake, 128, Uater.ea,.11.2;.an.d ,oerkins, 116.

14 How, this shows, therefor.e, that Badin Lake is

,

15 128 and Lake Norman "D" is 127..ccquared to Perkins,.115.
^

tg For the moment let's assume.that D. uke's data are right.

17 If you follow this, woul.d y.ou.say.in your judgment that

18 either 127 or 128 is, as a f.i.gure,. clearly superior to 1167

19 I would like to kno.w what clearly superior is.

1

20 Obviously superior.

21 A [Uitness Zittel] Are you referring to your

|
22 | panel as a whole?

! !

23| Q Just a gut feeling., j

1

y| A My gut feeling is that I would .not in this case
.

,

1

make that judgment, that it .vas clearly superior. Now these25

i
-

1
;. ;
}; 4

*
E
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I people can speak for themselves.

2 A [ Witness McSrayer] I have to agree.

3 A [ Witness Robertcon], I notice the difference

4 between the icwest and the . highest, is. about 10 percent.

5 0 That's correct.

6 A I feel like that's..attachi.ng a great deal more

7 importance to the numbers than, should be. I can't see that

8 that would indicate that one .was. clearly super.ior than the
.

9 other.

10 A [ Witness Gough] I. fully concur.

11 A [ Witness Gilbert] .I do, too.

12 Q Okay. That's all I,have. .Thank you.

13 MR. BARTH: Dr. DeSylva,.I. Will, of course,

'

14 let the Board address this as the

15 Commission itself has? _

16 MRS. BOWERS: Let's check following the Board's

17 questioning. . _ |

18 11r. Pfefferkorn?

gg MR. PFEFFERKORN: .Y,es, Mrs. Bowers, I have a couple

20 of questions.

21 .C.RO.S.S-EXAMINATION BASED 0,I{ BOARD OUESTIONSxxxxx

22 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN:

23 Q I w*ould like to introduce ,this question with a

24 short observatbn and story.. It'.s sort of local, I hink,

25 to this part of the country,. and in, light of the Board's

!, ;
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l'

i| reaction to the numbers used by. Dr. Lipkin, it reminds me of ,

!

2 the story of the big city lawyer that came down to here, to a

3I little farm here in Davie County ma.ny years ago. The farmer I
i
1

4| was showing him arcand the b.lachemith shop, and the lawyer,

5 who considered himself very, knowledgeable about many things, j

6 was very well dressed and e;:tremely knowledgeable. And the

7 farmer uns just showing him _around, and finally they came to

s{ the blacksmith shop there,.there was a red-hot horseshoe

i
g' right on the anvil, so the . lawyer, reached .over and grabbed

*

10 hold of it.
i

j1 ' of course, he let .go very ,quickly and sort of.,

12 bachd off and the farmer cal.l.ed over to him and said, what's

13 the matter, you burn yoursel.f?

14 And the lawyer took a deep. breath and said no,

15 it just doesn't take me long _to lock at a horseshoe.
{

16 [ Laughter.]

37 I use that because .I wanted to ask Dr. McBrayer,

18 and perhaps the rest of the panel a .questic.n about these j
I

gg numbers that doesn't take me,very 1.ong to look at, and he |

'doesn't think very much on it..20

Dr. McBrayer, don'A you think it would be helpful21

if you could have attempted to, work out a matrix so that2, i
!

these many subjective facto.rs, ubich everybody in the roomg
|
.

admits are involved in each c.ategory, that you could have usedg

soma numbers, at least you could have been asked about eachg

. . !
: i

i !
i, i
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1 one of your evaluations in scme. detailed form?

2 Don' t you think thst woul.d. have been helpful

3 for consideration of how yo.u arri.ved at, one, your final

4 conclusion, but also the dis. crete. factors which led to that

5 conclusion? ,

6 Uculdn't that have Deen helpful, if you had that

7 kind of information for us?.

8 A [ Witness McBrayer] Mr. P.feff.erkorn, I have laid

9 out my methodology in my testimony, in as clear an English

10 as possible for me to do.
.

tj I don't see where Rutting numbers.is going to

12 improve on that. I have numb.ers .in my. table, but, you know, ,.

13 I recognize them for what they are. They are a subjective

14 niative evaluation. ,,

15 0 Again, though, woul.dn't a.. breakdown in the use

16 of numbers give us an opportunity.to. question each discrete

17 factor rather than the bundles.that you have used?

18 A I suppose if you can' t un?ersta.nd my written ,

19 word, it might.
. . .

I

20 0 All right. '

,

21 And wouldn't it han,been. helpful to have each

22 person on this panel in various. disciplines to oroduce theirs

in s mewhat of a matri:c, so .that we could have had some23

g way to ecmpare your overall. analysis with a form such as

used by Duke or used by Dr.,Lipkin?g

I
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!, A I'm afraid I'm in basic di.sagreement wi-Lh you |
|

29 that putting numbers in the. matri:: improves the j
e

'3 understandability of the informatica..

4 Q All right.

t

5 So you say it doesn. t imprpve it? The numbers i

6 used by Florida Power & I,ight, the numbers used by Duke t

y in a matri:: system, is just; .not the way, to .go about it?

8 A I did not say that at all.. I recogni::e that

9 as one approach to the colutio.n to. .thoproblem.

10 Q You consider it inferior..to.the way you went about

11 it?
.

12 A I did not say that.. I sa.i.d I chose not to do that.

13 Q All right.
..

14 But what I'm asking is the, difference of your
t

15 choice of not to do it and.their. choice.to .do it,. have

16 anything to do with the amo.unt .of. . time that you spent on

97 your coming up with these figures? Nouldn't it take more

time to have used a matrix? j18 ,

iA I don't think so. .
<39

l
20 0 Well, how much tima did yo.u..actually spend on '

preparation f what you hav.e h,ere?
21

I

A Well, let's see. I. spenn. three ftll days seeing !g

the sites, all of them, and.in.additi,on. to that, I would say23

y I spent something on the order.of a week. colla ing my |.

l i
observations and making my wri.teup.. I

25
i
i
:

|
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1 Q Well, in collating your otsarvations and making

2 your writeups, you don't have any diagrams for any of the

3 written material that you havo used. such as Dr. Lipkin had

4 for us that he was working f; om,, do you?
,

5 A Are you asking me.if. I hav.e my ir!.armediate

6 material here in this courtroom today?

7 Q Right. I think it'.s been previously asked. I

8 just thought I'd ask again..

9 A I don't have that i;1 formation with me.

10 Q All right.
, ,

11 One thing I Nant to clear..up. Dr. Jordan asked

12 you about the catagory terrestria_1 bi.ological impact, and I

13 think rather than ever telli.ng, him whether. you agreed, dis-

14 agreed or anything else, yo.u, Went to the major premise and
.

15 disagreed with the system, but could I just call your attention

16 once again to that line, and, get an answer, .a.nd .on that line

j7 isn't it a fact that the Duke _ fi.gures that were taken by

18 Dr. Lipkin there were lower.than..his ass.'gnments, his

39 subjective assignments? ,

t
A As I stated before,,.this is Dr. Lipkin's20

pinion as a chemist. My opinion as a terrestrial ecologist21

n happens to differ with him..
.

Q Excuse me, Dr. McBrayer. If you can just3

y answer the question, you ca,n go..cn and explain. I am just

simply asking in the last two _ columns under..terres_ trialg

,

!
8

.
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,

l: biclogical impact, if in fact the. Duke figures that were

2|
| factored in on that final column, aren't they louer than
!

3{ the subjective figures put 1.n, in, p.arentheses by Dr. Lipkin?

4 A They are on his tab.le. T. hey certainly are.

5 0 All right. But those figures on his table that

6 are lower than his subjective.fi.guroc, are the figures from

7 the Duke information? |
|

8 In cther words, they don'b have parentheses? |

9 A Sir, I don' t unders.tand th,e significance of your

10 question.
,

t1 Q Nell, as I say, whether you do or do not is kind

12 of irrelevant. I am simply ,asking whether or not that in a

13 lower figure than his subje,ctive figure.

14 A It is obviously a, lower figure.

I
15 0 All right.

. ,

16 And I suppose I wil,1 -- yo.u don't think it's

17 relevant, but the Duke figur.e .is. lower than his. subjective
|

'
18 evaluation, that is meaningles.s to you as far as analyzing

gg his objectivity?
,

20 A What we are discus. sing here are the opinions

21 virtually of three different peop.le.
'

22 We have someone fro.m Duke., Power, whose opinion

is -- n their rating system is in the laat column.
.23
I

24 We have lir. Lipkin'.s opi.nion in the secona column. |.

|

25 - I have my opinion.i.n my t.e.stimony.. And I stand |
I I
e
l, t
e !

It i
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1 on my opinion.

2 Q All right. -

3 And I would like to move.up the line a little

4 bit to land utili=ation amou.nt.

5 Look in that line.and, if in fact, Dr. McBrayer

6 didn't -- Dr. Lipkin again .there in his subjec.tive evaluation

7 put a higher figuro than that number 1 which he obtained

8 frem the Duke material?

9 A [ Witness McBrayer] That's, .the .way I read it.

e9 to ,

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

!

20

21

22

23

24
s
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I
!

r !
1, IToa --

!

(2* .1 ~1cu ntight be inter 33 ad 'co cce in .ny tastfreny
.'!

,, a

3c alco r. hat I rated Laho Norman 3 aits ac inferic: 40 the i
I t,

4! Parkins cito no a olaco for n nuclaar scuor plant baccd upcn I

i

3] my evaluation of land characteristice.

G G .ul right, but gcing beak to juct one othar ,

7 thing about the nunbors hora, Dr. Mc2:ayor, now you --

g you are not a lamfar, are you?

g 3 :To.

I
10 ' G So you don't havo this built-in prajudico of |

I

11 very many pocple against numbera lika 1cwy3:3 hava, do you?
I

12 (Laughter.) '

3 3. to lamfors have this built-in projudics?

14 G I think Brother McGarry and I both admit to that,

but ycu do operato with numborn. *icuhaveaPh.D.whichdcoa)15

involve ctatistical analycic and the use of numbers to a
j3 |

i considerable e.v.tont; isn't that right? Ij e, ;
1

3. I havo used numbarc.13

G All right, and isn't it a fact that using numbers,39

I

20 nca we agree that how you -- wa understand the promisau {
i

g going into theco numbers, but when it's a quantion of dealing

22 vith largo tr:ounta of matarial, that by tho usa of

g! numbers it is not only a very cca ranient devica, but a

g very aciontific devico in terms of taking rescits from

g varicus sourcoa and using input figurac, and ranching a

i |

!4

__ _
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1 total that perhaps this is the only reliablo way to deal

2 with massive amounts of infornatien and trying to reduce it

3 down to a maaningful uhoto -- that is, understrnding the

4 sum of the parts.

5 Don't yor ' lave to use numbera when you are doing

6 that?

7 A I got 1 cat. How many questions are you asking

S me?
'

9 Tha initial quaction that ycu asked, I beliavo,

10 was: Is it more convenient?

t1 It may be.

12 The second question that you askod: Is it more

scientific?g

14 And I cannot accept that statement. If the

15 number that you hava used has no anchor in : oality, the

16 fact that you are using the number decon't make it moro

cclontific.17

18 G All right, but I qualified it by saying --

19 assuming you understand the input of your numcorn, when you
i

20 are reaching a aum, when you are reaching a total, isn't

21 it always battar to uco numbers so that you know where

22 y ur argument is going to bo?

23 That is, in tho input, what stage of the input

g you can argue, and what stage of the input thero's

n argument about?25
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9
g AD. 3A2Td: Object to th; quastien. !
I I

2L It's bson nahed; it':s icon cnowered. 2s dcec net i
!

1
#. .

3| lika d.e uit :eec's e.nauar, and he's n:guing uith him. I

4 | would app:nciato it if you wauld ince uct the attornoy to

3 rectate the quaction.
+

I.ti ;G.S. ncCES: 21. Pfefforkorn, do you '.Jant to
t
I

*/ | raapend to the objection?
.i

I

8| 2iR. ? ".JFSSRO':5: Ac .c say, I just think I am

attempting to -- I'm in th3 31tchc aith's chop and I'm9 ,,
i

10 , working. I would liho to ach a faw acro questions to sao

11 if I can get como undoratanding.

12 I reali::e parhaps this ia .1 broad subject, and ,

13 I am not going to spend vary much timo with it. If I might
i

14 prcceed to ha'm one moro quastica, I might just covo on. *

i IES. BCH2RS: All right, because I think tha
15 | -

1

16 witnesa hs3 entproaced in vary clac: Innguago his position in

thA3 *****17 '

18 The objection ic overruled, but pecceed with

19 another question.

!

20 3'I M2. PFFJFERKOEN:

O. All right, Dr. .McBrcyor, .I bel:Iava you and the21 .

4

1

22 rost of the panoi have dicagreed with Dr. Liphin's approach, '

23 and Dr. UcSylva pointed cut to ycu that all thosa approact.30
,

i
p,4 ; havo a subjective factored into it,

O j
i

25 i ;fnat I wanted to ack you -- my final quostion to
!
i

!
!

1 i
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'

*e
* ?

, !
t' '

0 you about Dr. I,ipkin's acorcach -- and I cunnoce I will
'4

! :e
,

2| cnk overy membar cf da punal thic:
: :
.

0( Th,t i.:, uhather tb parol .l. in a pcsition to '

;

4| p:3parc cuch a natri:: a:3 Dr. I:cBrayor' 3 - 2nd parhapn I'll

I

5 leave you cut of thia question, Dr. I!c2rayor -- but Thathor
,

h

6| or not the root of the marlara of the panol eculd not havo

7 used noters and prapared a matri:: baced on their dicciplinaa?

;3 i Dr. Ecbartson, could you haJo dono that? '

|

9 .1 (I71tnnca Robertson) ?h'.,'cically, i cculd havo

10 dcna it. I would have baan very Icery of aanigning those

nchera. I agree with Dr. I'cBrayer that ena has to be very11

12 CU"t '" , ,J . ct drawing conclucions fron subjective numbarn

g as a ocientific objectiva.

14 0 The probica of accigning nurbars is becauco ycu

33 can ha asked quantionc abcut it, and you'va got to be
,

16 responsible and stick un for them or rejset them. Is that

I right?.j

r1 Mo , that wasn't the bacia why I van saying that..i B

39 Those of us that work with computers a lot havo bacn through
I

20 this phonocana. ' lou put numbers into the computer, and acma I
'

I

n ther the output is suppocid to gain cradence: |21
way :

t

g but the fact they want through tha ccaputer, you still
,

23 1 sntared into the ccmouter uith numbers that may not be |
i

-

and 310 4, raliablo. |
2 >

25 !
(

,

a
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1 g Ceuld you have graparad a mcre complax matr.tx than

?2 you did I raalizo you preparad a "yoa/no" chart. Cou".d

3 you hava preparad a mor3 cc:rple:: cne using your ,11ccipline?

4 1 (Witness Gough) I, gain, Z uculd Sally concur with

3 the two gentleIcen on my left. Suro, I could hava dona lu,

5 physically, but I did nct f,axl it wau approprinus, and it

7 just was not the mot expeditious way to prepara my

8' testimony.

9 G It tahon a lat icngor, dcean't it?

10 A Not nocasuarily. Physically, it might not take

11 near as long.

12 & (Witness Gilbert) Did you cay you Unre going to

13 ask the entire panel?

14 S I tako it you' m got the two summing up people
p

15 on the end, but I'll go ahead and giva you a chance, ;

16 Dr. Gilbert.

17 Did you -- could you have prepared a matrix

18 study of the alternate citoo?

& I uould liho to ::iako a commant.jg
I

G Just ansvar tho question. Could you, or couldn't :20
:

YO"221
,

a WITNESS GILDERT: Is it my .:inderstanding, !
:

23 b!rs. Dcvers, I am allowed to qualify an anm7cr?

!

pj MRS. BOWERS: Answer "yos" or 'no," thsn you may

be permitted an explanation.

i
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|

| '
. ,

|1i U n!353 GI .12xT: :To, with tha folicwing a::plann-2
!

2| tien. !

!

3 Thara vera coveral dicciplinea inec1*;cd. That's

4 part of the arplenation.

i5' Tha second one is that I w uld not have -- there i

i
!

3 wac a raacen for the ttpa cf apprcach usod in the Lipkin '-

'/ atudy. It was not utsd for .ho purpoco that ws vers hora
|

t

8' for. .

9 Tha third ono wac alledad to by Dr. IIcBrayer ;
i

10 when he talked abcut using nurtsra in th.a computorn, or !

11 consbedy did. It's an oli term ussd, "GIGO," which
i

12 means, " garbage in-garbaga cut." l

13 And subjcccivo data is not factual, and tharaforo

14 as far la mathematical precision, it haa -- it 10 garbage. !
l

is sr m. mmzomu
|

-

!
1G G W. se garbage ara you talking about? Anybody'o i

17 Ectbage? Yc u garbage?

18 .1 (Nitness Gilbert) I'm talking about nunbara
l
njg assignad cubjectively. If you wara going to use thsm ca a '

!

20 computer input, they would have no valid meaning when thsy

emo ut of the conputor,21 ,

t
i

22f
G Uc11, nords aren't of 2ny battar uca subjectivoly

23 than nunters., are thsy?

A Yes I beliova they arc, in a subjectivuy

UU"88*25

! ,

I i
h i
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1 G How about in the objectiva 33nsa?*

2, A If I had the opportunity to ucs factual -- truly

3 factual data and not subjective date, I would prefer to do

4 that, to be precise, but that was not tho caso.

5 % All right, but in tarns of purely factual data --

6 and this question can go oithar to you or Mr. Parkhurst,

7 I want to clear up a couplo of things hero.

8 In the first place, Mr. Parkhurst, you mantioned

this 100 cfs withdrawal. Ian't it a fact, tha pumps atg

to Perkins, I thinic they are sit' lor 200 or 300 cfa pumps? They

11 can be pumped cut as long as it stays above 1000 cfs, and

12 it can be up to 25 parcent of the stream ficw? Isn't that

the arrangemant under tho prcposed Perkins plant?13

A (Witness Parkhurst) I'm not really aura, but
14

I beliavn that's a fact. ,
15

!

A (Witness Gilbert) I'll veri 2y that that is the
16

case.

G Is it 300 cfs? Aren't those 300 cfs pumps?
18

A I don't know the si::e of the pumps, but they canjg
'

20 pump up to 25 percant of the river flow as long as they

are above the 1000 cfs cituatien.
21

0 All right. So at the ti=as of 12- 13- 1400 cfs,
22

that 25 percent can be operated. Icn't that right? Up tog

the capacity of the pumps, which is 300 cfs? Isn't that

correct?g
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?h A. OTitne.ra ?arkhurct) Uhtt p'.n:ps ara 7cu talking {
I, i

2 ,t abcut, specifically? I
, e

3 I'i
s

G Tor d cuing ctor out of the rivar,
il
1

4| A This is Cartar Craoh. C?:cy?
!

5 I G No, no, I'm -- act Ca--tar Craek; I'm talking
i

3 absut pulling in out of the river. It can ho putting it into
1

7 Cartor Cecok, although that's hen the crcok wculd bo
,

i
3 ,- filled, right from tha ri' or.

>

I
3 A (Uitnaca Gilbert) Partly.

10 ! G What I na augcasting, I just innt to clear up tha
I

11j mount. It's not "10 percont"; it's "25 parcont." Icn't
i -

!
i

12 at right? i

A (Witnesa Parkhurat) Undar certain limitod condi-g
,

j
tionu, yes. Cortain specific conditiens it uculd be 254i

parcant. '

l o-

'
O. But tharo ara ac limita an 1cng as it's under the1G

1000 Ofa.g

A (Witnoco Gilbart) S.the 25 parcant limit applion7g

wheravar you ara. ?cu can't withdraw over 2S percont of tha
!

river ficw.
.

|
I

[ G 2ight. Sut in thoso arans I vcc ta.Eting about,g
,i

I ;

22 ;; that could be up to 2- to 300 ofs. r
j

I- ,

i MR. EARTH: Objection. I ebject to tho quantion. {g
l

If he's aching for limitationc of the Hu: lear i
'

24 '
.

iRegulatorf- Cenniasion, they would probably qualify. If he's jd,5
;

1
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1 acking for stats law -- which is the 25 parcent limitation,

2 it's quita differont. I dca't knew which he's aching abcut.

3 MR. PFEFFERECEN: It's tho cal::o thing, Mr. Barth,

4 and ycu know it.

5 3Y HR. PFEF72RRORN:

6 G In other words, limitations of 25 porcent --

7 MR. 2ARTH: If councol vill stipulato state law

a is or.actly the casa as our regulations, I havo no problem

.

9 with the qJ.ostion.

10 !GS. DOFJd: I think tho witnesses have tootified

11 to the 25 percont.

12 MR. BARTH: They hava not tactified that that is

13 the limitation of the atate law. I don't knew what the

14 question was dirccted to. Wo have two things in the --

15 we have regulaticas, and the stata does.

16 DR. iTORDAU: Mr. 3arth, the Ecard has adopted tho

37 state regulations and put them on as a condition, so thsy

are identical.18

19 MR. BARTH: They are not, sir. You have adopted
1

20 tha recommendations of the Environmantal Management Commission '

uhich have been put into the certific e of coAvenience :1g

y and necessity, which was Stde Exhibit 2, under

23 the evidence that there was 6 401 discharge parmit condition.

y That's what happened in tho initial decision.
,

25 MRS. ECWERS: Why dcn't you proceed,
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;
i

! . ;

1I Mr. PfaffOrhcIn. I
h .

Il |
2y SY 19.. P23_UEF2.OPH: ;

I;
i i

3!' Q. Cne cther thing,11r. Par'churst.
1

s; Ycu hava been in ano ter diviaien, and havan't
,

t

51 been ucrhing on this matter. Ian't thct right? Since bac':
i
'

6 in '75, I thinh: when you worked en So impact cta+ m nt?
.

7 A. (Witnoco Parkhurst) For abcut the last tac ,

3| yearc, yes.
I
!' O. So you aro not familiar with the incroaco in theg!
!10 pamps for the City of Wincten-Salem incroacing their intsko

jg capacity up to 400 cubic feet par accend thoro for Winsten- !

;p, Salem, that 400 capacity? Thic c.rm in effect within the last
'

i
p~ i year.

t

a No, I'n nch.
14

0 All right, but of courco you haven't done any15 ;

I
ecmpariaan hetn en the usatrac= centrol and rosarvoirs en i3e

tha Catauba. That io, the acro-ftet of the lakos abovag
i

13|
Lake Norman compared to the only one en the 7adkin, tha

Karr Scott Reservoir. In that right?.;9

tA No, I didn't.
20

"y }, G And Dr. Gilbert, you di'n't cenaider that, you.

!

g f or any members of your panel,ifhon you considorod that watar

prcblem, cesparing Laha Nerman to 31gh F.cck, did you?, , ,

-

Dr. Zitto1?3

1 (Witnscs Zittol) Ara you spea'cing to m3, sir?g
!

! i
?.j !

f'
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I I'm Corry.

2 G I'm speoJcing uo tha uhole panal, but I havan't

3 had a chance to tal'c to you.

4 1 Oli'. ncsc Zittel) .io, I can't acy wa considerad.

5 it.

6 G All righh.

7 And neither you, Mr. Rchertson?

8 3. (Uitness Rchortson) No.

9 G In fact, you don't even know the amount of

10 storaga upstream from Norman, do you?

11 A. Not without consuluing coma tab 13s I couldn't

12 give the information.

13 G And -- all right, cno cther thing. The EPA

14 report that was also raferrad to by the witncscos and i

15 roforred to by Dr. Gough, cpacifically Dr. Gough, although ,

16 y u said you waro ganara117 familiar with it, you still did

17 n t use that in your analysis cf theca alternativo sitas,

18 did you?

19 1 (Witness Gough) Did that come up today as part

!

20 of the quoctiening by the Board? Because I don't believe it

did.21

22 MR. DARTH: Ansvar the question, if you ploaca.

I made no objection.23

g M?ESS C-GUG3: Would you rapeat the question?

25
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4

I
.

?8 T1 (IF,. '2I 2F.7.3ECORT: !
i 4

2 G Iraat I'm caying ic: I a ded you sona quactiona |.

t t
.

3[ #2 cut the EPA report, and :C thinic aarlier you indicat3d that
t

i
4 you were generally familiar with it. But apacifically,

5 tho question is: 'In ycur analysic, ycur subjectivs input

3 to ycur vorhal and quaci-chart results, did you roly on tho

7 EPA report that I chewtd you that had the msings of the

3 rivers and the recorvoiro?

9 1 C7itness Gough) In npf written tactimony?

10 i G That's right.

11 A 30, I did not. !
.

12 G So thct really didn't play any part in the staff
,

!

13 analysis of the alternato citas, did it?

ond 911 1.4 A Not that particular docu= ant.

15

16

17|

18

.

19

!
20

21

22

!
23 '

24

25

.

I
i
>

f
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I'' y O Cne final question..

I! '

2 ;j Mr. Robertson, mither you nor /c. Zittel, or any
If

.3 h other member of this panel, .real.ly considers themselves to
i

i I

4 be or is a hydrologist in the sense of the stu,dy of water i
;
9

5 control, and specifically wa.ter p.rebloms, either connected

i

3 with this case or any other?. You don't consider yourself a !

!-
,

7 hydrologist, do you?

O A [ Witness Robertson]. Of cour.3e that would be a

a difficult thing to define.. I..have. certainly worked in this

to area a good while. I haven'.t .during the past year, but

11 I have made several hydrauli.c ana.lys.es using various models.

12 I have worked on seven or e.ight nuclear station environmental

13 statements, where we have mad,e.a.nalyses of thornal discharges

14 into rivers, lakes and estuaries and.used various models.
I
'

15 I have analysed blowdowns from cooling towers

16 with many stations.
,.

37 Uhether this makes.,me a hy.drologist with a

18 capital "H" or not, I don't know.

A (Witness Gilbertl ..I would say this: that the;g
i

20 NRC, in obtaining the services o.f the Oak Ridge National
'

,

Laboratory as consultants on this project, considered the21 ,

I !
22 ; qualifications of Mr. Rober.ts.on to be .in the saa of hydrology |

?

3 , and hydrologic analysis. . ,

i

yJ Q _ All right. j
j? !

*

g| Well, Dr. Gilber.t, you wouldn't pretend that the i
,

! i i
n : ,

l! ! i

N ii
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1 members of your panel were. engineering hydr. ologists with

2 the academic basic in terms of publication and consulting

3 and teaching courses that Dr...Medina was, would you?

4 MR. BARTH: I objec,t to the question. It is

5 well beyond the voir diro. . Ic was, started Mon. day at 3:25 p.m.,

6 last Monday.

7 MRS . BCWERS : Do y.o.u want, .to respond to the

3 objective?
,

9 MR. PFEFFERKORN: I just .think I would lia to

10 know what is their opinion..

;; MRS. BOWERS: Well, the ob.jection is sustained.

12 We have gone through voi-r d. ire.. And you .know the Board has

13 determined these witnesses.are qualified.

14 MR. PFEFFERKCRU: A.ll r.i.gh,t.. I have no further

15 questions.
. . .

C R. DE SYLVA:, I just wanted to. puc a statement16

on the record. I'm sure the S.taff.is aware of.this. I know97

'Mr. Barth knows about it.18 ,

jg This type of analys.is is.w.idely used -- this is
*

!

20 Dr. Lipkin's anclysis, using the Florida Power & Light

21 method by Mr. Jopling. *his is kcwknown as nonparametric

statistics. I'm sure you're all ciare that it's widely used22

in sociology, anthropology, aconomics,.and statistics. It'sg

where you have subjective data which cannot beg

quantified. These are not .hard sed,entific data. wld.chg

:
a
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1! scientists are used to using. These are used for making
' ,

!

2j value judgments in socioaconomic problems, and that's exactly I

3! what we are. dealing with her.e today.
!

4! So mathematically.there'a.nothing the matter

5 with this kind of concept..
I
I

!6 MRS. BOWERS: Mr. McGarry,.do you have questions
t

I7 of this panel?
I
i *

8| MR. MC GARRY: No , questions, Mrs. 3cwers.

9 MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Barth?
\
|

10 MR BARTH: I have.no ques,tions, Mrs. Bcwors.

11 MRS. BOWERS: Well, we have no further questions

12 of the panel. Any objection to.their being excuced?

13 MR. MC GARRY: No o,bjectiou.

14 MR. PFEFFERKORN- .N,o obje,c. tion.
.

15 MRS. BOWERS: You are exc.used, then. Thank you. !
4

16 [ Panel excused.]

37 MRS. BCWERS: I wou,ld like to proceed immediately q
i

78 ch, you have a matter. f, ,

19 MR. MC GARRY: Yes,,I do ,and Mr. Sarth also,s

i

20 I would say in light of the response of this
'

21 morning and the Board's furt#er.. inquiry., we would 1.ike to I

22 put n our panel for the firs.t.p,urpose to clarify some

23 statements yesterday, and se.cond.,. to clarify as a rebuttal

i

2/> ' statements made today.
;

g| So I would call Mr. Blackmon and Mr. Dail to the

|

t
r

i
fa

'

,
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1 stand.

I
2 MRS. 30WERS: Fine. They have been previously

3 sworn.

4 Whereupon,
.

5 L. C. DAIL

3 and

7 CCNALD B. BLACKMON

8 were recalled as witnesses c.n behalf of the Applicant and,
.

9 having been previously duly. sworn, were examined and testified
.

10 further as follcws:

11 MR. MC GARRY: As.thewitnesses are going to the

12 stand, the Board addressed ,a, que.stion yesterday at

13 Tr. 3659 and 3660, and I believe.it's appropriate for me

14 to address this since it is simply an observation, and

15 the tenor of the question was whether or not the Application. ,

4

16 would agree that the numbers.iA the far-right-hand column

17 of Dr. Lipkin's plant site ,evalu.ation were indeed the Duke

18 numbers.
.

19 And in reading the ,transe;:.ipt, I_ thought that I
!

20 had adequately explained.that.. But a subsequent question

21 appearing on transcript page .36.33 indicated perhaps there

22 was still some remaining co.nf.us. ion, so. I.will stets on the

23 record that looking only at,that.co.lumn, which is now

24 captioned "Perkins Duke," I. hope..it i.s clear at this point

25 in time that tae numbers listed in that column are not all
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i

1! Duke numbers, i
I -

! !

2i Some of those numbers are Duke numbers, and they -

{.

3 are the ones that are simply. thanding by themselves. The ones

4, wit'' asterisks and the ones .in.p.ar.2ncheces are not the Duke
i: !

5* numbers.

6 Now there is another clarificati.on. Because --

7 MRS. BCUERS: Before you.1;2 ave thit., I have 3659

<

8 and I see what you are refc;r.ing to, and then I thought
i
,

9 | you said subsequently and us.ed the number.3633.

10 MR. XC GARRY: Yes.. I'm sorry. 3.663.
I

11 MRS . BCNEPS : Okay,,, Fine.

12 MR. MC GARRY: I was Imrin.g confusion because I.

13 thought subsequent meant af,ter, .a,nd I just gave the wrong

14 number. I'm sorry. 3663..

'

15 MRS. BCWERS: I'm.c.crry to. have interrupted you.
i

16 MR. PC GARR'l: And ,the aRi.tional point ! would

37 like to make is directed strictly to the Duke numbers in .

18 Dr. Lipkin's column. They..ind,ee.d ar.e Duke numbers, but we

19 are not agreeing that the w,eigh.t. associated with those numbers !

1

20 is correct, or, indeed, tha,4 those . Duke numbers have been '

21 applied to the correct categ,ory by.Dr. Lipkin. And we.

i

n will go into this. I am making.this.sta.tement. The i

23( witnesses will testify in this. regard.
t

24|.
I i

25[ l

!.
t
b

.'
!

,. 5
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i REBUTTAL DIRECT ELVIINATION

2 BY MR. MC GARRY:
,

3 0 on page 3661, ther.e.was di.scussion of the cost

4 figures in the Duke matrices, and I believe the nature of

5 the question was, was there .any environmental impact

6 associated with those cost. fig.ures?

7 Is that correct, Dr. Jordan?

8 DR. JORDAN: .I thi.nk so.

9 Q And I believe the r.ecord.should be specific in

10 this regard. My reading.of. it indicates that we should

11 further expand on this poin.t,,and I would ask Mr. Blackmon

12 that in an examination of..the .Duk.e matrices, how many categories

13 are associated with costs, b.e .it economic or environmental?

14 | A (Witness Blackmon].,There,,are saven. categories

15 in which a dollar number,is.as.s.igned.
,

16 Q And of those seven.catego.r.ies, I believe we

1

37 don't have to expand on the.. identity of them, since it'ss ;

18 implicit in reading of tho.se..s.even,. how many,are economic
.

19 and how many are environmental,. and would you please identify
!

20 each one?

A Yes, I will. From..the top,.of_our matrix sheet,21

22 the fourth item is system cost.. .That; is the cooling system

development cost. It is .an incremental dollar penalty23

y associated with the differe.nce..in. capital costs in current

3 dollars between a lake-cooled system and a ecoling tower

i
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!

i]svatemforeachoneofthevar,i.cu.s, alternatives.
.

'

: i

2| It is not an enviro.nmental. cost. It is strictiv !

i

'

I
,

3 an economic cost.

4, our item number 3-A, which.is proximity and
t
.

5 capability of the transmissi.cn system, is an environmental cost,

4

6 or can be equated to an env.ironmental cost. Ib relates

7 directly to the mileage or.therefore.the acreage involvement

8 in land of new transmission lines. that would be required to

a tie that generating station..and.that. site into our existing

10 transmission group.
,

11 The next item numbe.r 3-B,, penalties, is transmission!

12 Penalties. It is strictly.an economic. cost. It is not an
I

13 environmental cost. It is based.on.the penalties associated

14 with getting the power from one site,.into the load regions

15 that must be served, not fro;a .the. site into the transmission

16 grid. I.

|
37 The next dollar penalty number is given to j

l
18 accessibility to rail. It.can be,, considered an environmental j

l
39 cost basis for that number is a strict.interputation of a

;
1

20 cost estimate per square per.. mile,of new railroad development, '

_

21 and based upon an assumed r.ight of way with .the number of

g acres involved could be de.termine.d. |
t

23 The next penalty .is. associ.ated with other
j
iy( considerations, No. 7-A, ear.thwork. It is . strictly a dollar '

I

25| st based on the volume of , earthwork that would have 'a be

!
!

!
! :

.
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1 moved one site versus another, for site-specific earthwork.

2 Strictly a cents per cubic y.ard. o.f fill material that

3 would have to be moved in place.

4 Consideration No. 7,- D , Du.ke land holdings, is

5 also strictly an economic cost. It. is not .envirnnmental,

6 and it reflects the difference. in cost between what the

7 value of the property that .would .be required for an assumed

3 plant size would bu, if we .had to go buy the land. In many

9 cases wo do own some of the. land; in many cases we don't own

10 any of it. So this is reflecte.d in. Duke land holding seccions.

11 Finally, the meteorologicp.1 parameter No. 8

12 is strictly a system cost.. I,t.is,no.t an environmental

13 cost, and cannot be equated ,to. An environmental cost.

14 0 Mr. Blackmon, with .r,espect. to ihe two categories

15 that you have identified as.envignmentgl costs, have you

16 attempted to weight these co.sts,and rate them so they would

37 be compatible with the othe,r..envi,ronmental factors set forth

18 in your matrices 7
,

39 A Yes, sir, I have..
.

.

20 0 Would you please explain .to the . Board exactly

~3 what you have done?
. , .3

J.
i

end 12 22 - --

23

24

25

..
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I y| Those irro aroac, a0 I .asn'..icnod hafero, ~40 6
!i i

2i tha ureninity and ce abilitv of trananiccien cyatsn; and {
u. i

|3 il Eccor.dly, the accocaibility to rail.
:

i
i

4I In the anstrarc that US hava furnished to tha
!

5[ Nuclear Ragulatory car.uission in responca to their qcastions,
!

}
Gi we havo sat forth in our filing of Rugacu 313t the acreago

7 involvanant at cach eno of theco sitec for trnnemisaica and i

;! rail: cad.

9, Rathar than going back to that, though, 6 hat tJo ;
L
o

!O i; have dono ic to datornino the spread of total dollar costs'
;-

I 5

n! as they aro given in our anzri=, and that oproad has than |'
|

12 ' boon divided into fi-o equal incrmnts.

13 30 'DUA' ""Y EC# DU'"" R' $10 million wmld
i

14| be eno point. Or, if the spread -- if ths coat of the j

transmission develcpnant were, any, $25 aillion, that would15 i
- 1

13{ be between $30 and $40 million, c'd wccid be giv.en a
,
i

17j cartain point valto.
i

g" ! 'He have also, bacausa us arc talking about
l
'

jg acroages of land directly rolsted to the dollara, land nce
!

20 in an ing rtant factor and it hac hasn -- tra have givan it

21 ) a weighting of "3."

|
22 In doing that evaluation, tha sitas D, 3, and I

i

13, cnd Parhins, in our analyais, hava beca rof13ctsd in doing3Sg

away dith the dollar penalties, increasing ths citsg,
I

quality pointo.g j
!
J
f

I
i

I
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1 The sito quality points for D, 2, site N-13, and

2I Perkinc all come cut to be m additicaal 5 sita points,
!

3 and an sraluated point incroaco of 15. They are all equal.

4 They fall within the same ranga frem a transmission systam -

S increased trancuission capability visupoint.

6 G May I juct stop you there, Mr. 31ac h n.

7 MR. KC GARRY: Mr. Blackmon has addracasd the

G Laka Norman sites and the Perkinc sino. Ic that catisfac-

9 tory with the Eccrd? Or dess the roard wish tha other sites

10 to be identifiad?

11 Iscard conferring.]

12 E . BO'EBRS : We aro satisfied with the comparicon

f Lako Norman and Porkins.13

14 3Y MR. MC GARRY:

15 G All right, go ahoad.

A. (Witnoss B1:ckmon) The other arca that va hava16

37 put an environmental svaluation on is the accessibility to

18 the rail and its admission for that acroage involvacant for

39 new-access railrcads.
I

20 On that basis, the spread of dollars again,

21 rather than going back and using the screagos and trying to

22 tie that up, and just taking the numbora als.cady furaished

in our matri:r, the siton would M evaluated.g

24 ita D uculd be given a rating of 4; sita 3

25 "9 " * #" 9 # 8 " * 9 "" "

i
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15 rating cf 5; and the Psrkins si'cn ucald be given a rating
,

o
? 'l of 3.

s

3j The wnighting ovaluadon en this partic".lar fI

i critorien tie balicyc cheuld ha "3.' It ic involved uith4

3 land usaga.
|

:\
f

6 G Thank you.
|

7 DR. JCRDAIi: Thsn can you givo us a final

13 numbor? i
.

;

i
9 .9.. T.C GARR": Dr. Jerden, c,tcu::a no. I believa |

! '

10 re are going to gat to that.
. .

11j DR. JCRDAN: Okay, arousa ma. |
I

;
'

12 ' 3Y dn. MC GARPL i
,
,

s
4

13 { G Go aha'ad.

14 .1 (Witneso Blackmon) By increasing, an un mantioned |
1

15 haforo, those two valueu for point determinatican, the cite |

;3 D incroacas frem 139 quality points to 171. l
i

17 Sita E incroaces from 111 to 173.

33 S Ltc U,2.8 incrocaso from 136 to 1G9. '

19 And tho Parkins sito incrancos frca 144 to 173.
I

i
g G Cn tran:cript paga 3661, the Board inquired

21 whether or not Dr. Lipkin used the Duhe coat figuros corroetly.,
4'

2*d I uculd ask for your comments on *'s questien.
I

gj 'the matri:t ovaluation that has been used by1
.

.

p, Dr. Lipkin that wa8 2130 d3V31oped or ha3 boon pr30ented by j

g Mr. Jopling, procents both envirennantal and econcaic ecats.
I.
"

r I
i,
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1 There aro factors involved in the siting of

2 pcwor plants that must be considered econcmic, such as

3 the last item on Mr. Jcpling's tablo used by Dr. Lipkin,

a " system compatibility."

5 Wo boliove that tha analysis that Dr. Lipkin

6 has dono with the neraarical dollar numbers that wa havo

7 presented is not correct.

8 Q. Cn tranceript page 3664, and I believe it runs

9 over to 3665, the Board inquired as to whether or not thers

to had been significant omissions in the applicant's matrices.

11 The Board, I believe, was making rafarance to

12 Dr. Lipkin's tastimony contained on page 8, and I will road

13 the sentence: "Soco factors emitted by Duke include:

14 compatibility of land use, water quality 1::: pact, aquatic

15 biological impact, and total system compatibility." -

,

16 In addition, the Board has furthor inquired as

17 to the considoration of water quantity and the considoratica

18 f water quality.

I w uld a the msnbers of the panel whether cr19

!

20 t those six factors have been considered by Duke in tha

21 praparation of their alternate site analysis.

22 Yes, those six factors have boon considered. InA.

addition, wo have considered suvaral factors - three thatg

have not been considered in the other matrices that have baan Ip

prosented at this hearing.
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!! The first wac a comparisen of land use. and as
,

2| wo havo previcualy contioned, cur ana17cis of 'ransmissien

3| linec, railrcadc, indood cur cita placement dcac take into
!

a! account, and the evaluationa do take into account, tha

oristinglanduseofthepotentiallanduse,asspbledout5

3 in our filing in the altix.g studios and in our filing in

7, racponse to the staff'c quantiens.
t

8| Tha water quality consideration has Sean taken

I

g| into account in two diffarant areas. The first baing
i

.

10 ! the " pollution' critarica that is uced in our ouvironmantal

it avaluation. In this particular critarica, we hava utili=ad

12 tha resources of the e::ioting literaturo from the statsa of

13 North and South Carolina, from the EPA, to identify areaa

14 whera water quality currently is bad and whero it could

15 potentially becemo worce. This has boon factored in thera.

16 Water quality has alA baan fcctored into

17 cur critorion on reductica of straam f1cu, hacause wa

la. have rated poorly those citos with the reduction in straam

g ; flow would be high..

!
20 The third aron that was nantionad by Dr. Lipkin

_

was aquatic biota, I boliove.21 ,

I

22 0, Aquatic biological impact.

3. Si 1 gic impact. Thank you.23

g our evaluation censiders the aquatic biological

imoact in two aroaa.
25 {

-
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1 The first being the pctential aquatic recreation.

2 The second being the e:isting aquatic racreation. It is

3 our belief based on the studios that have been utilized in

4 our siting work, that the aquatic biological imoacts ars

5 adaquately evaluatad in thaco two distinct arcas.

6 A fourth category which I 22ntionod just briefly

7 a minuta ago was " system compatibility." Cur avaluation

S of penaltion does take into account system compatibility.

9 System cc=patibi'ity is c:tplained by Mr. Jopling

10 as including such things as the near-t:3rm und the long-term

11 planning of a utility.

12 As we have previously stated, it is not our

13 intent to put all of our generating stations in cuo particular

14 river basin, or in one particular load ragion in our service

15 araa.

IG Jur long-term planning indicates a naed to have

17 some areas of our servico area being nat importors and

gg exporters of snergy through time. In tho system compati-

jg bility, we have attemptad, through this penalty analysis,
!

20 to show in what order sites should be developed in which

21 portions of our service area to raflect not only tha short-

22 term from an economic standpoint, but the long term from a

23 halanced system network, from a rollablo system network.

24 Also wa need a spread cf generating stations

25 through out our service area.

l.
1

i
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1 Another cuestion was acked cencarning water

2 quantity and to assura ournalmc ^. hat water quantity was j
i
'

3 availabic for the prcpeaed stations, ths critoria that uo
.

4 have utilised for watar availability during icw ficw number

5 I-A is that or.ct critoria.

3 Wre have attempted to Itaha cura that the water

7 that would ba required for consumptive purpocos at any

a gancrating sits is thors, uhother thic water be within a

g say, two-foot dravdcun of a :anjer 13:pennamsnt, or through

to the total drawdown of a anall i=poundment built specifically

3g for that purpose.

12 Our studios do taka into account the quantity of

13 water needed for our plant, without oncinngering the other

14 water users on tho stream, which is the ai=th area: Water

15 use, water quality.

16 Wa must hava, and t:0 roccgnico that municipal

17 and industrial water users are going to continua to incroasa.

18 The basis of our studios, as procented in the cooling syctem

devolepment, particularly'in the reduction of atroam flew.g g

ICritGria number I-C, 10 baSGd On th3 fact that therS will
'

21j be increases in stream flow censistant with projections,

y comparative projections, made by us and by the staff, whether

it bo North Carolina or South ccrolina, and cur evaluationsg

do taka theco into account.
g

Water quality, I have already mentioned. It isg

!
|

I
d
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1 raviewed in the reduction of atroam flow and water avail-

2 ability during low f1mi, and primarily in thermal effects.

3 Cur thernal effects catagory la built atrictly arounds vs

a must either have cooling towers, or wa :::2st be cble to

5 prove that the plant located on a raservoir would adequataly

6 zaet the potantial unter quality requirnmnts as we see

7 them coming for thermal standards.

8 G Concerning water ueo, cad with particular :sference

9 to the cc:mr. ant thia nurning concerning the regulation of

to withdrawals as opposed to the regulations of dischargos,

ti do you know whether tha state has the ability to requiro a

12 permit for withdrawal?

L. The state doen have that ability.13

14 G And to impismont this permit-issuing requirement,
i

15 must the state first dociaro a water area as a capacity-use
}

16 area?

3. Yes, sir, it ::c.at.;7

18 % IIas the stata e=plorod whether or not to declare

;g the Yadkin River Basin a capacity-uce arca?
!

20 A. Yes, sir, they hava.

21 g And in its consideration, did the otato placa

22 great amphasis en future water uco?

23 In our opinion, they placad great emchasis on4

24 p tantial future water una in the basin.

Gg And in their consideration, did the stats annuma
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1 that Perkins would he const7cted and cpara'cing?
!

2 1 Yes, sir, thay did. }

3 G Did the state conduct an a::haustivo analysis?

4 1 We believe they did.

5 MR. PFEFFERRORN: I'm going to cbject. I believa

6 acr,3 of this is in the record. Scne cf this ic his conclu-

7 sien about somobcdy elco getting a littia bit -- into the

3 raal:a of speculation.

9 MRS. EOWERS: Wall, tha 3 card raised thia arca

10 this morning.

MR. PFEFFERKOIIN: I juct wanted to stato my;j

12 objection. I reali=o the Board can prccted, but I think it's

13 getting a little speculative thoro.

MRS. BOW 3RS: We will overrulo your objection.14

ed at car d ont h.15

* # * # #* *16

G Who conducted the stato ana'.ysis?37

L (Witness Blackmen) The analysia wec conducted18

by the staff of, at that timo, the Dapartmant of Natural and
39

'e n m c Resourcos.20

G And is that the a:: pert department within theg

state which works daily with the water of tho stato?g

a It is.
33

G And did the stato hold hearings and racnive 4y

testimony?g

!

1
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1 n. They did.

2 0 Dia tha stata reach a daciaien?

3 2. 7as, they did.

4 G Do you know what that deci31cn was?

5 3. Yes, cir. Tha stato decided that the Yadkin

2nd 913 6 River Basin shou".d not bn declarad a capacity-use area.

7

8

9

10

11

17.

13

14

15

16

17

13

19

!
20

21'

'

22

23

24
,

!

l.5
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1 MR. MC GARRY: I wo.uld ask; Mr. Blackmon, just

|
2 for continuity, to read into the. rec.ord the sp,ecific finding

3 by the State which, as Mr. Pfefferkorn has just indicated,

4 is already in the record.
.

5 However, for continuity,,I,would like to read

6 this one paragraph. Perhap.s..it's. ca,sier. if I do it.

7 DR. JORDAN: We agr,ee with,Mr. Pfefferkorn. This

a is in the record, we do und,ers..tand it. It is not new to us.s

g But I think you have a poin,t, and that's the reason that I

10 sat, because when we review th.e r.acord,.it.is good to have it

11 in one spot.
..

12 MR. MC GARRY: It,also helps us in writing

13 Proposed findings, too.
,

14 [ Laughter.]
.,

15 In findings and conclusion,s, Section VII of I

16 either State Exhibit 1 or 2 -- and I. simply, cannot remember

17 it -- Section 8, paragraph .6,. sta.tes:

18 The aggregate,uses.,of gro.und us.es or service

39 water, or both, in or affec. tin,g the basin, have no.t developed
i

20 or threatened to develop.to.a. degr.e.e which requires coordina- '

21 tion and regulation when thes.a ,agg.rega's use.s ,do. not exceed

22 or threaten to exceed or otherwise . threaten or , impair
.

23 the renewal or replenishment of ground or service water.

bu ,.B.Y,MR. MC GARRY:
,

'
g ,

'Q In addition, panel,, did ,this .same state body25

[ I

i I
," ,
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1 perform an analysis of the.ent.i:ce wate.r system of the state?

2 A [ Witness Blackmon] Yes, sir.

3 Q And did its consid.eration -- did, in its

4 consideration, the state pla.ce. great emphasis on future water

5 use?

6 A They did.

7 O And in it." mnsider.ation did the State assume

8 that Perkins would be cons,tructe.d and operating?

9 A The studies they have conducted do assume the

10 Perkins Plant in operation.,
.

g; Q And did the state c,onclude.,that.there would be

12 adequate water downstream .o.f P.erkins to meet; future water

needs?13 ,

A They have made that. conclusion. They haveja

15 particularly recommended .tbA. development of. wet industry

dcwnstream in the Yadkin Ba.s.in... . .16

MR. PFEFFERKORN: .I'm going to have to object,7

because I'm not sure what report he is talking about. I'llgg
4

go along with his cross-examination.. .I'm no.t sure what he'sjg

'talking about.,,g , ,, ,

MRS BOWERS: WouM you c.larify? Was it fron what21

you just road?
. . .g

MR. MC GARRY: I wa,s about; to clarify it.g

BY MR. MC GAIU1Y:g , ,

Q Mr. Blackmon, wht.ch state , report are you
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1 referring to?

2 A [ Witness Blackmon]. That's,the North Carolina

3 Water Resources Fra: rework Sj;udy.
.

4 Q And that was developed by ,the North Carolina

S Department of Natural and Economi.c Reso.urces. in 1977?

6 A Yes, sir.

7 Q And you have b(_en 1.n attendance at these hearings

8 for the last five days, hav.c you .not?

9 A I have.
,

10 Q Is this the document that's bee.n referred to

11 t.troughout these five days?, ..,

12 A It is.
,,

g3 Q Not the document,. .b.ut one of the . documents.

14 A Yes, sir.
,,

15 Q This morning,.gentl.emen,. reference was made

16 to the USGS comment or. the.7A10... .Were you in the room

17 when Dr. DeSylva, I believe,,tas a.ddressing. questions to the

Staff?13 ,

A Yes, sir.gg ,

'
20 Q Are you familiar 4 th Dr. DeSylva's question?

.

A Yes, sir, I am.21

Q Do you have a comment on.Dr. D,eSylva's question?22

A Yes, sir, I do.g ,

Q What is it?y , ,

g I have reviewed atg,reat.l.ength the.USGS Circular,A

I
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1 particularly with regard to .the ongoing siting studies

'

2 that we are now doing, and in additi.on to the studies that

3 we are working on with the .o.ther utilities in the scatheast,

4 through the Southern States Energy Board,. that particular

5 document is one of the bases for .the NRC's decision to set

6 as a maximum 10 percent of the. straur. flow f.or a nuclear power

7 plant, that the plant could us.e .n.o more on the average than

8 10 percent of the stream fl.c.w.

3 There are other rec.ommenda.tions and conclusions

13 contained in the USGS circular becides the one concerning

11 the 7Q10 D.ow. .

12 0 Mr. Dail, in yester. day's disc.us.sions on transcript

13 pages 3744 and 3755, refe- ence wa.s. made to the utilization

.

14 on a preliminary basis to.the.Ryan-Harleran model.

15 Do you have a comme.nt you.would like to make in

16 addresshg your previous statement?.

g7 Yes, I would like t.o modify.it to some extentA

18 and clarify what I said about tha,t..

jg I noted yesterday that we.had. applied the
.

I
20 Ryan-Harleman model to McGui.re .and Marshall for Lake Norman,

21 and indicated that we had used. preliminary runs on that

same model, and with regard to a third 1 plant on Lake22

Norman.23

We have indeed in.some detail applied the modelg

to McGuire and Marshall. We. hAve .not mac.'e a specific run on a25
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!' '
! third plant using that mode,l..

. |
'

2 ! My reference to prelimin wf, after checking
i
I

3 last night, our work -- our.. decision.to stop uith the medel

4 at that point was based on the results of that model at

5 McGuire and Marshall. .

5 That model predict.ed discharge tamperatures,

7 maximum discharge temperatur.es,. that have since been

a incorporated into the discharge, permits which we have for

9 McGuire and Marshall.

10 It was obvious to .u.s the people that were

t1 working with the Model, that any additional heat input to that

12 plant would increase those .l.imits, beyond the permit levels.
|

13 And it was on that basis that .we . decided not to further

14 apply the IIar;eman model to a . third site.
?

15 I hope that is clea.r. If. .it 's .nc t , I would
'

16 appreciate your an!dng. . .

9

37| DR. JORDAN: So the judgme.nt that,it was

'
18 marginal was not based on the model with the third plant,

jg but rather with the resulta .og the tro plants?

I
WITNESS DAIL: Use of the m,cdel at McGuire and

'

20

Marshall.-),
t
1

DR. JORDAN: You s.till wou,ld say it would be ag

imarginal situation? jg .

WITNESS DAIL: Based on the results from these
24

two instances. '

?_b. |
|
;
.

1;
.
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1 DR. JORDAN: Thank you.
,

2 BY MR. MC GARRY: .

3 0 I direct this to th.e panal:

4 In light of the Board's f.ocusing upon the plant

5 site evaluation of Dr. Lipk,in, have you undertaken an

6 examination of this plant site ev.aluatio.n and attempted to

7 correlate the Duke criteria with the criteria with the

8 parameters as they are identified by Dr. Lipkin?

9 A [ Witness Blackmon} Yes, sir, we have.

10 0 would you please i.ndica.t.e to the Board the.

11 results of your evaluation at.this time?

12 A There are several r.esults.. I. think briefly in

13 our continued review of the, Jop. ling paper,. and our continuing

;4 review of Dr. Lipkin's testimony.,. and our evaluations

15 in power plant siting whicit have been. carried out over

16 many years, some of the apples and some of the oranges are

17 adding up to grapefruits, and it just doesn't work that way.

18 We have evaluated based on the way we understand

gg th6 criteria set forth in Mr.. J.opling's paper, our anaysis.
'

20 Based on that analysis, th,ere are three itema

21 which we evaluate, which he do.es not evaluate. Those three

items are: endangered species., water shortage areas, and22

g the location of high areas.or areas of high mineral activity,

g vermiculite mining zones,. fo.r.e.umple.
,

We have also notice.d, based on our. evaluation25
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e

|
I

1- versus his, that in many ins.tancas thera is,. as we discusced ,

i

2 the other day, double counting., j
l

3 For example, in land utiliza. tion, in his land 9

4 utilization environmental import,. they could be considered

5 to be the same thing. .

6 In addition, land ,u.tili=at. ion and our evaluations
..

7 of terrastrial,potentially. e_xisting terpestrial . recreation

a areas, and in our evaluation of .acothetics,. we can triple-

9 count some of the areas he has used.

10 Ue have revicwed ea.ch one.of his parameters I
i

gg with regard to our parametc.r.s.,. ar.d have attempted to utilize

12 our parameters placed in the.spac.es that he has utilized,

33 and with our weighting facto.rs.
.

94 In doing this, the pet cnd result.is that the
1

15 Lake Norman site "D" would,..ha,v.e an evaluation of 175 points.

16 The Lake Norman si.te "2" would have an evaluation.

of 162 points.
37 ,

18 The Lake Norman site N-18,would have an evaluation

of 155 points.
.39

I

20 And the Perkins site would,have an evaluation ofs

168 points.
21

f
'

This is based primarily a.n changing such items --22

23| as an exampi , Dr. Lipkin has. used our parameter I-a for his
i

apability of cooling systep development..
,24
i

Our I-a is water av.ailabl.e.during icw flow, and j25
i

'

!

i
-

i : ,
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1 equates to a stored volume ,o.f. water. .It doesn't have a

2 great deal to do with cooling.sy, stem development, other than

3 it is one of the concerns 1,n that area.

4 We believe that a c. lose appro::imation of Mr.

5 Jopling's capability of cool.ing. system development is our

6 criteria I-b, which says .we must have the capability to cool a

7 plant and it will be eithe,r . cooling towers or a lake, and

a the environmental analysis .of each .of those two alternatives.

9 A further example.with regard to sutable

to soil foundation conditions. Dr. Lipkin has. utilized our

11 criteria IV which is ficod hyd,ro1,ogy. We believe.that the

12 suitable soil foundation co.ndi.tio.ns should.be our evaluation

13 No. VII-b, seismology. , ,

14 Our flood hydrology cate.go.ry., IV, we would

15 place, if I can remember - , , .

16 0 Mr. Blackmon, why don' t yo.u pass on --
t

17 A -- okay, it's a sep.arato 1 tem.

18 The processed water supply, which Dr. Lipkin

19 has used in that he did usq .o.ux evaluation No. I-c, dealing

i

20 with reduction in stream flow, and we believe th.at I-c
'

21 reduction in stream flow obv.io.us.ly refers to water consumption,

22 which is the fifth item on his. list.

23 With these types o.f change.s to his matrix, we

24 have come up with evaluations I summarized just a minuto ago.

Q Mr. Blackmon, with , respect; to flood hydrology,25

r
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1 would that not' equate with suitabl.a soil foundation condition?
i I

i-

2 A In his particular.cace,.it.did. In our case, it
|

3 does not.
|

4 Q Mr. Blackmon, based..on this analysis you have

5 just presented, is it your , opinion that an obviously

6 superior sita to Perkins e.xists?

7 A No, sir.

8 Q Mr. Dail, I ask you.tha s.ame, quest).on.s

9 A (Witness Dail] Nc,, sir.

10 And I might add jus,t a co.rmnent on that point,

1; that site selection, as I think .everybody is learning, is a

12 complex process. Environmental f. actors is. a major part and

13 of vital concern in site selec.tio.n. Economic factors

14 are a proper part of site,s, ele.ction..

15 There are institutional an.d regional considerationsi

16 that have a part in site se;1ection.

g We have in the laat few days.been talking.

18 primnrily about environmental . factors in site selection, and I

39 J just didn't want it to go. unnoticed that ther.e are other
I

20 inputs to site selection in Addition to environmental

21 . lfactors.

22 I might ncb,too, th.at this. site was selected

g' back in -- finali::ed back in early '.73. We subsequently filed

permits, it was evaluated by tho Staff,, they found it to be ag

suitable site.g . .
I
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1 It has been reviewe.d by the North Carolina

2 Utilities Commission and found to.be a suitable site.

3 Its water use aspects have b.een examined by

4 the Environmental Management Commission and wita certain

5 limitations that we have agxced ,to,. have been found to be a

6 suitable site. . ..

7 The Staff nas taken, a second look at the site

8 and again have found it to b.e such that. there is no obviously

9 superior site.
,

10 The bottom line on ,that, I,thi.nk if you review a

;$ site enough times by enough people, and enough of a variety

of PeoP e, you will finally..co.me t;o a place where somebodyl12

13 is going to disagree with yo.u, And I just feel like that we

14 have examined this site in.infi. nite depth and ought to

15 speedily conclude that, you know,. this is it, and so find it.

MR. MC GARRY: I have no. f,urther questions.16

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Pfefferkorn?;7

MR. PFEFFERKORN: Y.es .gg

19 CROSS.-E N NATION.,

!

20 BY MR. MENEMORN(

0 Mr. Dail and Mr. Bl.ackmon, do you have the figures21

n the storage reservoirs?22

A [ Witness Blackmon]. Yes, s.ir.g

Q That I asked about in the beginning..,4

9 15 A Mr. P.fefferkorn, I yould 1.ike to give you fourg
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1 sets of figures -- numbers,. if..I may, and I will give them

2 in this order:

3 For Bridgewater, Rhedhics.,. 0:cford, Lookout,

4 Cowans Ford and Mt. Island Dams and .Roservoirs.

S Q All right. ,,

6 A The first would be ,the total volume from the

7 full pond elevation to+he. c.reekbttd.,

a The second will be ,the us.ab.le volume.

g And there is a difference. The usable . volume is from the

10 full pond level to what you can get out o.f the reservoir.

;; Q Before you go. furth.er, the. full po,nd elevation,

12 in that the one for Lake No; man we have in the record,

13 ne million ninety-three and some,thousand acrofcet?

A Yes, sir.
34 , ,

Q Full pond? {15 ,

A YO8' 81#*16 - -

The usable vo.lume i.s that. volume that you could
97

take out of the reservoir. thr.qugh th.e hydro facilities.
18

I will then give yo.u the .m.aximum drawdown of
79

Ithat pond.20 ,,,

And finally I. would give you the area of the
21

lake at full pond level.g ,

That uill be four c.olumns.,of numbers.g

Total volume of Bri.dgewate,r --g

O Excuse me, what is.Bridgewater?
,5 .

4

1
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I A [ Witness Dail] Lakp. James.

2 A [ Witness Blackmon). Lake J, ares.

3 Q All right. ,

4 A 208, 800 acrofeet.,

5 Rhodhiss, 67,600 acrofeet.,

6 Oxford, 127,500 acr.cfeet.

7 .sckout, 26,000 ac.r.efeet.,

a Cowans Ford, 1,093,,G00 acr.efcet.

g And Mt. Island, 57.,,300 acr.efeat.

10 The usable volume.i.n Bridg.ewater, 172,000 acrefeet.

At Rhodhiss, 39,400. acrefe.et.gj

12 At Oxford, 52,300 a.crofect.

At Lookout, 4 0 0 0 a.c.r e f e e t,.
13

At Cowans Ford, 61.8.,000 ac,refeet.
34

At Mt. Island, 19,.4.00 acrefeet.
15

The drawdown at Bridgewater is 40 feet.
16

This is the allowable drawdown according to our
97

.

licenses.
18

Rhodhiss, 10 feet. ,
19 . ,

'
Oxford, 10 feet.

20 , ,

L okout, 3 feet.
21

.

C wans Ford, 15 feqt.
22 .

Mt: Island, 10 feet;.,
23

The full pond area,,at Br.idgewatter is on the

24} order of 6700 acres, four to,five times smaller than Lake
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3| Norman. That also equates, i,f yo.u draw Lake Norman down to
(

2| ane foot, you'd have to draw Bri.dgewater down four .to five
e

i3' f2ct in order to get the.s c.e, volume of. water.,
4 Rhodhias is 2600 acres.

5 0xford, 3460 acres...
,

6 Lookout, 835 acres...

7 Cowans Ford, 32,510, acres.,

8 And Mt. Island, 23.0,0 acres..

9 Q And just one thing,,to c. lear up the record: Is

10 that Oxford, is that Lake Rickory,?

11 A Yes, sir, it is.
,,

72 Q All right.
.. .

13 How, Mr. Blackmon,,I believe Mr. McGarry was

14 reading scmething to you about the' Environmental Management

15 Commission.
, ,,

16 In the first place,,that. study.-- there were two

17 different studies done by the ..Staf,f. .They came in twice

18 and recommended against cap.ac.ity use. onithe Environmental

19 Management Commission sent..them b.ack on two occasions; isn't
i

20 that correct? ,

21 8 A To the best of my , memory, Jir. Pfefferkorn, '

22 they sent them back once.. And the second time was a long,

23 drawn-out affair. 5
,

24 Q Right. But you first went to. .the Environmental

ng Management commission, I believe,. the surrer of '75, with

i
!1

|[ .
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arl4 1 your proposed agr.e.egnent, and they voted to study it that

2 time; isn't that right? And then the next summer of '76,

3 you went, after they did their origina], study, they came

4 in July '76, and they rejec,ted that study and told them to

5 go back and study some more.;..isn't that right?
.

6 A Mr. Pfefferkorn, we, never. went to them. The

7 staff of the commission vau,.g.oing,to the commission.

8 Q All right. When the staff went to the commission
*

9 in July of '76, isn't that r,ight?

10 What they did, they, told them to gp back and.do

11 some more. Mr. Dail remembe.rs ,that. Isn't that correct,

12 in the summer of '767 , ,

13 A (Witness Dail) That's about.right, Mr. Pfefferkorn,

14 I can't vouch it, for all thpse dates, but go. ahead.

15 0 All right.
, ,

16 Nell, we were there, you and I,and Mr. Lee, a lot

17 of us at the meeting; isn't..that true?

A That's quite true.18 ,

19 Q All right.
,

i
20 Then in October they came in with a second report, '

that is the staff of the EMC; isn't that. correct?21

A [ Witness Blackmon] 0ctobe.r of --g

'
Q October '76.

.g .

A Yes, sir.y .,

Q Then they scheduled, a meeting in December of '76, |3
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1f and I think it uas a 7-5 vo.t;e a,e to wheth.er cr not they f
! .-

2{ uould declare capacities; isn't that correct?

3 A There vas a meeting in December, and there was a

4 vote. , t

,

5| O And so they did no.t declare capaci :y use, but,

I
i

6 they did issue this resolut ton, which declared in No.11,

7 there while OcMa's proposed, vater use ,will affect downstreami

8; quantity and quali ty, this ,had ;neasure3 short of declaring

!
I

9 cpacity use area can be taken .t.o. protect existing and potential

10 downstream users.
,

it Isn't that the language they. used in there?

12 A That's about as I r.ecall..it.

13 0 'El right.
,, ,

14 't' hat's the languaqq rathey, than the language I

15 think Mr. McGarry read from..a ,dif.ferent document.
j
1

16 : MR. MC GARRY: I believe.I r.ead from the precise f
i

document.
37 .

MR. PFEFFERKORN: .I just .uant tio. be clear.10

gg WITNESS BLACKMON: .That .is. .the resolution that
i

20 Mr., McGarry has, the document he r.ead frcm is the . document
'

.

21 that served as the basis .for. .the _ meeting .that the Commission

held in December.g
!

MR. PFEFFERKORN: I,just.want t.o make sure we'veg

got the right document in th.e.yecord.. ,g

(Mr. Pfefferkorn a.nd Mr. McGarry conferring
|.

,,O

4

q and exchanging documents.],
,

U
11 ;
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1 MR. PFEFFERKORN: .All right.

2 Just so the record,is clear, the document

3 thatMr. McGarry read from was.. the July '76 rep, ort. Wasn't.

4 that the report that EMC .sent ,back?

5 In other words, they rejec.ted this . report and

6 it came in July of '76, it had to go back for those further

7 hearings in October and D.ec. ember.of '767

8 Isn' t that right?
,

9 WITNESS BLACKMON: ..No, sir, that's not correct.

10 The report you have in your, hands,. as.I remember it, served

11 as the basis of the Environmental. Management commission

12 saying fine, now we have our rep. ort, let's have our hearings.

13 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN.: ,

14 O All right --
, ,.

15 A (Witness Blackmon], And on. the basis of those

16 hearings they made the decisio.n, ..the resolution you just read.

17 MR. MC GARRY: May.,I just, clarify the record?

18 On paragraphs 8 and 9 of.the document, Mr. Pfefferkorn

19 referred to, it's explained, 8 states the departmenti

I

20 submitted a report in July.'7.6. r.ecommending the commission

21 not declaring the Yadkin Riv,er Basin a capacity use area;

22 and 9, notwithstanding the department's recommendation,

23 the commission held a public meet;ing on September 6th to

24 consider whether capacity uste area should be designated;

25 10, as a result of the public mee, ting, the commission decided

.
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1I to hold two public meetings. .t;o consider whether capacity use
ar17

2 should be declared and/or an.orher issued to do pursuant *w

3 state law.

4 MR. PFEFFERKORN: All right. That's just what I

5 wanted cleared up for the.r.e. cord.

5 3Y MR. PFEFFERKORN:
,

7 Q All right, Mr. Da.41., just..one other thing about

a this:

3 Did the hearings, a.1though, they weren't hearings,

10 of course, that matters in . Court of Appeals., but; in ever what

gg took place in the fall of 1,97.6.,. didn' t- the staff of the

12 Department of Natural And e,co.no;4c; Resources come in with

13 more information 6nd in a,m.uch. thicker. file after this report

14 of July of '76?.
. - . . . .

A (Witness Daill I'll ask M2..Blackmon. He is15

prepared.
16 , . ,

A [ Witness Blackmon). , At the EMC -- I don ' tg

18 remember the date, Mr. PfeffeXko,rn,.but.at the EMC meeting

g that was held in Asheville. tha.t .f.all, the staff of the
i

!
g department did give to the ge,mb.ers of..the commission the

g appendix to a report which wa.s .the . calculations. and documentation
i

y for all of the conclusions.that are in that report.
f
!g| It was not a separata rep. ort.
|

Q All right. Okay. ,J.ust so...long as we understandg

that it was after this repor.t, though,..that they had to do
1

]I .

e g
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1 further work, that is the staff, the Department of

2 Econcmic Resources -- in other words, this report did not

3 complete the matter of the recommendation in not

4 declaring capacity use was not taken when they received

5 this report in July. And they daheduled further --

6 A -- hearings.

7 0 -- hearings and meetings,but they required

8 the Staff to do further work; is that not right?

9 A No, sir, they did not require them to do further

10 work. They required them to document the work that had

11 been done.

12 Q That was further work.

13 Okay.

14 Now, Mr. Blackmon, you have gone through the

15 charts, but just to make sure that even with these

16 applications of Dr. Lipkin't matrix approach and the

17 two new sets of figures that you come up with, you have

18 still in those two sets of figures assumed in your

19 categories involving water quantity and water quality,
i

20 you have still assumed in your evaluations for those

21 parameters th?. Perkins is just as high as all of the

22 sites on ..'e Catawba Basin; isn't that right?

23 A Mr. Pfefferkorn, we have evaluated the Perkins

24 site to the same depth of the information that we have

to the other sites. If it falls within the range, it25
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; falls within the range, whate /er we do.

2 Q All right.

3 But are you saying, then, that you tcok the

3 Perkins site and if you found it reached some point, or

5, some point of sufficionev,that was -- you gave it a top
i
'

3 number?

7 I think there's been testin.ony about this

8 previously, and once it reached the top number, you didn't

g compare it to the Lake Norman sites to determine if a Lake

10 site was superior or better in that regard. And I am

yj speaking specifically of water quantity and wate c quality.

12 Isn't that the way that was evaluated?

A H sir, it is not the evaluation of the Perkins,
13

site that we have been discussing this week. Our evaluation,y

u ma as ma n exa y e same as a as h was i,

15

f r all the other sites, as is described in attachments 1,16

2, 3, 4, and 5 of our Phase 1 siting study summary report.g

If, for example, at the Perkins site, there la

an endangered species reported in the county of the site,g

i.e., Davio, then the Perkins site gats a rating factor ofg

zero, even though we know through our work at the Perkins

site that they are not here.

Q All right.

! Mr. Blackmon, if you will just -- just a short

question, and that is in the two results that you give us

]
~ .
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1 here this morning, though, isn't it a fact that in both

2 of those, you still kept your figures on water quality and

3 water quantity despite the information from the EPA

4 report and other thinga that have been brought out, you

5 still kept those figures at your highest rating? That is

6 your water quality and water quantity figures were still

7 kept at the high rating while you refigured them for your

8 totals today; isn't that right?

9 A Mr. Pfefferkorn --

10 Q Just answer the question; then you can explain it.

11 You did keep them at the same --

12 A Yes, sir, I did keep them at the same level,

13 because --

g 0 And those levels are the highest levels in

15 the matrix for those categories in both water quality and

16 water quantity, each one of those, Perkins, you put at the

17 very highest level; is that right?

18 MR. MC GARRY: Before the witness responds, I

19 believe the question, maybe three questions ago, Mr.

!

20 Pfefferkcrn indicated yes or no, then explain. The

21 witness answered yes, and before he could explain, Mr.

22 Pfefferkorn fired three questions in rapid succession.

23 We'd like to back up to the witness' request fcr an

24 explanation.

WITNESS BLACKMON: Mr. Pfefferkorn, as I just25

,
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1 indicated, we have evaluated Perkins based on the same

2 information that we have used bafore. I have heard nothing

3 of this week or sitting in this room that has changed

4 my opinion with regard to reconnaissance level information

5 that would cause me to change any of the ratings that have

6 been used.

7 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN:

8 Q All right.

~

9 Mow, going back to the last question here,

10 you are saying, then, that you did use the same figures,

it you have changed and made some rearrangement after hearing

12 Dr. Lipkin'a analysis, testimony, and hearing Dr. Medina?

g3 You have rearranged and factored in using numbers for

14 what you consider to be environmental aspects of the cost

15 figures; but you have not changed on the basis of either

16 Dr. Lipkin's testimony or Dr. Medina's testimony or the

17 EPA report or any of the things that have come out hare,

la you have not changed your either water quality or water

19 quantity evaluation of the Perkins site; is that right?
!

20 A [ Witness Blackmon] We do not have an
i

21 evaluation first off for water quality or water quantity.

22 I don't think you will find that in our matri:c. We

23 stand by our matri:c.

Q All right.21

25 But you do have things in your matrix which --

i

i
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1f and I think you have just previously testified here

2|
this morning, that you hava things in -here uhich go to

3 the question of water consumptien and effect on water

4 quality, don't you?

5 A Yes, sir.

6 Q What I'm saying is you didn't change either one
,

7 of those in the light of the evidence of this hearing, did

a you?

g A No, sir.

10 Q But you did change some of the things that

it you came in here with this morning in the light of the

12 evidence that was developed here this morning, didn't you?

j3 A May I answer that and erplain?
.

ja Q Yes. '

A Yes, we did. And the ones that we changed were15

16 the transmission and the rail access to indicate that those

37 were capable of being quantified in environmental terms

18 rather than cost terms.

19 otherwise, nothing else has changed.
!

20 0 All right.

2 Now one other -- going back to these cost

gg figures, they were put into rating terms by Dr. Lipkin, and
,

g3| Which you put, too, into rating terms. You put the

transmission and the rail into that.24

N w, w uldn't the volume of earthwork -- that is25 .
!
;

!

l -
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l

Ih the type of earthwork which would depend upon the terrain
Y h

2l of the site, wouldn't that be an environmental factor, [

'
4

0!| particularly in light of the difference of the terrain at
i

4 ;i Lake Norman and the Perkins, and wouldn't that create an
'i
e

5d environmental difference?
15

3 :!
'

.

A Mo, sir, I don't believe it would. Not when
i.

7|} they can be measurabla.
I

G f' Q Well, the terrain is much more favorable at

C Lake Morman "D" and "E" than at Perkins; isn't that right?
.

,

10 A No, sir, I don't believe so. Mot for the
e

it ' construction of a nuclear power plant of the size and type

we are disc:ssing.12 u

13 Q Well, the terrain is certainly -- lays with
l '

,

14 1 '.ess hills and hollows than the Perkins site on Norman,

15 doesn ' t it'.'

16 A In some places it may, in some places it may not.

17 It depends on the exact position of the plant.
't
'l 0 Right.

18 |b|d

gg[ But your earthwork analysis and your cut and

'

20 | fill analysis shows much more work has to be done at

it
:j Perkins thar; either "D" or "E"; isn't that right?gj ;

|

22j- A 22; our matrix?
.

23| Q No, not in your matrix; in your information
;

33| that you've got on cut and fill of the sites that you

used to come up with the informtion that you put in the25

a

!
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matri:: .-

A tio , sir. I think it shoua uith the information- --

^

reconnaissance level information that we hava, if memory-

serves me right, we show that -- just a minute and I'll give, . , 4
,

.3 you an answer to that. 4
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1 A (Ccntinuing) Na see, baced on our reco:ulaissance-

2 level information, that cuts wculd be raquired en the order

3 of 45 fact at cita D; on the crdor of 55 feat at sito E;

4 on the order of 70 feat at N-lS; cnd en tha order of 50 fact

5 at Porkins.

6 G Wall, that would dopand en how much of that you

7 are talking ai:out. I maan, it doponds on how much varia-

8 tien.

9 L It's tha cana si::ad plant, Mr. Pfaffarkorn. If

10 you're going to put it in the ground, you'ra going to put

11 it in tho ground.

12 S I know, but as far as ths affact on the anviron-

13 mont, it makas a difference au to the lay of the land in

14 terms of orcsion and things of that sort, doesn't it?

15 .t Ho, sir, it doas not, because our alten are

16 controlled for erosion practices, and we are going to clear

absolutely no mora than wa have to clear.g

18 I think, as Dr. Gilbert pointed out the other

39 day, tho arosion control plan must be approved by the NRC.
I

20 2n addition, the State of North Carolina requires ono. I

21 don't believe it uculd make a differanca.

G W 11, but ycu know that in construction this22

larga thoro is an arosien offect on construction; it's

unavoidablo. That's true, isn't it?y

A25 That in true, whether it be a house, or a power
.

* i
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i, plant.

2! G All right. And ycu dia'.'t ccnoidar that as to !
!
I

3 whether er nct tho Perkina sito had anyrora arecion pocai-

4[ bilitico becanos of its hilly naturo?
)
i i5| 1 Mr. ?faffarhorn, y:n ara going boyond }
i I

6 ! reconnaiccanco-leval information.

7 G Ett you'rs going boycad reconnaicacnca-1svol

3 infor m tion, aran't you?

9 1 :To, sir, I en not.

10 G 17 ell, you've got mora than rocennaissancs-level

i1 information, den't you?

12 1 No, sir, I don't; not on many of th3 sitoc3 I

'w bu j3 do, on Perkins.

14 G All right.

15 Nou, going to tho noteorology, I just want to
,

16| basically ask you what in that fcetor? How do you view that

factor? You said it was a cystem cout?;7

73 A Yos, cir.

19 G What does that renn in matcorology?
i

120 Mr. Pfofferkorn, our citing study is built around

21 the atton:ot to site tho two boat poscibla foncil and nuclear

gp, plant sito altornatives.

23 Thorofors, ao far ao tha nuclear citarnative is

3,, concornad, it dcasn't raally como into play as far as the

foacil plant is concarned. It doao with regard to the amountg

L

i
.- t
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1 of additional money that fould ha ro to ha spunt for addi-

2! tional scrubbers, or tall stacks, or scasthing en that order
|
t

3 frcm sito to site.

4 G All right.

5 And if I could -juct go back and cover the other

6 tuo. You had a III-3 that you said was an economic cost.

7 lihich one was that?

8 A That is transmission psnalties.

9 G All right, and what was the cno just before that?

10 Defore the transmission penaltias?

It A System cost, cooling system development cost.

12 G All right, now, in rogard to cooling systam

33 devslopment cost, there has been quite a bit of discuccion

14 about the possiblo use of condonser cooling as well as

15 cooling towers; cr, instead of cooling towars, at either -

16 at the Laka Norman sitos.

17 Now let me ask you thic, Mr. 31achmen, isn't it

18 n t only possibla but haven't many nuclear plants been built

jg that havo a combination, perhaps, of cooling tower and

i
20 condoncer cooling, or vice vorsa?

21 In other words, using an alternative thors, or

22 having an option? Having a plant with that possibility?

23 I'm going to answer that one, and explain it,A

too. Yes, that is tha case. Tuo that come to mind righty

ff the top of my head are one of the TVA plants ~~ I believe25

!
.
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1, it'a B cwn's W rry, whera tha ctate forced than to go in ;
,

i .

?

2 f and put in cocling towers after tho plant had haan developed
!

,

' '

3 with diffuser pipes and inho the Tennecce 2ivor.

4 Tha second eno is otill ongoing in the Stato

| i

3 I of IIcrth Carolina, which ia 3runavich. They are not designed
,

I

g| to be built that uny. They are decigned te utilice oithor
i
I

7 one or the ohhor ecoling nyaten.
,

!

3 G Right.
| |

n c@ sr words, et @ s M e Ucrnan sitsc D and 3,
3

10[ y u havo ths poccibilihy of either going with the condancor !

i

cooling, or with cooling towars, doponding on how the taatsg

would chow about aurfaco cooling and things of that sort ing

the futuro. Ic that right?g
I

A (Witness Dail) L'c havo bosn abic to 20st any !ja
1 .
'

s epn gu a na to com b tho hhm.
15 ,

i

G All right, but Mr. Dail, .-ight now the cituation
|16

is thera, warc Duka Power suecassful in setting asido the
l .,e

'

2PA regulations that sbsolutely prohibited, so it's cort
18

of au cpen quastion right now, icn't that right? |3g
i

M Z unders and it, Mr. Pfoffor.\orn, @o court
20

throw it back at 3PA to develop new roy1lationc. They ha m ;g

not dasued thoas now rogulations, to my :tnowledge, ao of |

yet.
3 J

O All right, but they have informed ycu cnd no and
?,A

the rest of us that have tr.1kod to than abcut thia that it's

L
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1 cn a case-by-caso hacia, right ncw. In other words, that's

2 the pccition cf "PA. It doponda on the epocific caos. Ist't

3 thnt right?

4 .t Well, the laat information vs have from FJA was

5 that if wo 1ccated tha pcuer plant on a si:o cuitabla for

G curface cooling, onca-through cooling, that wo sculd be very

7 prone to having to coma back ar.d backfit cooling tmfor ;

8 for that plant.

9 It was on that bacia that, fcr instance, on our

10 Catawba basin station which started off as a lake cooling,

11 or r,urfaco cooling plant, va opted to changa at an early

12 stage of the design so that wo uculd not have to at a latar

13 tima mako a very exponnive backfit.

14 P.ogulations are very uncottled at this point.

33 G All right. All right, but -- okay, just one other

16 quantion of Mr. Blackmon, or maybo Mr. Dail.

17 h"non you again took thaco -- gava us those two

18 now sets of figures today, you narliar indicated what

19 you put into that, and I proviously ached you about come of
!

20 the things you did not put into that.

21 In your figurea, either tcday or earlier, did you

22 or did you not consider, in connection with ' both water

23 quantity questions and watsr quality questions, the

24 stream control and the rosorvoirs in the Catawba basin so

25 ccmpared to the lack of atroan control and reservoirs upstream
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1; in the Perkins plant?
;

l
2; 1 (Nitness Dlacia,on) fir. Pfefferkorn, tha analysis

:

3| that va hava dono takes into acccunt t%3 flows as they

4 casur, tihother thsy ara regulated or not.

5 It takas into nccount the flows that hava occurrad.

G MR. PFSPFERROICT: That's all the questicas I
f

7' hava,

a MRS. OiiERS: Mr. 3arth?

9 MR. DARTH: I have no questions, Mrs. Br.:ars.

10 IES. DOWERS: Anything on rcdiract, Mr. McGarry?

11 MR. Iic GARRY: No further questions.

12 MRS. BOWERS: Dr. DeSylva has scma questiens.

13 2m. E QM: Tlen I'll mene.

14 EXAMINATION 3Y THE DOARD

15 3Y DR. D3 S~fLVA:

16 G Mr. Dail and Mr. 31ac'enon, I hava a philosophical

97 quantion.

to The dolta T at the Porhina reservoir -- I know

jg it's in your report; I havo - just forgottan -- can you just
!

20 give ms a ballpark ontimate of s/nat it uculd hava baan with

21 no cooling towers, just cnce-through cooling, at the dischargs?

22 A (Witnoss Dail) troll, thero is just physically

23 n t enough water ccming downriver to cool the reactors. I

y gussa that's a simplo answar.

G What would he the minimum number of cooling tcwers25

i
!
t

I
i !
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1 to cool the ranc_or?

2 A Nall, what wa'ra planning to put in -

3 0 Forgetting any 3PA requirements right new.

4 A I don't think, cues ycu decido to go to ecoling

5 towers, the number is protty Nell fixed in the tradcoff

6 between cost and officiency.

7 G That's what I'm thinking of.

8 A So as, you know, we plan to put in throo ccoling

9 towers for sach unit, nino in total.

10 G But you can't doal with any intarmodiato number?

11 A (Witneca BlacPanon) such as a holpor tower?

12 G Well, I was thinking. Cno of those days, it

13 could be 50 years from now, wo'ra going to have to balcnco

14 ff consumption versua how many fish we kill. And I'm just

15 trying to not up my own environmantal cet of values of whora

16 che tradeoff ia going to bs.

17 And .I wcndor if you could, for exaI::ple, get a

18 delta T of 24 Fahrenholt with ons tcwar, or 20 with two,

19 et cotora.

I

20 A (Witness Dail) Let ca seo if this would help.

21 I'm not suro exactly what you are after, but for a 16-dogroo

22 rise across the condensers, for instance, it would require

23 a ficw of rcughly 5500 cubic feet por second. That comparos

24 to tha average flow at Perkina of about 28, I beliovo it is,

2880.25
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1

Ii 30 you c.m zoo that t'aera io not .nuch opportunity
i

II for cooling wish ri or flow ca a helpor to *da tovers without

3 como rcther covoro 'arperatura offect on the rivar iten12.c

i

4{ G Ecw thout trancfsrring this, saj, to Lako
:

5! Norman where you hava plenty of river flew?

I
6j A. Wall, the rivor 21cu going through Laha Mor=cn

7 la less than tho river f*,.et soing through High Rech by a

8 atbstantial cargin.
I
i

9 G I guesa I can't r>&.s .TI 2catmption. I'm just
f

to '. still curiouc, becauca this ic going to bo happoning all

11 over the United States.

12 One of thoso days, we'ra going to have to,- by

13 neceaaity, low r cur requirements for protectica of the

14 aquatic environment to reduce that vator concumption.

A Yes, sir. And I think ona thing that will coma15

33 out of that will ha a more cola::ed requiremont incofar as

17 the uca of once-through or surfcco cooling. That's to coza

18 yet; that's not hers.

19 G Yes, I underrtand. !
I

20 Thank you very much.

21 IG.S. ECWERS: Lot =a check and sea if Dr. DoSylva's

22 questions brought additional questions frem the parties.

23 j Iir. Pfaffarkern?

34 | hR. PF3FF3 MOR5: No.
t

25 ) MP.S. BCW3RS: lir. McGarry?
!

I |t ,
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1 MR. MC CARRY: No questions.

2 MR. DARTH: Tho staff has no quantions,

3 Mr3. 3cu3ra.

4 MRS. BCWERS: Wall, may these witnsscos bo

5 excused?

6 MR. MC GARRY: .I vculd hopa 3o, Mrs. Sowarc.

7 MRS. BOMERS: You ars 0::=uco'2, than.

end 16 8 (Witnessas orcused.)

bog 17 9 MPS. BCWERS: We have to haar from Mr. Barth on

10 one or :noro matters, and of ccursa va have the generic

11 safaty questions.

12 Parhaps a little bench conforance would be in

rdar. My question is if we are going to finish in an hour13

14 r two, we might -- if it is all right with the reporter -

hop going. But if it's protty obvious that that's not '

15

16 going to happen, it may be better to break for lunch.

17 Let's have a bench confaranco and talk it over.

18 [Bonch ccnferanco was hold.)

19 MRS. BOWBRS: Wo vould like to begin.

I
20 Mr. Barth, do you have core than one witness, or

no witness?21

22 MR. BARTH: I would like to s m eiza the laws

with regard to alternativo citas, as the cot:: mission and the23

courts see it.

MRS. BOWERS: Woll, va profer to go ahead with the25
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1 generic safaty lacues.

2 MR. BART.: What af.1 vo hava the ccafarenco

3 about? I'm lost.

4 IGS. DOWERS: To ask ycu abcut how much ti:r.a you

5 would be onpacting to ta'co. But, in cencidering -- well,

let's go on.6 -

MR. BART: That's the I:. cat i:Portant reasca to7 -

I

g bo here. I misunderstood what transpired at the ccnforance.

9 MRS. BoiTERS: Well, no, it's ju.9t we asked you

10 the amount of tima, and wa talked about a proposed secpwe a,

33 and then the Board in conforones falt that parhaps it would

12 bo botter to go 2. cad with the generic safety iseues.

13 MR. BARTH: This is the first I've known.'

.

14 Right. Let rce just change hats for a minute,

15 becauce we prepa..ed for sonathing olce.
,

16 One of the staff witnoscas haro a medical problem.

Ho nas to eat. He is out for lunch.37

18 MRS. BCNERS: Well, I think that cattles it,

then.gg

t

20 MR. BARTH: We will got along, armahow.

21 MRS. BOUERS: No, we don't want to put you at a

g disadvantage or prejudico.

MR. BARTH: At this tima, I will call Mr. -23

3 MRS. BOUERS: Mr. Barth, we didn't realise that

g one of your witnosses, for nedical roaaons, neoded to be

i
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: L gene.
Il !

2 il im. 101TH: I how he will ccma back scon. I I
:

I3- told him to cat fast, and I ucula profor to aceaed to the

4i Deard's wishes and got on ac rapidly as m can.

5, MRS. Sc?mns: : Toll, na haro a missing witneca

3 hero. We can suitch again and go back to the NEPA thing

7 first. I would just as lial continta as tha Board has

i
8t suggestad.

I
I

9' MR. SAM'H: It's kind cf hard to switch ot$aams |
,

i

10 in ths middio of horsac. I
i

11 I hava called to the atend Mr. Calvin W. Meca

12 and Mr. Lawranco Crocker as witnescas for tha staff.
I

13 Mr. Mcen is the safaty project manager for the Perkins

14 procaeding and has proviously hoon sworn. Mr. Crocar has
s

15 not. I would ash at this tiro that the Eoard swear

16 Mr. Crocksr. .-

17

18

19

I

20 '

21

22 |
i

23

24

25

l
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1, Whereupen,

2 CALVIH W. MCCH

3 was called as a witness on bahalf of the Nucicar Regulatory

4 ccamission Staff and, having been previously duly sworn,

5 was e:camined and testified further as follows:

6 and
~~

7 LAWRENCE CRCCKER

3 was called as a witness on bahalf of the Nuclear Regulatory

9 Commission Staff and, having been first duly sworn, was

10 e:camined and tastified as follows:

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. 37JtTE:

13 G Mr. Moon, briefly for the record vill you

14 summarize who you are and what your relationship to this

15 casa is, sir?

16 'l Yes. My name ic Calvin W. Moon. I am the

17 Licensing Project Manager for the HRC Staff's roview of

18 Duka Power Company's application for the Chexokse and Perkins

39 facilities. I have been working on this project air.ca about
!

20 19 -- July 1975, and I participated, I believe, in all the

21 safety hearings.

22 G Mr. Mcon, I show yoru a dcctmnnt and nak that you

identify it if you will, sir, for the record. I apolegi:o

y to the Board for walking in front of the counsel and the

g Board and the reportor.
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1| (Eccuneat distributed by counsol to parties |
| .

2| |
.

..
3 ;f WITNESS Y.00U: This doctrent is a lottor datsd

a

4 January 30th, 1979. It's 2 lottor to Di&.s ?cwor Company
i
4

5 from Staven A. Varga, Chief, Light Water F.esctors 3rnnch

6 i Mo. 4, Division of Projoch Fanager:Ont.

7 The subject is: 'Critoria for Piping H.odalling

8 Techniquo -- Structural Ovo 1cpping (?rcjorst 81 - ?cr% ins

9 Muclear Station Units 1, 2 and 3, and chorchco Iinclear

10 Station, Units 1, 2 and 3) .*

11 3Y MR. BARTH:

12 G Was this hsing subrdittc.d to the 3 card as pcrt

13 of the Asancy's policy of keeping tho Scard infor=cd of

14 current developttents?

I

15 1 Yas, it 10. It is a follow-on to an earlier

16 lattor to the Beard advising them of a review thct the

17 staff is conduching.

18 G Does it have any advarca safaty significanco at f

19 tha present M m9, sir?
!

20 L It aces not.

21 G Was it the concensus of the staff in Washington

22 that this would be a goed forum to anbmit this picco of

23 paper since the Scard is hero?

24 A. Yos, it was.

25 y MR. SARTH: Mrs. Bowers, 2 havn provided tha
|

! I

(
b
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1 reports: with 30 ccpias. I hava provided councal with

2 copias. I have not provided the Board with copies, uhich

3 I will do.

4 dms. ECUEns: I vich I had kncwn uhat before I

5 had looksd so hard for it.

6 (Laughter. )

7 MR. 3ARTH: I would request that the Board accept

8 this as Staff 3::hibit No. 11 in evidsnca; that it be bound

9 in the record as i:? read at length --

10 MRS. BOidERS: Mr. Barth, I don't uant to quibble,

11 but you normally go one way or the other. It's either an

12 a::hibit and three copies, or 2

13 MR. BARTH: I was wearing paz"c of my environnantal

14 hat, and I should -Irop tha word "e::hibit." I would appre-

15 ciate it if you would accept the evidence and bind it in :

16 the record as though road at longth.

17 MRS. BC?i2RS: So it's not Exhibit 11, it will bo

18 physically inserted. Any objection?

39 MR. PFEFFERRORN: None.

!

20 MR. MC GARRY: No.

21 MPS. BOWERS: Well the doct: ment which you have

22 just identified will be physically inserted in the transcript

23 as if read, and will therofore be in avidenen.

24 (The document referred to folicws.)

25
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Docket Nos: STN 50-488 STN 50-491
STN 50-489 STN 50-492

' STN 50-490 STN 50-493 1

Mr. L. C. Dail, Vice President
Design Engineering Department
Duke Power Company
P.O. Box 33189

|
'

Dear Mr. Dail: ',

SUBJECT: CRITERIA FOR PIPING MODELLING TECHNIQUE - STRUCTURAL
OVERLAPPING (PROJECT 81 - PERKINS NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1,
2 AND 3, AND CHEROKEE NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2 AND 3)

'

By letter of November 24, 1978 you advised us that for any Perkins
and Cherokee facilities analysis that requires that an overlappingt

! technique be employed, the requirements defined by Mr. Baer's
,

October 3,1978 letter to William 0. Parker, Jr., Vice President,
1 Steam Production, Duke Power Company, will be met and documented in ~

{ the Final Safety Analysis Report (s).
!

! Since the criteria in Mr. Bacr's October 3, 1978 letter provides an
acceptable method of using the structural overlapping technique, the.

commitment you provided in your letter of November 24, 1978 is
acceptable.

! We plan to prepare a circular for distribution by the Office of
Inspection and Enforcement that contains these criteria as guidance
to utilities on the use of this technique.

~

, Sil'cerely,
'

33
j | | | ,

l'
~

Steven A. ad.ga, C.le,

Light Water React s Branch No. 4
- Division of Project rianagement

cc: See next page '
.

' r

.4 .

.a

#'
. . _ -

_
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Duke Power Company'" H
__, ,,,,

ccs:
~

William L. Porter, Esq. Elizabeth S. Bowers, Esq.
.

~ 2.. Associate General Counsel Chai rman
Duke Power Company Atomic Safety and Licensing Board -

Charlotte, North Carolina 28242 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

J. Michael McGarry, III, Esq.
Debevoise & Liberman Dr. Donald P. deSylva
700 Shoreham Building Associate Professor of Marine Science
806 Fifteenth Street, N. W. Rosenstiel School of Marine and
Washington, D. C. 20005 Atmospheric Science

University of Miama
William A. Raney, Jr. Miami, Florida 33149
Special Deputy Attorney General
Attorney for the State of Dr. Walter H. Jordan

,

North Carolina 881 W. Outer Drive
Department of Justice Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37330 -

P. O. Box 629
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 Allan S. Rosenthal, Chiarmani

| Atomic Safety and Licensing
Mary Apperson Davis, Chairman Appeal Board'

| Yadkin River Committee U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
' Route 4, Box 261 Washington, D. C. 20555
|

,

Mocksville, North Carolina 27028
Dr. John H. Buck

Thomas S. Erwin, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board
P. O. Box 928 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 Washington, D. C. 20555

. David Springer Richard S. Salzman, Esq.
The Point Farm Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board

| Route 4 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i Mocksville, North Carolina 27028 Washington, D. C. 20555

William G. Pfefferkorn, Esq.
2124 Wachovia Building
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27101

,

Richard P. Wilson, Esq. ,
Assistant Attorney General -

S. C. Attorney General's Office -

P. O. Box 11549
Columbia, South Carolina 29211

.
4
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1

4 3r MR. 2Am'H:

5 G Mr. Mecn, I chew you anothar docu= ant and ask

6 that you identify it for the record, if you will, air.

7 (Banding document to witneco.)

a 2. (Witnoca Moon) Thic is a two-paged documant

9 ontitled "NRC Staff Staterant on its Raview of approved
,7:

10 Fle's Bicckago Sub-Model of Co:nbustion Engin:aoring 3CCs
.

11 Evaluation 2 1."

12 0 Wenld you, oir, very briofly s e m ise trhat

13 a d e m nt says?

3. Yos. As background in the Perkins and Charokeeja
4,

Safoty Evaluation Reporto, in Section 6.3, and also ing
,-i

actica 6.3 of Appondin A of that Safoty Evaluation ~ Report,16 .

,
,

thora waro discussion s of the ECCS parforn:ance, and the37,

'
staff's evaluation of that parfo- mnce.gg

At that time, the staff had approved a cc=bustien
10

'ongineering calculational codel for an ECCS perfo_ ca.20

Sin a that timo, other data havo bocomo available to tim
21

""*I2' I D*1i*"*' from ccmbustion Engineering, and22
( o ..'

g pha staff is currently raviewing the continuing acceptability
v.

of that :codel.24 |
.q ;

This raview in ongoing. It is not yst cc=olots. Ig

!j I'

i, '.-

!!
'

i
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1 The document further attempts to charactarise

2 part of the nature of the arans a the review that we ara

3 pursing. It has to do with questions of curves and how thsy

4 fit the data, including an oxpandad data base that has now

5 been developed has been provided.

6 At the onto time, there are other model changes

7 being proposed by combustion engineering. Some calculations

8 have been made with the new medel which combustion engineer-

9 ing indicates shows that the modal was previously - as

to previously approved will still give results that are mors

11 conservative than the new model.

12 At this point, the review is not complete and

13 the document does include words about the staff's position

14 with respect to this matter. Specifically, it sayo in

15 the last paragraph: The staff believes that sufficient

16 margin exists in the approved CB medel to assure that no

17 undue risk to the health and safety -- to assure no undue

18 risk to the health and safaty of the general public.

19 It is the staff's judgment that the calculated

!

20 Paak cladding temperature and zirconium-water reaction

21 will not increase as a result of the possible modal changes.

22 In the same paragraph, there is also a sta+a m t

23 that: "The Staff is presently preparing a notification

24 to all appropriata licensing boards of the foregoing

information."25

|
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|
1 B Mr. Moca, is the centants of thic documsnt going f

i

2 out to all licensing boards having CS unitc?-

3 A That'a ::sf undcratanding of the state *t.

4 S Is thic anothar Doard racc:m:nndaticn? Does the

5 staff raccm:mnd any action?

6 A To tho boards?

7 G 708: Sire

a A Not at thia tima.

9 G cces tho staff con =idor that the issunnes of

to parmits for the construction of tha Perkins facilities will
.

11 not bo inimical to the cc:aca dofonna and cecurity, or to

12 tho henith and anfaty of the public, in Jiow of the

13 docu : ant you are now addroccing?

14 A Ths first part of tha question, tha staff dean
.

15 not --

16 G Dess the ataff concludo -- dese it still conclude,

17 I dca't cars which way ycu put it - that the avnluation of

the new information still permits the incuance of ecsotruction18

;g parmits with adoqusta regard for tha health cad safety of
!

20 the public?

A YO8'21
I

22 MR. BhR'i".It Mrs. Ecworn, I have provided -- at

23 this tima, I have provided copies to tha Board, and provided

g copies to the partion, and 30 ccpion to the report 6r. I

g request that it be cceapted as evidance and bound into the
,

!

! |
1 >
[ l
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1 record as thcegh writton at length, Mrs. Ecwors.

2 IGS. 30!iiERS t Any objec:ionc from any of the-
.

3 parties?

4 MR. PFEFFERKORN: No.

5 MR. MC GTt2RY: No.

6 MRS. DCilBRS: The dcct:m.mt you just described

7 will be physically incerted in the transcript so if read

a and therefore in avidence.

9 (Tha docu:aont referral i:o folleus.)

to

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
.

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. STN 50-488

Duke Power Company ) STN 50-489
) STN 50-490

Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1 )
2, and 3 )

NRC STAFF STATEMENT

ON ITS REVIEW OF

APPROVED FLOW BLOCKAGE SUB-MODEL OF

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING ECCS EVALUATION MODEL

The NRC Staff has determined that a part of the approved flow blockage
submodel of the Combustion Engineering ECCS Evaluation Model might, in
general, be non-conservative and might not be in compliance with Appendix'

K of 10CFR50. Section IIB of Appendix X states that each evaluation
model should include provisions for predicting cladding swelling and
rupture during the LOCA transient based upon applicable data. The Staff
met with CE on two occasions to discuss the model in question. CE stated
that other conservatisms in the flow blockage submodel more than compensate
for the current cladding rupture strain curve in question. Early in 1978
we sent a letter to CE that: (1) requested more information on how certain
recent experimental data could support their model, (2) requested CE to
submit technical justification for continued acceptance of their ECCS
Evaluation Model, and (3) provided staff guidance on implementation of an
acceptable rupture strain curve. CE responded to our request in September.
Our evaluation of this and other information shows that the CE model is
relatively non-conservative in predicting strains that occur due to bursting
in the low-temperature alpha phase of Zircaloy. Since the CE curve under-
estimates some of the data, we cannot be certain at this time that the CE
model remains acceptable.

-
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CE's response also included an alternate flow blockage model with a
revised cladding ruoture strain curve and a revised cross-flow and heat-
transfer model. Lalculations showed that use of the revised (less con-
servative) cross-flow and heat-transfer model will provide compensating

* margins to offset those lost from the use of the revised (more conserva-
tive rupture-strain curve. Accordingly, CE states that the use of both
revisions would result in a decrease in peak cladding temperature and
local zirconium-water reaction. Therefore, CE concludes that their
overall ECCS Evaluation Model remains sufficiently conservative.

After reviewing these and other steam cooling calculations, the Staff
believes that sufficient margin does exist in the approved CE flow
blockage model to offset the possible non-conservatism of the rupture
strain curve. The alternate model is presently under review. We are
confident that the alternate model or some variation of the alternate
model will show compliance with Appendix K should the present model be
unacceptable. We anticipue completion of our formal review by June
1979.

The Staff is presently preparing a notification to all appropriate
licensing boards of the foregoing information. The Staff believes
that sufficient margin exists in the approved CE model to assure no
undue risk to the health and safety of the general public. It is
the Staff's judgement that the calculated peak cladding temperature
and zirconium-water reaction will not increase as a result of
possible model changes. Thus, the Perkins ECCS design is sufficiently
conservative as proposed so that no hardware changes are required.

.

%
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1 MR. BARTH: Thank you, kindly.

2 At this time, I would like to introduco

3 Mr. Aycock. He has not previously boon sworn or appeared

4 in this procaading, Mrs. Ecwors, and I would appreciate it

5 if the Board would swear Mr. Aycock in. We intand to use

6 him as a witness regarding the gsneric issues.

7 Weraupon,

8. ENE D. AYCCCI
1;

9 was enlled as a witness on behalf of tbs Nuclear Regulatory

10 Cormnission Staff and, having been first duly sworn, was

and #17 examined and tastified as follows:33

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

!

20

21

22

23

24

25
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I BY MR. BARTH:

2, Q Mr. Moon, I show you a letter and ask that
'

:
3 you identify it for the racerd, if you please, sir.

4 (Handine document to witness.]

5 A [ Witness Moon) This item is a letter dated

6 January lith, 1979, to Duke Pcwer Company, from the NRC

7 Staff, signed by Stephen A. Varga, Chief, Light Water

S Reactors Ennch, Division of Projects Management, subject,

9 anticipated transients without scram (ATWS] Perkins

10 Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3, and Cherokee Nuclear

11 Station, Units 1, 2 and 3.

12 This. letter makes reference to a recent

13 Staff report titled Anticipated Transients Without Scram

14 for Light Water Reactors, Document No. UUREG0460, Volume III,

15 dated December 1978 [

16 The letter states that for the Perkins and

17 Cherokee facilities, the Staff feels that potontial modifications

18 may be necessary to resolve Staff concerns that have been

19 identified in the report.

I
20 The letter on the second page, the third to the

21 last paragraph, states:

22 "Therefore, I provide a commitment that the

23 Perkins, Cherokee Nuclear Stations will be designed that

24 i such that implementation of any of the three - above

25 three potential requirements will not be foreclosed by

h
il
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1 construct m of Perkins and Cherokae Nuclear facilities."

2 The above three potential requirements were spelled out on

3 the previous page, the top of the second page.

4 These requirements are those that were

5 originally identified in the document that I referred to

6 in the beginning.

7 Q Mr. Moon, has the Staff received a response to

8 this letter?

9 A Yes, the Staff has received a response.

10 0 Is the ATNS one of the generic issues, sir?

11 A Yes, it is.

12 Q Would you identify which generic issue it is?

13 A It is -- it is A-9.

14 MR. BARTH: Mrs. Bowers, I have distributed

15 copies of the Staff's letter which Mr. Moon has referred to,

16 to the parties and the Board and provided the reporter with

17 30 copies.

18 I request that the document be accepted in evidence

19 and bound into the record as if read at length; but I ask

!

20 that the Board reserve its judgment until we introduce a

21 few more documents which we will link to the same piece of

22 paper.

23 BY MR. BARTH:

y Q Mr. Moon, I show you another document and ask

25 that you identify it for the record, if you will, sir.
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I| [ Counsel distributing documents.)

2 A [ Witness Mocn] This is a four-page document

3 titled Supplement to NRC Staff Responsos to Board

4 Question concerning Health and Safety Aspects of Cherokee

5 and Perkins.

6 The Staff had earlier recponded to Board

7 Question 1, July of 1977. Tha quastion had to do with

8 ATWS.

9 This is a supplement to the responsa we provided

.

at that time and notes that we did make a request in the10

11 letter of January lith of Duke Powor Ccmpany for the

12 Cherokee-Perkins facilities.

13 On page 3, it doos mantisn tha additional

14 Staff report NUREG 0460, Volums III, and does discuss

15 various alternatives that the Staff has considered in

16 that report.

17 Finally, on paga 4, it statos a rovised

18 Staff position for Perkins, and basically it mentions

19 the January 11 letter, the responsa letter from Duke Power
8

-

20 Company on January 18th, in which the Applicant committed

21 to the Staff position as stated in the Staff's letter of

22 January 11.

23 Finally, the concluding sentenca is this

24 , commitment provides assurance that potential requirements
{

25 t can be implemented on the Cherokee and Perkins
i
i

i

l
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1 facility, and is acceptable for this construction permit

2 stage of the review.

3 MR. BARTH: Mrs. Bowers, this represents the

4 Staff's position renarding ATWS, the other to Duke Power

5 Company, and the supplemsnt to NRC Responses.

6 I have distributed copias to the reporter, to

7 counsel for the parties and the board. I request that

8 the Board accept this in evidence and bind it in the

9 record as though read at length.

- 10 MRS. BOWERS: Any objections?

11 Mr. Pfefferkorn?

12 MR. PFEFFERKORN: No.

13 MR. MC GARRY: No objection.

14 MRS. BOWERS: Well, the two documents you have

15 identified, the original Staff letter of January 11, and

16 supplement to NRC responses, will be physically inserted i

17 in the transcript as if read, and therefore in evidence.

18 [The documents follow:)

19

!,

20

21

22

23
,

25

.
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JAN 111979Docket Nos: STN 50-488 STN 50-491
STN 50-489 STN 50-492
STN 50-490 STN 50-493

Mr. L. C. Dail, Vice President

Design Engineering Department
Duke Power Company
P. O. Box 33189
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242

Dear Mr. Dail:

SUBJECT: ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM (ATWS) - PERKINS
NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3, AND CHER0KEE
NUCLEAR STATION, UNITS 1, 2, AND 3

Potential modifications to nuclear reactor facilities that may
be necessary to resolve staff concorns have been identified in a
Staff Report, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light
Water Reactors," NUREG-0460, Volume 3, December,1978. For the
Perkins and Cherokee facilities, these modifications are:

(1) Provision of diverse actuation circuitry for mitigating systems.
This diversity can be attained by implementation of a or b
below:

(a) Provision of a diverse, four-channel supplementary pro-
tection system (SPS) described by Combustion Engineering.
It would be diverse and independent from the reactor trip
system. The staff would require that such a system meet
IEEE-279.

(b) Provision of actuating circuitry for some existing systems
(i.e., primary sys;em relief valves, turbine trip, and
auxiliary feedwater) that is diverse from the reactor scram
system.

(2) Provision of increased pressure relief capacity, through the
addition of pressurizer safety valves, sufficient to comply
with Service Level C of the ASME code for the ATWS events
specified in the next paragraph. Further analysis may show
that a larger pressurizer, increased auxiliary feedwater flow
rate, or some ccmbination of these design variables would'

reduce or substitute for this requirement in future designs.
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(3) Demonstration of the functionability of valves needed for long ,
term cooling following conditions calculated for specified
ATWS events. This demonstration would include the postulated
initiating events described in Appendix IV of NUREG-0460,
Section IV.2, and prescription four in Table 7 of Apoendix VII
of NUREG-0460 (99% t/TC and reliability based failure assumptions.

Volume 3 of NUREG-0460 which describes the rationale for specifying
these plant modifications is currently being reviewed by the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards. The Regulatory Requirements Review
Committee has completed their review and concurred with the staff
approach described in Volume 3 of NUREG-0460. The question of

requiring differing plant modifications on standard plants is receiving
additional staff consideration. Additionally, we plan to issue
requests to all reactor vendors to supply generic analyses of ATWS
mitigation capability and anticipate presenting to the Commissicn
in May 1979 our recommendations for its actions to resolve the
ATWS issue.

Although deliberations are ongoing, we are concerned that design
of the Perkins and Cherokee facilities might proceed over the coming
months so as to preclude full implementation of the design modifica-
tions to satisfy the recommendations in NUREG-0460, Volume 3, should
they eventually be adopted by the Commission, either with or without
rule making. As indicated in NUREG-0460, Volume 3, the resolution
of this issue for the Perkins and Cherokee facility may require
implementing some or all of the plant modifications of Alternative 4
discussed in NUREG-0460, Volume 3, Section 2.2 and summarized above.

Therefore, provide a commitment that the Perkins and Cherokee
Nuclear Stations will be designed such that implementation of the
above three potential requirements will not be foreclosed by con-
struction of Perkins and Cherokee Nuclear facilities.

Provide your response to this request by January 15,1979, or if
you cannot meet that date advise us of a date by when you can
provide a response.

If you need additional carification of this request, please contact
the Licensing Project Manager, Calvin W. Moon, (301-492-7831),

Sincerely, t

'/ ,b
.

i

d L(\
'

i .

teven . larga, nie,

Light Water Reactors,B anch 4
Division of Project Ma agement
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I MR. BARTH: Thank you, Mrs. Bowers.

2 I am embarrassed. I do not have copies of

3 the letter referred to on page 3 from Duke Power on

4 January 18 to tie up the record. I would ask that Mr.

5 McGarry stipulate on behalf of Duke Power Company that

6 the Perkins and Cherokee Stations will be designed and

7 constructed such that implementation of the three potential

8 requirements in Mr. Varga's letter dated January 11, 1979,
.

9 related to ATWS, will not be foreclosed.

10 MR. MC GARRY: I will so stipulate.

end 18 11 MRS. BOWERS: If we're going to have a sf.ipulation ,

12 I think everybcdy should be involvad.

13 MR. BARTH: The stipulation is a commiemhnt

14 by Duke Power Company to implement the requirement of the

15 NRC.

16 MR. MC GARRY: I believe, Mrs. Bowers, it was

17 strictly as a matter between the Applicant and the Staffs

18 not to exclude Mr. Pfefferkorn, but I don't believe he can

19 stipulate in this matter.

20 MR. PFEFFERKORN: I don't think I'd better do that.
21 (Laughter.] !

|

22 I don't want to be in the liability of

23 stipulating that or not.

I
y MRS. BOMERS: I think I as misreading the

25 word stipulate, becaude you could certainly use it instead

.

t

i !.
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1 of ccmmit yourself.

2 DR. JCRDAN: Do you have more to do before

I3 you open it up for my questions, I believo? Is that right?

4 MR. BARTH: Yes, Dr. Jordan.

5 MRS. BGWERS: But the matter is being put to tho

S Board as to whether we are satisfied with the Duka stipulatior

7 as to the commitment in tha lotter of response to Mr.

8 Varga's lottar.

9 DR. JORDAN: All I can say is I am delighted

10 to get the stipulation and there will be just minor questions

11 when I got to the matter of discussing the A-9 generic

12 issue.

13 MRS. BOWERS: So we accept the stipulation as

14 satisfactory, subject to Board questions.
I

15 MR. BARTH: Thank you, Hrs. Bowers.

16 Dr. Jorden.

;7 BY MR. DARTH:

73 Q Mr. !! con, I address your attention to page 3

19 of the supplement to NRC Staff response to Board questions.
I

20 This is the ATWS paper we just talked about.

21 You referred to a staff report. I,et me show

22 you a document and ask you to iden':ify for the record,

af will you, sir?

3 [ Document handed to witness.]
i

25 | A [ Witness Moon] This is the document that is
1

i
I
'

! !
,

T . |
4 .
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1 referenced on page 3 of the supplemental Staff responses.

2 It is Dccument No. NUREG 0460, Voir.me III, ontitled

3 Anticipated Transiants Withcut Scram for Light Water

4 Reactors, subtitled Staff Report, lated December 1978.

5 [ Handing document back to counsel.3

5 MR. BARTH: Mrs. Ecwors, this document

7 represents the Staff position which we previously addresced.

8 I have sent copies to the parties and the Board. I have

9 provided the reporter with three c, pios. I request that

.

10 you accept Staff E:dlibit No.11 in this proceeding in

11 evidence.
I

12 MRS. BOWERS: Any objections from the parties?

13 Mr. Pfefforkorn?

14 MR. PFEFFERKORN: No objection.

15 MRS. BOWERS: Mr. McGarry?

16 MR. MC GARRY: No objection.

17 HRS. BCWERS: The doc mant you have identified

18 as Staff Exhibit No. 11 will be accepted into evidence.

19 [The document referred to was
!

20 marked Staff Exhibit No. 11 for

21 identification, and was receivsd

22 in evidence.]

23 MR. BARTH: Thank you, Mrs. Howers.'

24 Dr. Jordan, I would suggest two courses of

25 action. I would like to introduce the rest of the generic

i !
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I testimony so you will have it all before you, or you may

2 take ATWS.

3 DR. JORDAN: That's fina. Just go ahead.

4 MR. BARTH: Thank you, Dr. Jor'an.d

5 BY MR. BARTH:

6 Q Mr. Crocker, do you hava a statement of your

7 professional qualifications?

8 A [ Witness crocker] Unfortunataly I do not.

9 Q Will you please recite them for the Board and

10 for me?

It A Yes.

12 My name is Lawrence P. Crocker. I am a technical

13 assistant to the Director, Project Management Office of

14 Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission .

15 I have been assigned in my present position

16 since August of 1976.

17 Prior to asntming my prasent position, I was

18 Licensing Project Manager within tae Division of Project

19 Management, a position I held from September 1970 to
i

20 August of '76.

21 I hold a Bachelor's Degree in Engineering

22 from the United States Military Academy from which I

'

23 graduated in 1951.

24 I received a Master's Dagree in Nuclear '

25 Engineering from Iowa State collegs in 1956.
,

I attanded the Oak Ridg.3 School of Roactor

i
:
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1 Technology during the period 1956 to 1957,

2 I was in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers from

3 1951 until my retirement in 1970.

4 curing my military service, I spent a number of

5 years involved with the ALmy's nucicar pcwer programs.

6 Frcm 1957 to '58, I was a technical

7 liaison officer between the Army n2 clear group and the Oak

8 Ridge National Laboratory, representing the Army's interest

9 at the laboratory.

10 From 1958 to '60, I was a project manager in the

11 Army Nuclear Power Office of the Atcmic Energy Commission

12 in Gormantown, Maryland.

13 Frcm 1963 to '64, I was assigned to the Office of

14 the Inspector General of the Army and was resonsible for

15 inspection of the operaticns and safety of the Army's

16 nuclear power plants, and research roactor facilit'ies.

17 From 1964 to '67, I served on the staff of

18 the Chief of Research and Davelopment, Department of the

jg Army, where I functioned as a point of contact in the

I

20 Army General Staff for all matters relating to the '

21 Army's nuclear power program.
i

22 From July a968 until my retirement at the end

23 of August in 1970, I was the Deputy Director of the Army !

i

24 Reactors Group, in hich position I was resonsible for the

3 operation and support effort of the Arz::y's nuclear pcwer
i

I i*
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1 plants and for creating - for training of operating

2 personnel who were -- run the plants.

3 Upon my retirement from tha Army, I accepted a

4 position as p:coject manager with uttat was then the Atcmic

5 Energy Ccnmission.

6 :: have been responsible for the safety and

7 review of the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant which now is in

8 operation; for the Vogt1 Nuclear Power Plant, which is now

9 under construction; and hava participated in several other

10 projects, but not to the full extent.

11 For the last two years I have been actively

12 involved as a member of the Advisory Group to the Technical

13 Activities Steering Committee of t'2e NRR Staff, which has

14 daveloped a program for resolution of generic issues.

15 I have a registered professional engineer in

16 the District of Columbia.

17 Q Mr. Aycock, de 'ou have a copy of your

18 qualifications?

19 A Yes, I do.

!

end 19 20

21

22
.

24

25
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1 G I chew you a dccc:: ant and coh ycu to idontify
,

;| it for the record, picaco.

3 & The document in a three-paga document satitled

4 "Micheol 3. Aycc k, Professional Citalifications, P.7. gram

5 Support Dranch, Office of Nuclear Rs:ctor Regulation."

6 C. Will you briofly artmar..=o your qualifientionu

7 for the audienca, if you will, sir?

3 A Y.is.

g I was - I graduatad in 1970 from the United

States Naval Acadasy with a dagreo in Acrospaca 2ngineering.go

'

tj From the Academy I want into tha Navy ?!cclaar

12 Power program, first ccepleting the U.S. Naval Nuclear Power

13 School couras at Sainbridge, Marylcud; and anbacquantly

receiving training at tho SIC cubr.arino prototype facility14

" # '' "" "*15

16 h 1971, I left the :Tavy as a result of a asdical

problem, at which tima I joined the AEC, DJ.roctor of Licensingg

18 February 1972. "

39 From 1972 until 1975, I was a Licensing Project
t

20 Managar in the Division of Project Managommit with respon-

sibility for tha safety review of Pilgrha Nuclear Ganeration21

Station Unit 2, the Uootinghcuno Rafsrsnca Safety Analysin

g Ropcrt, RSAR-3, and TnMm Point Nuclear Station Unit 3.

3 Sinco September of 1973, I havo baan a Iznabor of

g the Program Support Branch in the Director's Office of the
-

t
s|

|
e
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1 Huclear Ranctor Regulation. As ono of r.y duties in that

2 offico, I have chairad, for the la::t two years, or alrost

3 tuo years now, the Advisory Group !or Technical Activities

4 Steering Committee, which has respunoibility - which has

5 davoloped and has responsibility for rr nning the NRR Generic

6 Issues Program.

(Counsol dictributing doc =3onts.)7

g G Sir, I direct ycur attention to the picca of

papar I showed you of your professional qualifications. Are
9

2ece a true and accurata co w of your ats'nwnt of M m e
10

tiona?
3,

A. Y s, they aro.
12

* 8* **#8' "*
13

copies to the reportar, copies to the Board, and copies to
34

thO parties.

I r que t that the Board accept the doccmant and
16

bind it in the record as though read at length.

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. Pfeffarkorn? ' ""

MR. PFI:FFERKOR't: No objection. !'"
g

MRS. BOWERS: Mr. McGaz"rf? ?

MR. MC GARRY: No objection. ''

MRS. EOWBRS: The documnnt you have identified

trill be physically insertsd in the transcript as if road

and therefore in evidence.
24

(The document referred to follows.)

!

I f
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MICHAEL 3. AYCOCK

PROFESSIONAL CUAllFICATIONS *

PROGRAM SUP00RT 3 RANCH

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

I am a Technical Assistant in the Technical Support Section/

Program Support Branch of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

From February 1972 to September 1975. I was a Licensing Project

Manager in the Division of Project Management of the Office of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation.

I was born in Durham, North Carolina in Decemeer 1947. I am a

graduata of the United States Naval Academy from which I received a

Bachelor of Science degree with a major in aerospace engineering in

1970. As a commissioned of ficer in the U.S. Navy, I sue:essfully

completed the U.Se Naval Nuclear Power School course at the training

center in Bainbridge, Maryland and received further Instruction in

reactor plant operation at the SIC submarine prototype facility in i

Windsor Locks, Connecticut. Additionally, I have comoleted a number

of post-graduate courses in Nuclear Engineering on a cart-time basis

at the Catholic University of America.

..- --- .
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In October 1971 I sas compelled to leave the Navy as a result of a
-

medical disability and in February 1972, I joined the AEC Ofrectorate

of Licensing (currently the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation) as

a Project Manager.

In th's capacity, I was responsible for the evaluation of nuclear

safety aspects of nuclear reactor facilities and managed the technical

evaluation of nuclear power reactor licensing applications. Specifically,

I served as the Project Manager for the safety reviews of Pilgrim

Nuclear Generatien Station, Unit 2; the Westinghou:c Reference Safety

Analysis Report, RESAR-3; and the Indian Point Nuclear Generating

Station, Unit 3

In September 1975, I joined the staff of the Program Suoport Branen,

NRR. As a Technical Assistant in this branch, my resconsibilities

are wide ranging from budget activities to chairing NRR's Technical

Activities Steering Committee Advisory Group. The Technical Activities

Steering Committee is chaired by the Deputy Director, ONRR and includes,
I

as members, the four NRR Division Directors. The Committee's functions

include assigning proposed generic tasks to orlority categories, assigning

lead responsibility to an NRR division for defining and executing each

generic task, approving Task Action Plans and regularly reviewing the

the progress of ongoing tasks.



.

.
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.

The Steering Cornmittee Advisor / Group includes, as memoers, four senior

technical staff representing each NRR division. The Advisory Group

reviews in detail all items for Steering Comittee action including

proposed generic tasks and their associated Task Action Plans and

makes recomendations to the Steering Comittee regarding action on

these items.

!
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1 MR. BARTH: Thank you, Hrs. 3crors.

2 BY MR. HARTH:

3 G Mr. Moon, I shcw you a docuront and ask that you

4 identify it for the record, if you will, sir.

5 (Sanding documsat to witnoss Moon, tho Board,

6 and partios.)

7 A This is a 45-paga docu:msnt entitled 'NEC Staff

G Responses to Board Quostions concos:ning Genoric Safety

9 Issuos."

10 g Mr. Moen, who prepared this dcccmant?

11 A This document was prepa::ed by Mr. Crochor,

12 Mr. Aycock, and myself.

13 g Mr. Crocker, is this a i:orrect statamnt?

14 A (Witness Crocker) That in correct.

15 0 Mr. Aycock, is this a correct statawnt?

16 A (Witness Ayccck) Yos, it is.

17 0 I cannot GEphasi=o id:a word "briefly too strongly,

18 Mr. Moon. Would you briefly aummarize what this document

19 does?
i

20 1 (Witness Moon) This domtnant provides several
'

21 pages of background on the quantien of generic issuass tk

22 staff's program for addressing thane vcrious definitions;

- 23 and finally, an issue-by-issue discussion, if you vill, with

ad 20 24 words that rsisto the issuo to the Perkins proceeding.

beg 2j 25 g Mr. Moon, doos the staff conclude that the genaric
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i
1' incuos discussed in that doct*"nnt you hava identified ars

2 such as to prscluda tha laauanca c:! construction per:2its

3 for ths Porkins facility?

4 A .

3 0 Dcos the staff ccaciuda that the Perhina facility

6 as now proposed by Duko Power Cor.:pany and the Nucloar P4tgula-

7 tory censniscion can ho issuad with due regard for che haalth

8 and safoty of ths public, as requi::od by 10 CFR 50.40(c)?

dlip bu 9 A Yes.

10 0 Are thora any attach = ants that origd9n1.17 vant

i1 with the documant you havo identifiod, Mr. Moon?
'

12 A Yac, thora are several.

13 0 Would you plosse idanti:!y these docn mnts by

14 raading the titles at auch langth to tha reporter that we

15 can discern frora tho ret - I what you are tnveing about?
'

16 & Thece aro decuments that are raderanced in tho

37 docunant that uo previously wur:s discussing:

18 Regulatory Guide 1.79, Raviaion 1, Septamber 1975,

19 titlo, "Prooperational Testing of Hmargancy Core Cooling
i

20 'Sys*ema for Pressuri=ed Wator Reactors."

21 R3gulatory Guida 1.32, iTune 1974, title: " Subs

22 for E=m.gency cora cooling and CenM4 = nt Spray Systems."

23 Regulatory Guido 1.139, May 1973, title: ' Guidance

24 for Residual Heat R - V21."

25 MRS. BOMERS: I have a quantica on that document.

I I

L i
f

!I
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1 It la sta::rped "for coment." Han that status changsd7

'
WITNESS MCCH: It is stampod "for com:annt."

3 BY MR. BARTH:
'

4 G I think the Board anhad, "Has thic status

5 changed." Has it 'still been issued for cement, sir?

6 & (Witness Moon) Yoc.

7 The next docnent la HUH 3G 0138, November 1976,

8 titla: " Staff Discussion of 15 Technical Issues Listed in

9 Attach::: ant to November 3rd,1976, Memorandu:n frcm Director

10 NRR to NRR Staff." *

11 The next one is NUREG -

12 HRS. BON 2RS: Just a minuta. On the NUREG 0133,

13 I just have the index pages. '

14 ifITNESS MOCN: We had to r.icroficha this ans,

15 so there are some extra pages. If you turn to ths third

16 sheet, which is the actual titio of the document -

17 MRS. BOWERS: It says " Table of Contautu." 1that

18 I am asking is - this docu:aant doos consist of just mors

19 than three pages?
!

20 MR. BARTH: Yes, it doso, M2 s. Bowers.

21 WITNESS MOCH: Yos. It is a thick document.

22 MRS. BOWBRS: I have it here.

23 WITNESS 2OCN: The aszt docnmant is NUREG 0153,

24 December 1976, title: " Staff Discussion of 12 Additional

25 Technical issues raised by Raspenses to November 3rd, 1976,

..
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1 Memorandum from Dirnctor NRR to NRR Staff."

2 The next document ic NUU2G 0224, Septembo 1978,

3 title: "23cctor Veausi Prsastro Trancient Protactica for

.. d 521 4 Pronnuricsd Watar P.sactors."

5
'

5

7

8

9

10

11

12
-

13
_

14

15

16

17

10

19

!

20

21

P2

23
,

.

25
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1 Document is NUREG 0410, January 1, 1978, titled

2 NRC Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related

3 to Nuclear Power Plants, subtitle Report to Congress.

4 The next document is NUREG 0371, published

5 November 1978, titled Task Action Plats for Generic

6 Activitics, subtitled Category A.

7 The next and last is NUREG 0471, published

8 June 1978, titled Generic Task Problem Descriptions;

9 subtitled Category B, C, and D Tasks.

10 BY MR. BARTH:

11 Q Mr. Moon, are these dccuments considered by the

12 Staff to be supp e tive.of the testimony being offered by

13 the three of you people. on generic issues?

14 A [ Witness Mocn] Yes, thay are.

15 MR. SARTH: Mrs. Lowers, I have provided the

16 reporter with 30 copies of the dxument entitled NRC

17 Staff Responses to Board Questions Concerning Generic

18 Safety Issues, which Mr. Moon has identified and which

19 these gentlemen have sworn that they have written.
I

20 I move that the Board admit these into evidence and direct

21 that they be bound into tha transcript as though read at

22 length.

23 MRS. BOWERS: Aro you talking only about the

24 Staff response?

25 MR. BARTH: That la correct, Mrs. Eowers.
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1 . MRS. BOWERS: And the panel has reviewed it

2 and believes it to be true and correct to the best of their

3 knowledge?

4 UITNESS AYCOCK: Yes.

5 WITNESS l'.CCN: Yas.

6 WTTNESS CRCCKER: Yas..

7 MRS. BOWERS: Mr. F3ffer.' corn, any objections to it

8 being offered?

9 Now whon you are offering this, are you

10 including all these NUREGS:

11 MR. BARTH: No,.they ara not. I can ' t get -

12 MRS. BOWERS: Well, that's what I wondered.

13 MR. PFEFFERKORN: As I say, I just haven't

14 had an opportunity to read all of this. I don't say one

15 way or the other on it. I don't want to cross-e: amino

16 about it, but I wouldn't want to say I didn't have any

17 objections to it. I haven't hcd time to read all of it.

is I read sons of it, and I want to ask a few questions.

19 MRS. BCWERS: Mr. Mc Garry?

20 MR. MC GARRY: I just have a clarifying question.

21 MR. Moon, or any other mnmber of the

22 panel, is the testimony you are sponsoring today concarning

23 generic issues, the testimony that was used in, I believe,

24 the Yellow Creek proceeding and accepted by the Board?

25 WITNESS MCON: The testimony is verf similar

.
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1 in many respects. There are some general modifications

2 in the introductory part of it,'in the explanatory material.
3 Beyond that, where the specific issues are

.

4 discussed, it has been rewritten and related cpecifically
5 to Perkins.

6 MR. MC GARRY: So it is substantially the same

7 as the Yellow Creek document?

8 WITNESS MOCN: Substantially, yes.

9 MR. MC GARRY: I dcn't have any further

10 questions. (
11 MRS. BOWERS: tiell, the document you have

12 identified will be physically inserted in the transcript as

13 if read.

14 By documant, I mean only the NRC Staff

15 responses to board questions.

16 [The document follows.]

17

18

19

?

20

21

22

23

24

25
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
) Docket Nos. STN 50-488

Duke Power Company ) STN S0-489
) STN 50-490

Perkins Nuclear Station, Units,1, 2 and 3 )

NRC STAFF RESPONSES

TO

BOARD QUESTIONS

CONCERNING

GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES

Board Questions

By order of September.7,1978 the Board asked the opinion of the

parties concerning the adequacy of the Perkins record in meeting

Appeal Board criteria on generic safety issues. By order of October T3,

1978 the Board called to the attention of all parties the recent

document NUREG-04'0, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram For

Light Water Reactors", April 1978. The Board then questioned whether

the commitment on the part of the Applicant in answer to Board

Question 1 will provide an adequate solution to the issue of anticipated

transients without scram and requested the staff to review its testimony

in reply to the Board Guestion. This response addresses generic

safety issues except for anticipated transients without scram. That



issue is addressed in " Supplement to NRC Staff Responses to Board

Questions Concerning Health and Safety Aspects of Cherokee and Perkins".

Background

The NRC staff continuously evaluates the safety requirements used in its

reviews against new information as it becomes available. Information re-

lated to the safety of nuclear power plants comes from a variety of sources.

Obvious sources of such information are experience from operating reactors,

research results, NRC staff and Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards

safety reviews, and vendor, architect / engineer and utility design reviews.

Each time a new concern or safety issue is identified from one or more of

these sources, the need for imediate action to assure safe operation is

assessed. This assessment includes consideration of the generic imp 11-

cations of the issue.

In some cases, immediate action is taken to assure safety, e.g., the

derating of boiling water reactors as a result of the channel box wear pro-

blems in 1975. In other cases, interim measures, such as modifications to

operating procedures, may be sufficient to allow further study of the

issue prior to making licensing decisions. In most cases, however, the

initial assessment indicates that imediate licensing actions or changes in

licensing criteria are not necessary. In any event, further study may be deemed

appropriate to make judgments as to whether existing NRC staff requirements

should be modified to address the issue for new plants or if backfitting

-2-



is appropriate for the long term operation of plante, already under con-

struction or in operation.

These issues are sometimes called " generic safety issues" because they are
'

related to a particular class or type of nuclear facility rather than a

specific plant. These issues have also been :eferred to as " unresolved

safety issues". However, as discussed above, such issues are considered

on a generic basis only after the staff has made an initial assessment for

individual plants and has made a determination that the safety significance

of the issue does not prohibit continued operation or require licensing

actions while the longer term generic review is underway.

These longer term generic studies were the subject of a decision by the

Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board of the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission. The decision was issued on November 23, 1977 (ALAB-444) in

connection with the Appeal Board's consideration of the Gulf States

Utility Company application for the River Bend Station, Units Nos.1 and

2. In the view of the Appeal Board, (pp. 25-29):

"The responsibilities of a licensing board in the radio-
logical health and safety sphere are not confined to the
consideration and disposition of those issues which may
have been presented to it by a party or an " interested
State" with the required degree of specificity. To the
contrary, irrespective of what matters may or may not have
been properly placed in controversy, prior to authorizing
the issuance of a construction permit the board must make
the finding, inter alia, that there is " reasonable assur-
ance" that "the proposed facility can be constructed and
operated at the proposed location without undue risk to'

the health and safety of the public". 10 CFR 50.35(a)
.... 0f necessity, this determination will entail an
inquiry into whether the staff review satisfactorily has
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come to grips with any unresolved generic safety pro-
blems which might have an impact upon operation of the
nuclear facility under consideration."

"The SER is, of course, the principal document before the
licensing board which reflects the content and outcome of
the staff's safety review. The board should therefore be
able to look to that document to ascertain the extent to
which generic unresolved safety problems which have been
previously identified in a TSAR item, a Task Action Plan,
an ACRS report or elsewhere have been factored into the
staff's analysis for the particular reactor -- and with
what result. To this end, in our view, each SER should
contain a sumary description of those generic problems
under continuing study which have both relevance to
facilities of the type under review and potentially signi-
ficant public safety implications."

"This sumary description should include information of the
kind now contained in most Task Action Plans. More specifi-
cally, there should be an indication of the investigative
program which has been or will be undertaken with regard
to the problem, the program's anticipated time-span, whether
(and if so, what) interim measures have been devised for
dealing with the problem pending the completion of the
investigation, and what alternativa courses of action
might be available should the program not produce the
envisaged result."

"In short, the board (and the public as well) should be in
a position to ascertain from the SER itself -- without the
need to resort to extrinsic documents -- the staff's per-
ception of the nature and extent of the relationship
between each significant unresolved generic safety question
and the eventual operation of the reactor under scrutiny.
Once again, this assessment might well have a direct bear-
ing upon the ability of the licensing board to make the
safety findings required of it on the construction permit
level even though the generic answer to the question
remains in the offing. Among other things, the furnished
information would likely shed light on such alternatively
important considerations as whether (1) the problem has
already been resolved for the reactor under study; (2)
there is a reasonable basis for concluding that a satis-
factory solution will be obtained before the reactor is put
in operation; or (3) the problem would have no safety
implications until after several years of reactor opera-
tion and, should it not be resolved by then, alternative
means will be available to insure that continued operation
(if pennitted at all) would not pose an undue risk to the
public."
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In a related matter, as a result of Congressional action on the Nuclear

Regulatory Comission budget for Fiscal Year 1978, the Energy Reorganiza-

tion Act of 1974 was amended (PL 95-209) on December 13, 1977 to include,

among other things, a new Section 210 as follows:

" UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PLAN"

"SEC. 210. The Comission shall develop a plan providing for
specification and analysis of unresolved safety issues relat-
ing to nuclear reactors and shall take such action as may b9
necessary to implement corrective measures with respect to
such issues. Such plan shall be submitted to the Congress on
or..before January 1,1978 and progress reports shall be in-
cluded in the annual report of the Comission thereafter."

The Joint Explanatory Statement of the House-Senate Conference Comittee

for the FY 1978 Appropriations Bill (Bill S.1131) provided the following

additional information regarding the Comittee's deliberations on this

portion of the bill:

"SECTION 3 - UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES"

"The House amendment required development of a plan to
resolve generic safety issues. The conferees agreed to a
requirement that the plan be submitted to the Congress on or
before January 1, 1978. The conferees also expressed the
intent that this plan should identify and describe those
safety issues, relating to nuclear power reactors, which are
unresolved on the date of enactment. It should set forth:
(1) Comission actions taken directly or indirectly to
develop and implement corrective measures; (2) further actions
planned concerning such measures; and (3) timetables and cost
estimates of such actions. The Comission should indicate the
priority it has assigned to each issue, and the basis on which
priorities have been assigned."

In response to the reporting requirements of the new Section 210, the NRC

staff submitted to Congress on January 1,1978, a rep' ort on the "NRC
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Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related to Nuclear Power

Plants",(NUREG-0410). The NRC program described in NUREG-0410 was already

in place when PL 95-209 was enacted and is of considerably broader scope

than the " Unresolved Safety Issues Plan" required by Section 210. Although

the NRC program does include plans for the resolution of generic technical

issues of varying degrees of safety significance, it also includes generic

tasks for the resolution of environmental issues, for the development of

improvements in the reactor licensing process, and for consideration of

less conservative design criteria or operating limitations in areas where

over-conservatism may be unnecessarily restrictive. The major elements

of the NRC program are described below.

The NRC Generic Issues Program

A Technical Activities Steering Committee was established to increase high

level management involvement in and to improve management oversight of

generic technical activities. The Steering Comittee is chaired by the

Deputy Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), and includes,

as members, the four Division Directors in NRR. The Committee's functions

uclude assigning proposed generic tasks to priority categories, assigning

lead responsibility to an NRR division for defining and executing each

generic task, approving Task Action Plans, and regularly reviewing the

progress of ongoing tasks.

The Steering Committee's judgmental decisions regarding priorities and

other matters, such as the assignment of an NRR division with lead

O
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responsibility and approval of the Task Action Plan for each task, are

based upon recomendations resulting from an extensive internal review

process. This process begins in the NRR line organizations through their

development, review, coment and concurrence on proposals for high

priority tasks and Task Action Plans. In addition, specific recommendations

regarding these proposals are provided by the Steering Comittee's Advisory

Group following its detailed review. The Advisory Group is made up of five

senior technical staff representing each of the NRR divisions and the

Director, NRR.

Implementation of the program began by making the judgments referred to

above regarding the relative priority of a large number of ongoing,

planned or suggested generic efforts. The generic issues that were con-

sidered included those from the Advisory Comittee on Reactor Saf.eguard's

listing, those listed in NRR's former Technical Safety Activities Report,

the 27 issues discussed in " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues

Listed in Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director, NRR to

NRR Staff" (NUREG-0138) and " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Tech-

nical Issues Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from

Director, NRR to NRR Staff" (NUREG-OlS3), Eand a number of other generic

issues that were identified from a variety of sources as described earlier

in this response (page 2). The Steering Comittee adopted four priority

category definitions as descriptive of the various generic technical

issues. These definitions are presented in Table 1. As indicated by

y NUREG-0138 and NUREG-0153 published in November and December 1976
respectively, provided the staff's discussion of 27 technical issues
identified by one or more members of the NRR staff as problems whose
priority, progress or resolution was, in their opinion, unsatisfactory.
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these definitions, issues were assigned to the various priority categories

based on their judged safety, environmental or safeguards importance or

their potential for improving the efficiency or effectiveness of the

licensing process.
.

Initially, each of the four NRR divisions described and proposed to the

Technical Activities Steering Canmittee those generic issues it considered

to warrant the highest priority effort (Category A and Category B tasks).

Proposals were received for over 130 Category A tasks and over 225

Category B tasks in April and May 1977, respectively. Many of these

proposals were duplicates or could be readily combined as a part of an-

other proposed generic issue. These proposals were reviewed in detail by

the Steering Committee's Advisory Group. Following its review, the

Advisory Group.made recmanendations to the Steering Committee for each

task regarding the Priority Category to which it should be assigned and

the NRR division that should be assigned lead responsibility. The

Steering Cannittee reviewed the division proposals and the recommendations

of its Advisory Group, assigned each task to a Priority Categ;ry and

designated an NRR division with lead responsibility (Lead Division) for

each task.

Implementation of the NRC program has been a major effort that has required

the participation of virtually every working and management level in NRR.

Decisions regarding the relative priorities of the hundreds of generic

issues that have been suggested, although based on agreed upon criteria
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(Table 1), in the final analysis are the product of the collective

judgments of the individuals participating in the decision making process,

in this case the oroposing line organizations, the Steering Comittee's

Advisory Group, and the Steering Comittee itself.

Table 2 provides a listing of the issues assigned to Priority Categories

A, B, C and D by the Steering Comittee from among those issues originally

proposed as Category A and B tasks. A Task Action Plan has been appreved

by the Technical Activities Steering Comittee for each of the Category

A lasks listed in Table 2.

Category A Tasks

Copies of Task Action Plans for the Category A tasks listed in Table 2 are

contained in " Task Action Plans for Generic Activities, Category A",

(NUREG-0371), published in November 1978. This is a revised version of

the previous NUREG-0371 published in December 1977. It is the staff's

intention to maintain this document up to date by issuing revisions to

the task action plans as they become available and adding new task action

plans as new Category A issues are identified.
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TABLE 1
__ _

PRIORITY CATEGORY DEFINITIONS

Category A:

Those generic technical activities judged by the staff to warrant
priority attention in terms of manpower and/or funds to attain early
resolution. These n:atters include those the resolution of which could
(1) provide a significant increase in assurance of the health and
safety of the public, or (2) have a significant impact upon the reactor
licensing process.

Category B:

Those ge7eric technical activities judged by the staff to be important
in assuring the continued health and safety of the public but for which
early resolution is not required or for which the staff perceives a lesser
safety, safeguards or environmental significance than Category A matters.

Category C:

Those generic technical activities judged by the staff to have little
direct or immediate safety, safeguards or environmental significance, but

,

which could lead to improved staff understanding of particular technical
issues or refinements in the licensing process.

Category D:

Those proposed generic technical activities judged by the staff not to
warrant the expenditure of manpower or funds because little or no
importance to the safety, environmental or safeguards aspects of nuclear
reactors or to improving the licensing process can be attributed to the
activity.

.
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TABLE 2
_

LIST OF TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES

Task No. Title
Category A Tasks

A-l Water Hammer
A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Coolant Systems
A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity
A-4 Combustion Engineering Steam Generator Tube Integrity
A-5 Babcock & Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity
A-6 Mark I Short Term Program
A-7 Mark I long Term Program
A-8 Mark II Containment Pool Dynamic loads
A-9 ATWS
A-10 BWR Nozzle Cracking
A-ll Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness
A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and

Reactor Coolant Pump Supports
.

A-13 Snubber Operability Assurance
A-14 Flaw Detection
A-15 Primary Coolant System Decontamination and Steam Generator

Chemical Cleaning
A-16 Steam Effects on BWR Core Spray Distribution
A-17 Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants
A-18 Pipe Rupture Design Criteria
A-19 Digital Computer Protection Systens
A-20 Impacts of the Coal Fuel Cycle
A-21 Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment - Evaluation of

Environmental Conditions for Equipment Qualification
A-22 PWR Main Steam Line Break - Core, Reactor Vessel and

Containment Response
A-23 Containment Leak Testing
A-24 Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment
A-25 Nonsafety Loads on Class IE Power Sources
A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection

(Overpressure Protection)
A-27 Reload Applications
A-28 Increase in Spent Fuel Pool Storage Capacity
A-29 Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction of Vulnerability

to Industrial Sabotage

~
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Table 2 (Cont'd)
__

.-

Task No. Title

A-30 Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies
A-31 RHR Shutdown Requirements
A-32 Missile Effects
A-33 NEPA Reviews of Accident Risks
A-34 Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and

Process Variables During Accidents
A-35 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems
A-36 Control of Heavy loads Near Spent Fuel
A-37 Turbine Missiles
A-38 Tornado Missiles
A-39 Determination of Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Pool Dys amic

Loads and Temperature Limits for BWR Containments
A-40 Seismic Design Criteria - Short Term Program

Category B Tasks

B-1 Environmental Technical Specifications
B-2 Forecasting Electricity Demand By State in the

United States on an Annual Basis
B-3 Event Categorization
B-4 ECCS Reliability
B-5 Ductility of Two-Way Slabs and Shells and

Buckling Behavior of Steel Containment
B-6 Loads, Load Combinations, Stress Limits
B-7 Secondary Accident Consequence Modeling
B-8 Locking Out of ECCS' Power Operated Valves
B-9 Electrical Cable Penetrations of Containment
B-10 Behavior of BWR Mark III Containment
B-ll Subcompartment Standard Problems
B-12 Containment Cooling Requirements (Non-LOCA)
B-13 Marviken Test Data Evaluations
8-14 Study of Hydrogen Mixing Capability in

Containment Post-LOCA
B-15 CONTEMPT Computer Code Maintenance
B-16 Protection Against Postulated Piping Failures

in Fluid Systems Outside Containnent
B-17 Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions
8-18 Vortex Suppression Requirements for Containment

Sumps
B-19 Thermal-Hydraulic Stability

-
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Table 2 (Cont'd)
_.

Task No. Title

B-20 Standard Problem Analysis
B-21 Core Physics
B-22 LWR Fuel
B-23 LMFBR Fuel
B-24 Seismic Qualification of Electrical and Mechanical

Components
B-25 Piping Benchnark Problems
B-26 Structural Integrity of Containment Penetrations
B-27 Implementation and Use of Subsection NF
B-28 Radionuclide/ Sediment Transport Program
B-29 Effectiveness of Ultinate Heat Sinks-

B-30 Design Basis Floods and Probability
B-31 Dam Failure Model
B-32 Ice Effects on Safety-Related Water Supplies
B-33 Dose Assessnent Methodology
B-34 Occupational Radiation Exposure Reduction
B-35 Confirmation of Appendix I Models for " Calculations

of Releases of Radioactive Materials in Gaseous
and Liquid Effluents From Light-Water-Cooled
Power Reactors"

B-36 Develop Design, Testing and Maintenance Criteria for
Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and
Adsorption Units for Engineered Safety Feature
Systems and for Normal Ventilation Systems

B-37- Chemical Discharges to Receiving Waters
B-38 Reconnaissance Level Investigations
B-39 T.ansmission Lines
B-40 Effects of Power Plant Entrainnent on Plankton .

B-41 Impacts on Fisheries
B-42 Socioeconomic Environmental Impacts
B-43 Value of Aerial Photographs for Site Evaluation
B-44 Forecasts of Generating Costs of Coal and Nuclear

Plants
B-45 Need for Power - Energy Conservation
B-46 Costs of Alternatives in Environmental Design
B-47 Inservice Inspection Criteria for Supports and

Bolting of Class 1, 2, 3 and MC Components
B-48 BWR CRD Mechanical Failure (Collet Housing)
B-49 Inservice Inspection Criteria for Containment

%

@
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

Task No. Title

B-50 Requirements for Post-0BF. Inspection
B-51 Assessnent of Inelastic Analysis Techniques
B-52 Fuel Assembly Seismic and LOCA Responses
B-53 Load Break Switch
B-54 Ice Condenser Containments
B-55 Improved Reliability of Target-Rock Safety-Relief

Valves
B-56 Diesel Reliability
B-57 Station Blackout
B-58 Passive Mechanical Failures
B-59 Review of (N-1) Loop Operation in BWRs and PWRs
B-60 Loose Parts Monitoring Systems
B-61 Allowable ECCS Equipment Outage Periods
B-62 Reexamination of Technical Bases for Establishing

SLs, LSSSs, etc.
B-63 Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to RCPB
B-54 Decommissiong of Reactors
B-65 Iodine Spiking
B-66 Control Room Infiltration Measurements
B-67 Effluent and Process Monitoring Instrumentation
B-68 Pump Overspeed During a LOCA
B-69 ECCS Leakage Ex-containment
B-70 Power Grid Frequency Degradation and Effect on Primary

Coolant Pumps
B-71 Incident Response
B-72 Development of Models for Assessing Risk of Health

Effects an' Life Shortening from Uranium and Codi
Fuel Cycles

B-73 Monitoring for Excessive Vibration Inside the
Reactor Pressure Vessel

Category C Tasks

C-1 Assurance of Continuous Long-Term Integrity of Seals
on Instrumentation and Electric Equipment

C-2 Study of Containaent Depressurization by Inadvertent
Spray Operation to Determine Adequacy of Containment
External Design Pressure

C-3 Insulation Usage Within Containment
C-4 Statistical Methods for ECCS Analysis
C-5 " ac - Heat Update
C-6 Luoa Heat Sources

-
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Table 2 (Cont'd)

Task No. Title

C-7 PWR System Piping
C-8 Main Steam Line Leakage Control System
C-9 RHR Heat Exchanger Tube Failure
C-10 Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a LOCA
C-11 Assessment of Failure and Reliability of Pumps and

Valves
C-12 Primary System Vibration Assessnent
C-13 Non-Random Failures
C-14 Storm Surge Model for Coastal Sites
C-15 NUREG Report for Liquid Tank Failure Analysis
C-16 Assessment of Agricultural Land in Relation to Power

Plant Siting and Cooling System Selection
C-17 Interim Acceptance Criteria for Solidification Agents

for Radioactive Solid Wastes

Category D Tasks

D-1 Advisability of a Seismic Scram
D-2 Emergency Core Cooling System Capability for Future

Plants
D-3 Control Rod Drop Accident (BWRs)

~
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NUREG-0371 meets most of the informational requirements of ALAB-444 for

the Category A tasks applicable and relevant to the Perkins proceeding.

The Task Action Plans in NUREG-0371 provide a description of the pro-

blems; the staff's approaches to resolution; general discussion of the

bases upon which continued plant licensing or operation can proceed pend-

ing completion of the task; technical organizations involved in the review

and estimates of the maapower required; descriptions of the interactions

with other NRC offices, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards and

outside organizations; estimates of any funding required for contractor

supplied technical assistance; prospective dates for completing the

tasks; and descriptions of any potential problems that could impact the

plans.

Although 133 Category A, B, C and D generic tasks were identified by the

staff and approved by the Steering Connittee as listed in Table 2, not all

are applicable to each type or vintage of plant. For example, in the

case of Perkins Nuclear Station, Units 1, 2 and 3, the following Category

A tasks are not applicable because they are peculiar to boiling water

reactors:

A-6 Murk I Containment Short Term Program

A-7 Mark I Containment Long Tenn Program

A-8 Mark II Containment Program

A-10 BWR Nozzle Cracking

A-16 Steam Effects on BWR Core Spray Distribution

A-39 Detennination of Safety Relief Valve (SRV)
Pool Dynamic Loads and Temperature Limits
for BWR Containments
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The following tasks are not applicable because they are peculiar to

pressurized water reactors supplied by other NSSS vendors:

A-3 Westinghouse Steam Generator Tube Integrity

A-5 Babcock & Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity

Other generic tasks are not relevant to the licensing actions for any

particular facility because they deal with improving the efficiency

and/or effectiveness of the licensing process rather than plant safety.

These types of tasks include (1) efforts to improve guidance to appli-

cants, licensees or staff reviewers, and (2) efforts to consider the

relaxation of certain staff requirements that may be overly conservative. U

Category A tasks that fall into the first group are:

A-15 Primary Coolant System Decontamination and
Steam Generator Chemical Cleaning

A-19 Digital Computer Protection Systems

A-27 Reload Application Guide

A-28 Increase in Spent Fuel Storage Capacity

A-34 Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and
Process Variables During Accidents

A-37 Turbine Missiles

Category A tasks that fall into the second group are:

A-25 Non-safety Loads on Class IE Power Sources

A-38 Tornado Missiles

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria - Short Term Program

['#iG. b the staff's view is thct these types of generic tasks are not
~

reta w t to the licensing actions for any particular facility, they
have not been addressed specifically for the Perkins facility in this
response. However, the Task Action Plans for these tasks are

included in NUREG-0371.
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Other Category A tasks listed in Table 2 are not relevant to the

informational requirements of ALAB-444 because they deal with environmental

issues rather than safety issues. These include:

A-20 Impacts of Coal Fuel Cycle

A-33 NEPA Reviews of Accident Risks

The remaining 21 Category A generic tasks are, to varying degrees,

related to plant safety and are applichble to the Perkins Nuclear Station.

A discussion of each of the issues addressed by these 21 tasks as they

relate to the Perkins Nuclear Station is provided in a subsequent section

of this response.

Category B, C and D Tasks

Initially, the Category B tasks listed in Table 2 were judged by the

Steering Committee to be of lesser safety, safeguards or enviror"1 ental

significance than Category A tasks. Category C tasks listed in Table 2

were judged to have little direct or immediate safety, safeguards or

environmental significance and Category D tasks listed in Table 2 were

judged to have little or no importance to the safety, safeguards or

environmental aspects of nuclear reactors or to improving the licensing

process. The staff has compiled a brief description of the Category B,

C and D tasks listed in Table 2 in " Generic Task Problem Description,

Category B, C and D Tasks", (NUREG-04n ) published in June 1978. No

Task Action Plans have as yet been approved by the Technical Activities

Steering Committee for these tasks.
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As indicated by the Priority Category definitions in Table 1, those

issues assigned to Category A are the most important generic tasks, includ-

ing those most important in terms of safety significance. The term

" lesser . . . safety significance" in the Category 8 definition has not

been defined. However, the report of the NRR Task Force (see NUREG-0410,

Section 1.0) that originally developed the Priority Category definitions

does offer some further insight.

In addition to developing the Priority Category definitions, the Task

Force developed a set of criteria to be used to test each identified

activity for assignment to the proper category. The intent was that an

activity, meeting one or more of the test criteria for a given category,

would be assigned to that category. The tests for Category A are:

1. Resolution could remedy significant deficiencies in.

facility design or operation.

2. Early resolution of issue could significantly improve
the existing rquiatory process.

3. Other activities that are judged to require high level
management attention and oversight.

The tests for Category B are:

1. Issue is important to safety, safeguards or environmental
protection, but of smaller scope that does not require NRR
wide coordination to obtain timely resolution.

2. Resolution needed to confinn adequacy of previous staff
judgments.

3. Issue has potential of becoming a Category A issue.

From these tests it is important to note that any issue whose resolution

is needed to " remedy significant deficiencies in facility design or
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4. BWR Mark I and Mark II Pressure Suppression Containments -
(A-6,A-7,A-8,A-39)

5. Anticipated Transients Without Scram - (A-9)

6. BWR Nozzle Cracking - (A-10)

7. Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness - (A-11)

8. Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports - (A-12)

9. System Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants - (A-17)*

10. Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment - (A-24)

11. Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection - (A-26)
12. Residual Heat Removal Requirements - (A-31)

13. Control of Heavy Loads Near Spsat Fuel - (A-36)

14. Seismic Design Criteria - (A-42)
15. Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors - (A-42)

16. Containment Emergency Sump Reliability - (A43)

17. Station Blackout - (A-44)

The "Ur. resolved Safety Issues" listed above are being reported to Congress

as those issues that pose important questions concerning the adequacy of

existinc safaty requirements. Nonetheless, for the purpose of this par-

ticular response, we have elected to discuss each of the Category A issues

that are relevant and applicable to the Perkins facility. In this

connection it should be noted that recently identified Task A-42 " Pipe

Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors" is not applicable to the Perkins units

which use pressurized water reactors. Thus, there are now a total of123

Category A generic tasks that are applicable and relevant to the Perkins
.

Nuclear Station. These tasks are listed below and are discussed in the

following section:
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CATEGORY A TASKS APPLICABLE AND RELEVANT

TO THE PERKINS NUCLEAR STATION

1. A-1 Water Hamer

2. A-2 Asymetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Coolant
Systems

3. A-4 Combustion Engineering Steam Generator Tube
Integrity

4. A-9 ATWS

5. A-ll Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness

6. A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports

7. A-13 Snubber Operability Assurance

8. A-14 Flaw ' Detection

9. A 17 Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power Plants
10. A-18 Pipe Rupture Design Criteria
11. A-21 Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment -

Evaluation of Environmental Conditions for
Equipment Qualification

12. A-22 PWR Main Steam Line Break - Core, Reactor Vessel
and Containment Response

13. A-23 Containment Leak Testing

14. A-24 Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related
Equipment

15 A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection
(Overpressure Protection)

16. A-29 Nuclear Power Plant Design for the Reduction
of Vulnerability to Industrial Sabotage

17. A-30 Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies

18. A-31 RHR Shutdown Requirements

19. A-32 Missile Effects
20. A-35 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems

21. A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel

22. A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability

23. A-44 Station Blackout
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operation" would be assigned to Category A. Although some issues

"important to safety" could be assigned to Category B, the intent was

clearly not to assign issues that met the first Category A test to

Category B. Issues that are judged to meet the first Category A test are

those that have the "potentially significant public safety implication (s)"

referred to in River Bend. Since such issues are not assigned to

Category B, it is not necessary to meet all of the informational require-

ments of the River Bend decision for Category B, or lower category
_

generic issues.

The third test for Category B indicates that issues assigned to

Category B could be elevated to Category A if new infonnation indicates

that the issue is of greater importance to Iafety than originally judged.

None of the issues originally assigned to Category B, C or D had been

elevated to Category A until recently. Recent staff efforts have resulted

in the elevation of several of these lower priority tasks as discussed

later in this response.

Of those remaining Category B, C and D tasks that are related to plant

safety and are applicable to the Perkins Nuclear Station, we have not

identified any that could not be resolved either by system alterations

using available techniques and equipment or by operational modifications

in the event that our review of the issue revealed that current require-

ments required upgrading during construction or operation. On this basis

and the Steering Committee's judgment that the Category B, C and D issues

are of lesser safety significance than Category A issues, detailed
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information on these tasks is not necessary and we have not included any

such information in this response.

" Unresolved Safety Issues Plan"

The Connission now has updated its discussion of " Unresolved Safety Issues"

for inclusion in the 1978 NRC Annual Report. This matter is discussed

earlier on pages 5 and 6 of this response. As noted there, the initial

response of the NRC to the new Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization

Act was submission of a report, NUREG-0410, which described the overall

generic issues program of the staff and was considerably broader in

scope than the " Unresolved Safety Issues Plan" that is required by

Section 210.

The staff program includes other generic etasks of importance to

accomplishing the NRC's mission such as tasks for the resolution of

environmental issues, for the development of imp,ovements in the reactor

licensing process, for consideration of less conservative design criteria

or operating limitations in areas where overly conservative requirements

may be unnecessarily restrictive or costly, for the maintenance and

development of the NRC staff's capabilities to perform independent audit

calculations, and for the actual performance of independent audit calcu-

lations. The section being included in the 1978 NRC Annual Report is

limited to describing the progress on those issues in the overall NRR

' program that have been determined to be " Unresolved Safety Issues".

_
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It is the Commission's belief that the intent of Section 210 was to assure

that plans were developed and implemented on issues that posed substan-

tive questions about the adequacy of current safety requirements or

current plant designs. For this reason, the following definition of an
'

" Unresolved Safety Issue" was developed for use in identifying those

generic issues in the broader NRR staff program, that should be reported

to Congress pursuant to Section 210.

"An Unresolved Safety Issue is _ matter affecting a number -

of nuclear power plants that poses important questions con-
cerning the adequacy of existing safety requirements for
which a final resolution has not yet been developed and
that involves conditions not likely to be acceptable over
the lifetime of the plants affected."

All of the generic issues reported to the Congress last year in NUREG-0410

were considered as candidates for " Unresolved Safety Issues". A systematic

review of these issues was undertaken. As an aid in conducting this

review, the topics addressed by these issues were evaluated from the

standpoint of their relative contribution to public risk. This risk-based

characterization was utilized in conjunction with a substantial body of

additional information (e.g., heavy weight was given to issues that

resulted from events that have been reported to the Congress as Abnomal

Occurrences pursuant to Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of

1974, as amended) to detemine which issues met the definition of an

" Unresolved Safety Issue".

During the course of this review effort, the Technical Activities Steering

Comittee acted to elevate Tasks B-18, B-57 and C-3 to Category A tasks.
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Tasks B-18 and C-3 were combined and designated as Task A-43 " Containment

Emergency Sump Reliability", and Task B-57 was designated as Task A-44

" Station Blackout". In addition, in view of the continuing problems with

cracks in the piping of boiling water reactors, the Technical Activities

Steering Committee also established a new Task A-42 " Pipe Cracks at

Boiling Water Reactors".

As a result of this review effort the seventeen generic issues in the

following listing were determined to be " Unresolved Safety Issues". These

generic issues are addressed by twenty-two generic tasks in the NRR Pro-

gram for the Resolution of Generic Issues. The task numbers of the

applicable generic tasks are provided in parentheses following the title

of each issue. Three of the tw ety-two generic tasks addressing these

seventeen issues have been completed. Generic Task A-6.was completed and

documented in a report, NUREG-0408, " Mark I Containment Short Term Pro-

gram Safety Evaluation Report", in December 1977; Generic Task A-26 was

completed and documented in NUREG-0224, " Reactor Vessel Pressure Tran-

sient Protection for Pressurized Water Reactors", in September 1978; and

Generic Task A-31 was completed and documented in Regulatory Guide 1.139,

" Guidance fcr Residual Heat Removal", in May 1978.

" UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES" (APPLICABLE TASK NOS.)

1. Water Hammer - (A-1)

2. Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on the Reactor Coolant System -
(A-2)

3. Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generstor Tube
Integrity - (A-3, A-4, A-5)
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Category A Tasks Applicable and Relevant to the Perkins Nuclear Station

Facilities

We have reviewed those 23 Category A tasks that are applicable and

relevant to our safety findings regarding issuance of construction per-

mits for the Perkins Nuclear Station facilities and the related staff

discussion in the Perkins SER. Discussions of the impact of each of these

tasks on our findings are provided below. In some instances, additional

discussion related to specific tasks is provided in separate responses.

In such instances, we have provided an appropriate reference. Based on

our review of these items, we have concluded that the conclusions regard-

ing the issuance of construction permits presented in the Perkins Nuclear

Station SER are unaffected by these generic tasks.

A-1 Water Hamer

As indicated in NUREG-0371, November 1978, since 1971 there have been

about 100 incidents involving water hammer in pressurized water reactors

and boiling water reactors. The water hamers have involved steam gen-

erator feedrings and piping, the decay heat removal system, emergency core

cooling system, containment spray lines, service water lines, feedwater

lines and steam lines. However, the systems most frequently affected by

water hamer effects are the feedwater systems of pressurized water

reactors. These types of water hammer events are addressed in the staff's
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SER for Perkins at page 10-5 and at page 10-2 of Appendix A to the SER

where the potential for future system design changes are recognized. No

new requirements for system design modifications have to date been defined

by the staff for the Perkins facilities. Any necessary modifications which

might be identified by further staff work on this particular generic con-

cern will be required during our review of an application for a license to

operate the Perkins plant.

As indicated in Section 3.0 of' the Task Action Plan for Task A-1,

adequate protection is currently provided against potential water hamer

in other plant systems. We consider that the Perkins applicant has ful-

filled the preliminary design requirements necessary at the construction

permit stage of review. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the

Perkins SER regarding the issuance of construction permits are unaffected -

by this ongoing generic task.

A-2 Asymetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primarv ''11 ant System

The applicant has complied with all currer. staff recirements regarding

this generic issue (SER, Appendix A, page 3-11). As described in the

Task Action Plan for Task A-2, the staff expects to complete its review

of analytical methods for assessing asymmetric blowdown loads for

Combustion Engineering Designs by March 1979. A final, plant-specific

analysis for the Perkins facility will be completed during the operat-

ing license review for this facility. Accordingly, ou; orevious

conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding the issuance of construction

permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.
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A-4 Combustion Engineering Steam Generator Tube Integrity

The applicant has complied with current staff requirements for the

construction permit stage of review. Specific measures that will be

taken by the applicant to ensure that the tubes will not be subjected to

conditions that will cause deleterious wastage or cracking are described

in the SER at page 5-5, and at pages 5-10 and 5-11 of Appendix A to the

SER. Based on our review of these measures, we concluded that construc-

tion permits for the Perkins facilities can be issued with reasonable

assurance that there will be no undue risk to the health and safety of the

public. The efforts under Task A-4 regarding steam generator tube integrity

may result in improved-criteria that provide further assurance in this

regard. However, such improvements are likely to be procedural, rather

than system modifications and their application to the Perkins facilities

is a matter that can reasonably be left to the operating license stage of

review. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regard-

ing the issuance of construction permits are unaffected by this ongoing

generic task.

A-9 ATWS

As noted on pages 1 and 2 of this response, this issue is discussed

separately in the Sdpplement to NRC Staff Responses to Board Questions Con-

cerning Health and Safety Aspects of Cherokee and Perkins.
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A-ll Reactor Vessel Materials Toughness

Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-il indicates that current

criteria related to fracture toughness together with the materials

currently employed for reactor vessel fabrication are adequate to ensure

suitable safety margins for the reactor vessels throughout their design

lives. As indicated in the CESSAR SER (Appendix A to the Perkins SER)

at pages 5-5 and 5-6, the reactor vessels for the Perkins facilities will

be designed, fabricated, tested, and operated in conformance with

currert criteria and materials.

Our conclusion in the CESSAR SER on page 5-5 indicates that conformance

with such criteria will ensure adequate safety margins during operating,

testing, maintenance and postulated accident conditions. This conclusion

regarding postulated accident conditions was a judgment made by the staff

based principally on empirical results from NRC experiments at the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. Further testing is currently being considered.

As part of Task A-11, the staff is evaluating reactor vessel material

toughness under postulated accident conditions. The results of this

evaluation may indicate that some operating plants have to take measures

late in life to assure adequa.ta fracture toughness for postulated

accidents. A preliminary review indicates that adequate safety margins

can be maintained even for these older plants for postulated accidents

for up to approximately 20 years of neutron irradiation. Aithough this

part of Task A-ll could conceivably provide information relevant to
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current vintage reactor vessels, we believe that these vessels will have

adequate safety margins related to fracture toughness for postulated

accidents throughout their design life. Accordingly, we anticipate that

the task results will confirm our previous conclusions presented in the

Perkins SER.

A-12 Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump

Supports

The applicant has connitted to comply with current staff requirements.

Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-12 provides the basis for

continued licensing pending completion of this generic task. On the basis

of this discussion, we have concluded that our previous conclusions in the

Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction permits are unaffected by

this ongoing generic effort.

A-13 Snubber Operability Assurance

The applicant will be required to describe the program for snubber

operability assurance at the operating license stage of review. We

anticipate that prior to the operating license review, our generic efforts

under Task A-13 will provide comprehensive requirements for snubber opera-

bility assurance for use in the staff's review at that time. Further, we

expect that any future requirements that may be required for the Perkins

facilities can be satisfactority implemented at the operating license

stage. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regard-

ing the issuance of construction permits are unaffected by this ongoing

task.
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A-14 Flaw Detection

As described in the Task Action Plan for Task A-14, our generic efforts,

in conjunction with those being undertaken by industry organizations, may

result in improved inspection techniques for the detection of defects in

the reactor coolant pressure boundary. However, as described in Section 3

of the Task Action Plan, such improvements, although desirable, are not

necessary to maintain adequate margins of safety. Accordingly, our pre-

vious conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction

permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.

A-17 Systems Interactions In Nuclear Power Plants

The licensing requirements and procedures used in our review address many

different types of systems interactions. Task A-17 has been developed to

confirm that our current review process encompasses all potentially ad-

verse systems interactions. As indicated in Section 3 of the Task Action

Plan for Task A-17, we anticipate that this task will confirm that current

licensing requirements and procedures are adequate, although some modifi-

cations for improvement in the review procedures and licensing require-

ments may be made. On this basis, we believe that our previous conclusions

in the Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction permits are unaffected

by this ongoing generic task.

A-18 Pipe Ruoture Design Criteria

The applicant has complied with all current staff safety requirements

regarding pipe rupture design as discussed in Section:3.6 of-the SER
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and in Section 3.6 of the CESSAR SER (included as Appendix A to the Perkins

SER). As indicated in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-18,

the task may result in adjustments to the current criteria to achieve a

better balance between design of piping systems for normal operation and

design to assure adequate protection against postulated pipe rupture.

Such adjustments are desirable, but not necessary, to assure that plants

such as the Perkins units that meet current requirements, have adequate

protection against pipe breaks. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in

the Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction permits are unaffected

by this ongoing generic task.

A-21 Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment

As indicated in the Task Action Plan for Task A-21, the generic task will

establish the acceptability of steam generator blowdown and containment

analysis models to be used to calculate the worst case main steam line

break for equipment qualification. The results of the generic task are

expected to be available for use in the operating license review for

Perkins. As discussed in the SER at pages 3-18 and 6-3, the applicant has

committed to use a temperature higher than the calculated peak temperature

resulting from the worst case main steam line break for Perkins for the

qualification of safety-related electrical equipment located inside con-

tainment. We have concluded that this commitment is acceptable at the

construction permit stage of review. Accordingly our conclusions in the

SER regarding issuance of construction pennits are unaffected by this

ongoing generic task.
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A-22 PWR Main Steam Line Break - Core, Reactor Vessel and Containment

Building Response

This generic task is expected to confirm our prior determination that the

postulated main steam line break accident has been conservatively evaluated

using current staff licensing requirements. The generic study, when com-

pleted, will include an evaluation of the reliability of non-safety grade

equipment and an evaluation of the adequacy of certain safety systems and

operator actions necessary to mitigate the consequences of the main steam

line break. Further discussion of this matter is provided in the Task

Action Plan for Task A-22. No increases in requirements are foreseen

that would require design changes or other modifications to the Perkins

facilities as currently proposed by the applicant. However, if design

modifications are warranted, we will require that such changes are made.

Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding the

issuance of construction permits are unaffected by this generic task.

A-23 Containment Leak Testing

As reported in the SER at page 6-2, we have reviewed the applicant's

containment leak testing program description and have concluded that it

is acceptable for the construction permit stage of review. Details of

the applicant's containment leak testing program will be reviewed for

conformance to Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50 at the operating license stage
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of review. As indicated in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for

Task A-23, the generic effort is to develop proposed changes to Appendix J

to clarify its application and to resolve any conflicting or impractical

requirements. Even if such modifications are not available at the operat-

ing license stage of review, the staff's review will continue to provide

the necessary interpretation of the existing regulation to assure that

containment integrity will be effectively monitored. Accordingly, our

previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding issuance of construc-

tion permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.

A-24 Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment

The applicant has complied with all staff requirements at the construction

permit stage of review, as reported in the SER at pages 3-18 and 3-19. In

Appendix A to the Perkins SER, at page 7-13, Combustion Engineering has -

stated that all Class IE equipment in Combustion Engineering's scope will

be qualified in accordance with IEEE Std. 323-1974 without exception. We

concluded that these commitments were acceptable at the construction per-

mit stage of review, but that we would conduct a review of a technical

report on this matter, required to be submitted by the applicant approxi-

mately six months after issuance of construction permits for the Perkins

facility.

Task A-24 was developed to provide a mechanism for conducting the generic

review of equipment qualification programs of the major NSSS vendors and

balance-of-plant equipment suppliers. The review of the Combustion
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Engineering qualification program discussed above is encompassed by this

task and is a convenient and efficient means of completing the review by

the operating license stage for the Perkins facilities. Accordingly, our

previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction

permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.

Construction pt:nnits were issued on December 30, 1977 for Cherokee Nuclear

Station, Units 1, 2 and 3. On June 29, 1978, in response to its comit-

ment stated in the SER, Duke Power Company submitted a report on its

Class IE Equipment Qualification Program. By letter of October 26, 1978

we advised Duke Power Company of the results of our interim evaluation

of this report and recomended that the contents of the report be revised

to conform to the information requirements that we enclosed. The June 29,

1978 report, our interim evaluation, future revisions to the report and

our final evaluation will also be applicable to the Perkins facility which

is a duplicate of the Cherokee facility.

A_-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection (Overpressure)

The applicant's comitment to provide an overpressure protection system,

and the staff approval of that comitment, is documented in Appendix A

to the SER at pages 5-2 and 5-3. Generic Task A-26 to define the criteria

for overpressure protection system design and operation is complete and

the results have been documented in NUREG-0224, " Reactor Vessel Pressure

Transient Protection for Pressurized Water Reactors", issued in September

1978. The applicant's previous comitments are consistent with the
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criteria resulting from the task. As stated in the SER, we will review

the details of the design and procedural provisions during the operating

license stage of review. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the

Perkins SER regarding the issuance of construction permits are unaffected

by this generic task.

A-29 Nuclear Power Plant Desion for the Reduction of Vulnerability to

Industrial Sabotage

The applicant has met all current requirements for a construction pennit

application, as discussed in the SER at page 13-4. At the operating

license stage of review we will require that the applicant demonstrate

compliance with 10 CFR Part 73.55. As indicated in Section 3 of the

Task Action Plan for Task A-29, the implementation of 10 CFR Part 73.55

provides high assurance of protection of the health and safety of the '

public and accordingly, is an adequate basis on which to license the

Perkins facilities. Although Task A-29 may identify design concepts that

could provide alternative or more effective means of achieving protec-

tion against industrial sabotage, the implementation of such design

improvements are not necessary to provide adequate protection of the

Perkins facilities. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins

SER regarding the issuance of construction permits are unaffected by this

ongoing generic task.
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A-30 Adequacy of Safety-Related DC Power Supplies

The staff's effort on this generic task is expected to confinn that the

simultaneous and independent failure of redundant direct current (d:)

power supplies is so unlikely as to be incredible, and that their failure

from a common event is judged to have a low enough probability that

adequate protection presently exists. This is the current staff view as

discussed in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-30. Therefore,

although the generic study will provide a quantitative assessment of

reliabilities of de power supplies, particularly with respect to common

mode failures, the staff has concluded that continued licensing and

operation of nuclear power plants with the de power supply system designs

now in use and proposed does not present an undue risk to the health and

safety of the public. Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the

Perkins SER regarding issuance of construction permits are unaffected by

this ongoing generic task.

A-31 RHR Shutdown Requirements

The staff evaluation of the Combustion Engineering Standard Safety

Analysis Report (CESSAR) concluded with issuance of a Safety Evaluation

Report (which is included in the Perkins Safety Evaluation Report as

Appendix A) and a Preliminary Design Approval No. PDA-2 dated

December 31, 1975. Since issuance of PDA-2, staff requirements for the

residual heat removal system have been re-evaluated as described in the

Task Action Plan for Task A-31.
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This gener o task has been cumpleted, and revised requirements have been

developed and approved by the staff. These requirements were embodied in

Regulatory Guide 1.139, issued for comment in May 1978. As indicated in

the implementation section of the guide, implementation of these require-

ments will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis for all plants for which

construction permit or Preliminary Design Approval applications were

docketed before January 1, 1978. Both the Perkins construction permit

application and the CESSAR Preliminary Design Approval application are

among those which must conform to the revised requirements.

The additional requirements to be imposed on the Perkins facilities are

such that design changes, if necessary, are technically feasible and

can be made during the period of reactor plant const.ruction. We conclude

that this issue can be acceptably resolved during the post-construction

permit period. Final approval of the design would be necessary prior to

a decision on issuance of operating licenses for the Perkins facilitics.

Accordingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding

issuance of construction permits are unaffected by the results of thi:.

generic task.

A-32 Missile Effects

As indicated in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-32, the

results of this generic task are expected to confirm the adequacy and

conservatism of the current NRC licensing criteria for protection from
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the effects of impact from missiles caused by accidents, tornados, or

failure of the main turbine. Based on this and the other information

provided in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan, we have concluded that

our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding the issuance of

construction permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.

A-35 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems

The applicant has complied with all current staff requirements regarding

offsite power systems as discussed in the SER at page 8-2. As indicated

in Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-35, if the task identifies

areas where current criteria should be modified to increase safety margins,

such modifications are not expected to be extensive. Further, for current

construction permit applications such as Perkins, any forthcoming require-

ments are expected to be available for consideration for these applications

well in advance of a decision on issuance of operating licenses. Accord-

ingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding issuance of

construction penntts are unaffected by this ongoing generic task.

A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel

The applicant has complied with our current criteria for fuel handling

systems, as discussed in the SER at pages 9-2 and 9-4. As indicated in

Section 3 of the Task Action Plan for Task A-36, any revisions to current

requirements that might evolve from this generic study will be available

well in advance of the planned operation of the Perkins facility.

Further, the types of changes in current requirements, if any, that could
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result are expected to be procedural and, therefore, their implementation

can reasonably be left to the operating license stage of review. Accord-

ingly, our previous conclusions in the Perkins SER regarding the

issuance of construction permits are unaffected by this ongoing generic

task.
'

.

A-43 Containment Emergency Sump Reliability

The NRC staff initially planned to study the issue of containment emergency

sump blockage from insulation as part of Generic Task C-3, " Insulation

Usage Within Containment." In addition, initial plans were to study the

vortex fonnation issue as part of Generic Task B-18, " Vortex Suppression

Requirements for Containments." However, containment emergency sump

operability is fundamental to the successful operation of both the

emergency core cooling system (needed to cool the core) and the contain-

ment spray system (needed to assure containment integrity) following a

loss-of-coolant accident. For this reason, these portions of Tasks

C-3 and B-18 have been combined and elevated to Category A as Generic

Task A-43 under the more general title of " Containment Emergency Sump

Reliability." Because this action has only recently been taken, a Task

Action Plan and schedule for this task have not yet been developed.

The Task Action Plan is scheduled to be developed by March 1,1979.

__
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One postulated means of losing the ability to draw water from the emergency

sump could be blockage by debris. A principal source of such debris could

be the thermal insulation on the reactor coolant system piping. In the

event of a piping break, the subsequent violent release of the high

pressure water in the reactor coolant system could rip off the insulation

in the area of the break. This debris could then be swept into the sump,

potentially causing damage.

Currently, regulato'ry positions regarding sump design are presented in

Regulatory Guide 1.82, " Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and Containment

Spray Systems," which addresses debris (insulation). The Regulatory

Guide reconnends, in addition to providing redundant separated sumps,

that two protective screens be provided. A low approach velocity in

the vicinity of the sump is required to allow insulation to settle out

before reaching the sump screening; and it is required that the sump

remain functional assuming that one-half of the screen surface area is

blocked.

The Perkins units are designed with two functionally and physically in-

dependent containment sumps which are in full conformant.e with the

criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.82 " Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling

and Containment Spray Systems," (see Perkins PSAR Table 1.7-1, Sheet

12 of 19). Confonnance with this Regulatory Guide provides a high degree

of assurance that the sumps are not susceptible to blockage by debris.
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A second postulated means of losing the ability to draw water from the

emergency sump could be abnormal conditions in the sump or at the pump

inlet such as air entrainment, vortices, or excessive pressure drops.

These conditions could result in pump cavitation, reduced flow and possible

damage to the pumps.

Currently, regulatcry positions regarding sump testing are contained in
'

Regulatory Guide 1.79, " Pre-0perational Testing of Emergency Core Cooling

Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors," which addresses the testing of

the recirculation function. Both in-plant and scale model tests have

been performed by applicants to demonstrate that circulation through the

sump can be reliably accomplished.
_

As stated in the Perkins SER, page 6-19 of Appendix A, tests will be

performed in confonnance with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.79.
,

Sump testing in conformance with Regulatory Guide 1.79 provides a high

degree of assurance that emergency sump operation will not be impaired

by the formation of vortices.

Task A-43 is principally concerned with sump reliability for plants with

containment emergency sumps designed and/or tested prior to the NRC

staff's current guidance and acceptance criteria. It is anticipated

that the task will confirm that current requirements and guidance are

adequate, although some minor modifications could conceivably result.
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redundant pumps is a steam turbine driven pump that is not dependent on

a.c. power for actuation or operation) could result in an inability to

cool the reactor core with potentially serious consequences. If the

auxiliary feedwater pumps are dependent on a.c. power to function, then a

loss of all a.c. power for an' extended period could of itself result in

an inability to cool the reactor core.

Current NRC safety requirements require as a minimum that diverse power

drives be provided for the redundant auxiliary feedwater pumps. As noted

above, this is normally accomplished by utilizing an a.c. powered

electric motor driven pump and a redundant steam turbine driven pump.

Of primary concern is the design adequacy of plants licensed prior to

adoption of the current requirements, although an initial survey of

operating plants performed by the NRC staff indicates that all operat-

ing pressurized water reactors have either steam turbine driven or

diesel engine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps (neither of which are

dependent on a.c. power.

_ _

Further study regarding this issue will include determining ff requirements

beyond diverse power drives for the auxiliary feedwater pumps are needed.

Such requirements might include specific time requirements for which the

plant must be capable of accommodating a station blackout.

As noted in Section 10.5 (page 10-3) of the Perkins SER, the Perkins

facility is specifically designed with redundant emergency feedwater
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systems which include steam driven pumps as one of the diverse subsystems

to provide emergency feedwater in the event of a loss of onsite and offsite

power.

The results of Task A-44 are expected to confirm the present staff view

that a loss of all A.c. power does not have a s'gnificant safety impact

on plants such as Perkins. Accordingly, our conclusions in the Perkins

SER regarding the issuance of construction permits are not expected to

be affected by the results of this generic task.
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I MR. BARTH: Thank you, Mrs. Scwers.

2 Mrs. Bowers, the e:chibits which Mr. Moen has

3 identified, which are voluminous, have been provided to the
4 Board and the parties. I provided the reporter with three

S copies. I movo that the Licensing Board admit those

6 documents as NRC Staff B:thibit No.12 in evidence to this

7 proceeding.

8 MRS. 3OWERS: Mr. Pfefferhorn?

9 MR. PPEFFERKORN: Again, I just don't want to

10 take a position on that. I haven't had a chance to review.
11 MRS. BOWERS: All right.

12 MR. MC GARRY: No objection.

13 MRS. BOWERS: Well, the documents that have

14 been identified as Staff Exhibit No. 12, will be admitted

15 into evidence.

16 (The documents referred to were

17 marked Staff Exhibit No. 12 for

18 identification, and received in

19 ovidence.]
!23 20 MR. BARTH: I have no further introduction of

21 documents or direct testimony, Mrs. Bowers. I think it

22 would be appropriate for the 3 card to ask such questions

23 it deems appropriate of these witnesses.

24 MRS. BOWERS: We talked briefly about this at a

25 bench conference, and I think coun.sel for theparties
.
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1 indicated they might have one or two questions.

2 30 you want to proceed, Mr. Pfefferkorn?

3 CROSS-SXAMINATION

4 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN:

5 O Members of thepanel, any of you can answer this.

6 I take it from what I have bean able to read of

7 - these documents that thera ars a great many things that -

8 your position of the Staff is that as '.ong as this problem

9 is worked out in the future about Applicant, that is Duke

10 Power Company, the question is just left open.
.

11 In other words, as I understand it, your

12 position, as long as they agree to work out unresolved

13 safety issues here, that there are at least -- in one

14 document I saw there are approximately 23 open questions.

15 An I correct in that? I just want to try to

16 summari::e briefly. I just read a list of open questions

17 on safety issues, and there's - is 23 the right answer, or

18 are there more than that?

19 A [ Witness Moon]. In the document that was just

'20 introduced, I believe there is a number like 22, with respect

21 to Perkins; the Perkins review was completed some time ago.

22 The results of that review were reported in our Safety

23 Evaluation Report, and in Supplement No. I to that report.

24 Thers is a hearing on thoso matters that was completo,

25 and there was no unresolwd safety issues with respect to

.
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1
Perkins, it is the Staff's position that that is still

i

true and that our record in the prcceeding still stands.'

3 The question of these issues here is rsally
4 somewhat of a different quantien, if you will, and I think
5

with that, I can perhaps ach althar Mr. Crccker or Mr.

6 Aycock to perhapa characteriso.that a littio bit hatter.
7

A { Witness Aycock] The 23 icaues I believe you aro

8
referring to are those on page 23. Thoco ara 23 category

9 A -- or titles of 23 Category a generic tacks that aro

10 being worked on by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
11

Regulation,

12 Cur testimcny addressos each of thoso, and

I3 the conclusion is that our previous conclusions regarding

14 Perkins issuing -- insuance of a construction permit are -

15 in effect, that conclusien is based on a nurabar of things:
16 One for ocmo of the isnues,maybe it is reancnablo

17 to leave tha final resolution of that issue to the
18 operating licenso atnge of our review for Perkins. There

19
are other reasono also.

20
Q All right.

21 of the 23, just apprcximately how many ars left

22 open, for what you call the operating licensing stage?
23 Half of them? Approximately what percant?

M A We haven't tabulated that.

25 Q Just an approximate figuro, out of the 23. I just

!
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want a rough idea how many you satisfied yourself with on
2

the basis of the futuro review, and hcw many you have
3

decided now that you approve. I'm just asking for an
4 .

estime w , I'm not asking for an exact figure.
5

A I understand. The problem is that for some of

6
the issues, parts of the issue may be in fact resolved

7
for the Perkins facility.

8
New another aspect of theissuo may not he

9
finally resolved for Perkins.

10
0 Is it fair to say that a substantial portion of .

11
them then ara still open, or a substantial number at least

12
have one aspect of their problem to resolve at a later

13
hearing?

I
A [ Witness Moon] I holieve, as I understand this -

I and perhaps these two gentlemen can correct me - these are
16 tasks -- they are study actions on general issues. The

17 results of that study is not yet known in many cases. So in

18 many cases, it may be that the results of the study is that
19

it's a nonissue.
!

20
In'other cases it may be an issus, but it'is

21 *

already taken care of in the current Perkins review.

22
In other casas it may simply require some

23 confirmatory review of the OL stage.
M

I think there is a varisty of results that

25 can come up hers.
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11 Q But there is semo of ev.ary category, there's not t

|
2 just one or two, there are a bstantial ncchers involved in

'

3 all these different areas?

4 A Thero is semo, I think, in all of them.

5 0 All right.

3 Just one other. Of the plants now in cparation,

7 ara there that have gone into operation in tha last couple

3 of years that are as large as the ?erhino or Cherchoe type
.

9 plants,- 11most 4000 negawatts? Zinyba there were ecm3 in
,

10 effect then. I'm just asking the question, are there
.

11 any nuclear plants of that size now in operation yet?

12 I mean thera were not, as I recall, two years ago?

13 A I do not recall any of the 38 megawatt si e that

14 ara in operation.

I

15 Q And that's true today still, thero's still that

16 big an operation today; is that right?

17 A That's correct.

18 A [ Witness Aycock) That's correct.

19 Q So we don't have any actual orperienca with

!
20 nuclear stations of this si::n, that is actual performance

21 at this time anywhere in the world? )

22 A I think the answer to that is, of course, yes;

23 but I don't think the size of this nuclear facility is
|

24 such that the previous experience is not applicable.

25 0 What is the largsat one operating right now in

1

||
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1 terms of a single unit and then total units together?

2 [ Panel conterring.]

3 A [ Witness Crocker] I believe the largest units

4 right now in operation are about 3300 megawatt thermal.

5 Q And is that mada up of three 2 nits, two units,

6 or do you know how that's broken dswn?

7 A The largest one I can think of, just offhand, is

8 the two-unit facility.
,

%9 Q Two units making up 33-- t
,

10 A No, no, no. Two units, cach of 3300 megawatts

if thermal, about. I really am not sure of the exact

12 thermal power.

13 Q Are y)u aure - do you maan 33 -- perhaps I'm

14 mistaken. I thi.dc Perkins is like 1380 units for three
15 units; is that'right?

16 A I think we're confucing thermal rating versus

17 electric rating. Perkins, I believe, is a 3300 megawatt

18 thermal plant, and we get out of t'aat about 1300 electrical

19 megawatts.

!
20 Q 1300 for each unit?

21 A Yes.

22 O Okay.

23 " So that you're saying taen electrical output of

24 the 33 -- what would be the sise of electrical output in the

25 ones you mentioned?

I
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!
1 A About 1150 clactric.

|
2 q Q and so you ara juct cpaaking o:? the ene unit?
3 That's the largest cperating unit un to this tino anywhero
4 in the world? Is that right? Singla unit?

5 A I really am not sura, Fr. Pfafferkorn. I would

G have to go back to the records and ces which units aro --

7 wo have a limited listing of 3900 magavatts. This is the

8 biggest wo have a11 cued them to build right new. I'm not

9 suro about the rest of the world, whether they hava tcpped
to that figure or not.

and 2311

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 !

21 |

22

23

24

25

I
!
l
#
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i g All right, other than this Perkins-Charokee

2 trin plants, aro there any othorn that have been licansed

3 of this ai::c, the 3800-tmit plants at the presant Mm?

4 & (Witness Moon) Constru: tion permits?

5 B That's right.

6 A Yan. I think Palo Vords Units 1, 2, and'3;
,

7 Yellow Creek 1 and 2, oithar han bien - I think it han

8 heen, racontly.

g S All right. And those a::a the only two, other

10 than thosa, the Cherokeo and Perkins?

jj A (Witness crockar) Palo Varde Units 1,'2, and 3,

12 each are the same size of the Parkins facility, I believe.

13 They have a construction parmit nott, and there's an applica-

14 tion in-house for Units 4 and 5 for the Palo Verda sites.
S they ultimately could wind up with 5 unita, each producing15

16 about 1300 megawatta.

17 We're talking about so=nthing like 6500 magawatts

18 f r the plant itself.

19 0 Where is that locatad? Palo Verds?
?g A In Arizona.

21 4 In Ari=ona?

22 IUtS. BOWERS: Isn't South Tn:as in this

23 same size range?

y WITNESS CROCKER: Yea, I believe it is, Mrs. Bcwors.

3 MRS. BOWERSr And Marble Hill? ~
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1 UITHESS CECCitin: All of the new planto em ing

2! doifn the line right now are all of Go cams ciss rango.

3 Thsy ara right at tho 3G00 m:nga.Jatta.

4 BY MR. PF37F3RKORis

5 G All right, but tha ence that you say have been

6 licensed, tha one Mars, the cao 1:2 Arizona?

7 A Palo Verde.

3 G Is that on a rivar, or a lahs out chara?

9 A I'm not that fc:niliar with Falo Vardo. They

to do have --

11 MR. MC GARR'la I wculd object to the questica.

12 I don't ces whethor or not the location of Palo Verde is on

icka has anything to do with .:onsideration of ganaris13 a

14 issues.

15 MRS. BO?iERS: Sustainod. Can you acva ahand?

16 You've got some information hero that should give you a faal

17 for the situation.

18 MR. PFBPPERKORN: Okay. That's all I have.
-

19 MRS. BOi4ERS: Mr. McGarry?

20 MR. MC GARRY: No questions fecm the applicant,

at Mrs. Bowara.

22 MR. BARTH: I would point out for the racord

23 that the reason that the mat.%r is hero being considered is

24 bacause of an inquiry of the Licensing Soard whi'ch tenn -mela

25 pursuant to tho deciaica of ths Ate:nic Safety and Licar.cing

,
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1 Appsal Board in the u.atts: 02 Gu: f States Utility Compcuy,

2; River Band Station, ALRB % 4, 6 NRC 760, which requirse, cn
1 -

3! pago 775, that tha atafS provida na v.r.rplcnation, generic -- the

4 Daard be abla to provida -)cotification ur a rosson for tho
~

5 accnptance of the plant with thnaa inanoa, at the Pfoesnt
- ;, . .

5 tim.
-a0

7 MRS. ?ATTERS Well, wo ifould like to pr:52.ad.
~y

;3 Dr. Jordan hac questiano -- Shall the Board

g go ahoed at thic tima?

10 MR. BARTH: I uculd appecciato it if tha(Scard

;i trould continue at this tima, Mra. Bouars. #

12 EZAMINATION BY '.32 BOARD
r

g3 BY DR. JORDAN
~T.'

34 0 In connection with the River Band Decision, and

15 D referance to some quantions that Mr. Pfofforkorn asksd -

16 this =orning, I balia n that there were t'our considsrations --~

g or three considorationo x:entioned ao to - and I co6tinually

18 refer to thma as " categories'' -- as to how the issans should

be considsrad.19

I
20 One is, tha problem has already been rasolved for \ '

i
'

,j 21 the ranctor under studyr

22 Two, there is n basis for concluding that a b

23 satisfactory solution will be ootained before the reactor is

y put in operation; or

25| Three, the problon vculd bnve no cafety

.!

f
. .
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1 implications until aftor sovaral yuars of reactor operation.
2 And should it not be rasolved by then, alternative cal:na

wi71 % available to ensura that continusd operation, if3

per itted at all, would not poca an undue rish to the4 m

5 public.

6 Now thoce are three catagories, as I say, that

7 were zcantioned by the Appeal Board in ths River Bond decision.

8 I am, however, going to refer to another document

g which is a doct:mant that was isated under a cover letter from

to Harold Denton, Director of the Office of Nuclear Roactor

11 Regulation, to the Cc:nminaioners, and dated November 27,

12 1978=

13 This documnt describas thase unresolved safety

issues, and discuases a good many of them. In the d h est,14

15 it mantions four categories which I thinic are very similar

16 to the River Bend categories.

37 Number one is that the issun dcean't apply or

has been resolved for the plant under study, which I believe18

is the same as number one above.19

I
20 Humber two, interim maaanras are being required

21 at operating plants. And this of course is not applicable

22 to Perkins because it is not an operating plant.

23 Ntuaber thrae, resolution can reasonably be arpectad

y prior to operation, which is essentially the same as the

River Band.25
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i

1! And four la ctated so:cawhat diffarontly: That
il

2 the riak -- which I believe 10 to be tdcan ac the product of
i

3 the probability and tha consegnancos - that '&a risk is

a can11. Which in similar to nu=bar threa abovo.

5 But the Appeal Board said that thora uould ha

3 no cafoty implicationo, and the ctaff says "email risks,"

7 and I would mak for you to say Should the risk he saro?

8 Or should it ha small?

g Do ve have to - In othar words, do we have to

10 apply -- comply with the River Band deci31on that the prchlom

;I would have no o .y implications until aftor savaral yonrs

12 of :sactor operation?

13 A (Witnoca Aycock) I think the annwar to that ins

It should be that the risk -- tho risk is small is cn accept-14

,

33 able critoria.

16 MR. BARTH: Mr. Ayccch, can you uptak a triflo

17 loudar so a can hear you, sir?

jg WITNESS AYCOCI: The answer in that the risk is

19 Gunil is an acceptable critoria. I am basing that comewhat

!
20 on what the Appeal Board said, in that they vara inteenstod

21 in issuss which have significant public safety implications.

22 In that regard, I certainly believa if the risk

23 is small enough you can concludo that the incue doesn't have
i
'

publi anfaty implications, and this vill navor be :;aro.24

25

t
|

'

i
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1 BY DR. JORDAN:

2 G vary good. Deec tho ataff have a figure in mind

3 for a probability of an accident in which they wculd say if
4 it's lower than thin, the risk in amall?

5 A (Witness Aycoch) No, vn have no specific nuabsr,

a 247 e no.

b 25 7 G Have there been target .iiguren by the staff ac

8 to the risks which they hope to nti:ain in discussing safety

9 issuas? In other words, hna not Itr. Casa and othera m ntionad
~

to figuras like 10 as a target figura?

4
11 A 10 being not --

12 G The probability of accidents par year. h '~

13 L There hava h thosa types of n h .~ h y

are utilized to some oztent in the roview procass.' ,cne14

particular instance that ecmas to mind is in determining15

16 whethar or not ha=ards a= tarnal to the plant should ba
6

considered as design basis - in the design basis of a plant17

18 or not.

19 G Didn't you indeed make come estimatas of' risks
i

20 in the case of some issues and decide that those issues

21 need not be considered at the :mmnt because the risk was

n so anall? And didn't you have scma kind of a number in sind

23 when you said that?

y- A There ware scme estimatsa of the risk that eculd

be attributed to the issues that ara being addressed in the25
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i[ ITRR program. Thoca estimatos varo perfo.m d by cavorni
i
i

2 esmbers of tha probabilistic accessmant staff and the

3 Office of Nuclear Regulatory P.csocrch at tho 20quast cf

a Mr. Danton.

5| The purpose of the study uso to develop 4
,

1 !
i '

6j relative ranking of the variocc is::uas for una in refining ;
I

7 I1RR's prioritias for rorJource enmit: cento to tha varicca

8 ^acks..

9 It was one olannut thnt was ' cod in dots"4"! g
,

10 those priorities.

;j New the prohnbilistic assosaments ctnff used

12 cartain critorion to group isscoa within their report. I

L3 don't believa -- that dcoan't imply that thoes par * M er

14 critorion have any special maaning.

35 , G All right. I don't thi,k wa need to belabor -

15 that.

17 Thero la cuo thing, heuover. I boliava there

18 has bean referance alraady this corning to Ysilow C % ,

19 that those issues ware discussed in the casa of 7ollow Crook,
!

20 and I have a copy of the Yellow crook initial decicica in

which -- which is dated No W r 27, 1970, and in that21

22 thoro's a paragrcph 96 which says: In each instance, the

g staff has concluded that eco or = ora of the fo11cving banas '

y for continuing licensing epplien. Instand of giving:four

25 categories, howevar, they gave savon catagorios. I
i
i

|
~

l
3 }
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1 Now did the Board proporly represant the staff *

2 in caying that they ncnr believe thera should be seven

3 categories inntoad of four?

4 3acauso what I am going to ha asking you to do,

5 gentlemon, is to catagori:e each one of those as "isa go

6 through them. Which category does it fall in?
'

7 And so I am asking you: Are ycu going to ~try to

8 put it into one of the four catagorian? Or the thr6e

g categories in this case, of River Bond? Or are yotr hing to

to try to break it down more finely and make seven categories?
~

MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, I uculd like to stipulate
~

g; .

12 for the record that we felt this may come up; that'I
. . . , .

_

.

13 instructed these witnesses to categorice these according ^b
~

14 the Atomic Safety and Licensing Apteal Board decision in

ALAB 444.to -

16 %nt is an internal NRR report to the C insion.

Secretary 73-616, which rrforrad to November 27.

18 ThatdoesnotrepresentinthemindsofbbD
y.;

gg the legal position of the agency. We feel that the Appsal

1

20 Board'a ALAB 6 NRC 775 dictated our appearance before this

Board.
3 .

g DR. JORDAN: That's fine.

g I don't believe, or didn't intend to imply that
"* * ** ** * * * ^ I24

Board'a category. They said - they attributed it to the.g
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I

1;i staff, and I just vendored 12 % atsff had a differsat |
I

I
2 sot of categories now then they had if they unnted to uso i

3 the covon categorica for thia haaring, or if they

4 wanted to usa tho four catagorioc.

5 And I pracu:aa you vich to go ahead with - cr tha

6 three categorias of River Band. In that correct?

7 A (Uitnoco Aycock) I think if we tant ahead with

a tho throo categorios of ni'ior Band, tm would haveto quali:4

9 como of our answara, or e=pand cens of our anciera,' becauss

10 they don't enactly fit.

11 The coven categorian in Yellow Crack ack=owledga

12 tha fact that se=s of the iacuss which no havs discuscod

13 SiEPly don't hava a direct i= pact on plant cafaty buch mo

y Category 6 hara.

-

15 It statos: The tack in for tha pu:T08'o of

16 resolving unclear, conflicting, or impractical . W.a= mats |

37 of the regulations. ""

,

I18 0 Yes, um

19 So when I nok you, then, to c tegori=o,~what aro
i

20 you going to do? >-

23 And I do not cara. I uculd say it's tho ' staff's
>

and 925 choico. I
22 .

23|
.

W

gu
!
i (

|
'
!i ia t-
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26 arl
1 I don't see any problem in conflict with

2 River Bend, if you choose to go the seven category route.

3 A I am really torn. I know if I stick to the

4 one, two, three, I'm going to end up giving you some of

5 the other categories as further erplanation of why it

6 doesn't exactly fit the one, two, three. But I have already

7 done it in the one, two, three.

8 MRS. BOWERS: All right. I think that that's

9 fine.

TO A Why don't we stick with the one, two, three,

11 and we'll give you any further explanations that's

12 necessary.

13 0 All right. I guess I should ask when you

14 prepared the Nallow Craek tastin.ony, did you at that tinto

is use seven categories, or why did the Board know that there

16 were those seven categories, or do you know?

17 A I presume that the Donrd simply si m eined

18 from looking at the individual writeups.

19 Q Could be. Very well.

I
20 A (Witness Crocker] We did not atteropt to

21 categorize specific categories, Dr. Jordan. We just

22 provided our explanation for why it was all right to

23 continue and the Board took it from thers, to get their

24 seven categories.

25 Q I see.

:
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i! It is difficult to tell whather this la the
I I

2 2 card's words or the Staff's words. All right. Lat'a !

3 stick with the Rifor Sand.

4 Now I think that 3inco the matter of anthipated

5 transients without ceram was introduced first, although
5 it is, as you mentioned, catogory A-9, we might take it

7 up first, a:hco I think it can ho dealt with perhapa
,
t

8 fairly quickly in view of the doctruantation that I have
1

9} received, and I will only have a gaestion or two on thia,
f

h '

10 t I might say in explanation that this has been a
i

11 mattar which I havo boon concerned about for a long tima,

12 and was delightad to con the Staff como out with NUREG 0450,

13 volumes I, II and III, and particularly we have been

le supplied in this hearing this morning as an exhibit

15 Volume III of NURZG 0460 which represents essentially the

16 final position of the Staff.

37 And I must say that to my mind, if plants al1 ,

|
18 built as suggested, as required by 0460, it noems to me i

i
19 it does very much answer the questions that I had, the

1
20 worries that I had had about tha possibility of an accident

21 due to failuro of the protection nyatem to cporate when
'

22 required.
,

23 Now, I believe that in the case of all the

I
' ,

24 . plants you are putting them into four categories, and '

i

i

25 [ those plants which are being licenced after January '78, or
n
j I'

i

!'
!

.
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1 whatever, will be necascarily required to meet the

2 Staff category 4, which is described, I believe, on the

3 modifications for each one of the various manufacturers,

4 are described in table 1 or are listed briefly.

5 The descriptions, of course, are much greater.

6 Now, is it the Staff's oosition that Perkins

7 be required -- I say the Staff's position -- that

8 Perkins be required to meet the alternate four in their

9 design?

nu bu 10 Is that indeed what has been - although it

11 isn't spelled out in the lettor, what you have said in

12 the letters and the co:amitments, is that the design will be

13 held open so that as soon as the Staff final regulation

14 comes, it will be -- the design will be such that it will

15 be able to meet the regulations, i:scluding those I read

16 required into alternate 4?

17 Now, am I correct in that assumption?

18 A [ Witness Moon] That is correct.

19 Q That is correct?

20 A It is not a requirement at this 'd m . It is a

21 Staff report which is one step leading up to the rsgulation.

22 0 very ws11.

23 MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, if at any time I interfere

24 with your train of thought, just head me off.

25 The reason this was done, sir, is this is a Staff

.
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1 position rather than the Cennission.

2 DR. JCRDAN: I undarctand. That's porfectly

3 fine. I understand that you cannot at the meusnt requiro --

4 this is a proposed regulation, so to cpeak, and not until

5 it gets finali=cd can you requirs it. Dut it is ths

6 Staff's posi;; ion that this is uhat should be required cf

7 nuclear plants in the futura, and that the cczcmitment is

8 that the design vill be hold open co that they can f.o theco

9 things that the Staiff rauiros under altornato 4, if indood

10 that becomes n requirenent.

27 11 WITNESS MOCN: Tlet is correct.

12 BY DR. JORDAN:

13 0 very vall. That was my understanding when I

14 cane.

15 As I understand, this is a new position on 4

16 the part of the Regulatory Staff, and theprevious
'

17 concerns that I had havs been thoroforo largely resol ad;

18 on the basis of that comitment, I auggested that the

19 e:tport, Mr. Thadani, not be brought to this hearing, because
i

20 this essentially resolved my concorns with respect to
_

31 anticipated transients without acram.

22 Now lot us turn than to the - new I am not

23 going to try, by no means, to yo through and questien the

24 Staff on each of these issues.- I will go through and ask

25 what category the Staff considers this to bo in, and
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1 essentially that is all I am going to do with most of

2 them.

3 So let's start through the laundry list.

4 A-1, I boliove, is watar hammer, and my only

S question iu which category do you put that in?

6 A Diitness Aycock] I would put water hammar - it

7 actually falls into two categories. Parts of it will fall

8 into one category.
.

9 The first category is that the problam has

10 already been resolved for the react.or under study.

11 In doing that, I am trying to acknowledge that there are
9

12 many things already done in tha de. sign and tasting of

13 nuclear power plants, which accounts for various types of

14 water hammar evento, such as dynamic offects testing during

15 start-up testing.

16 Part 2-- putting it in category 2 would acknowledge

17 that there are various things that could come out of this

18 task that might be applicable to the Perkins facility which
!

19 might result in additional requirements for testing or !

|
20 whatever; but those requirements will be available before |

21 an operating license review.
|

22 One particular water hammer event that has probably |
1<

23 been of most serious concern to the Staff is the water hammer
!

24 in the feed ring of steam generaters. '
.

25 This, I believe, has been addressed specifically
...

3

.'
<
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1 for the Parkins facility -- in any event, the Staff 'r.a s

2 developed a position which it is now applying during the

3 review prccess and, in fact, applying to applicable

4 operating plants.

5 That position I don't holievo uns fully

6 availabio at the tima of the Perkins review, but it will

7 be applied at the operating licenso stage.

O Q It will ha applied before Perhina scos into

9 operation?

10 A E::cetly.

f1 Q Fine.

12 Under category 2, you say tho Applicant has

13 complied with all current Staff requirsmants regarding

14 this generic iscus,

i
15 This has to do with aesymetric bicudown loads. i

16 Does that put it in category 17

17 A [ Witness Crocker] We put that basically in

18 'a category 2 with some 1 overtones en it, Dr. Jordan.

19 The problem is they have comitted to do it; it has not yet
!

20 been done. We see no roasen why it cannot be dono

21 3atisfactorily by the time wa set at the operating license

22 3tage.

23 ' In fact, howevor, it is still cpen as a cemit: cant

24 from the Applicant co the Staff, as it otands right cow.

25 Q I see.

r

2
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1 I guons in a sense, then, the category A-9

2 that we just tabted about is in th.2 same situation?

3 A yes, sir.

4 Q Fine.

5 Category A-4 has to do with generator tube

6 integsity, and I guess I would lika to know what you

7 plan for Perkins. What will be requirsd in order to

8 eliminate or allevieto the problem with denting?

9 A They have in fact lecked at this for the Perkins

to facility, Dr. Jordan. The Perkins steam generators are

11 being designed with improved fbw characteristics which te

12 think will alleviate part of the problem on the secondary

13 site of the steam generator.

14 The plan all volatile treat: cent with secondary

15 water, feedwater system for the plant will incorporate scme

16 condensate polishing dominoralizers which should maintain a

17 better chsmical control on the secondary side.

18 They also have provisions for remote in-service

19 inspection of the steam generator tubes. The combination of
I

20 these, we feel now, will alleviate a large part of the

21 froblems with the steam .janerator tubes at the Perkins

22 units.

23 This overall task is, as you are aware 'really

24 it looks beyond that to try to identify precisely where

25 the problems have ecme from on the steam generators, and what
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1 botter things can we do in the way of materials of chemical I

|

2: control on the secondary syston to avoid the problem j
,

3 completely.

4 We think we have it prot:r tell in hand for the j
i

I5 Perkins units right rtew, however.

6 Q I sos.

I
7 So it's partly 1 and 2 again?

8 A Partly 1 and 2.
,

9 Q All right. Vary gecd.

10 Ecw do you categorino A-11, which has to do

11 with pressure vessel material toughnosa?

12 A (Witness Aycock] For the most part, Task A-ll

13 is not applicable to the Perkins units in that it is
I

I
14 principally concarned with reduced fracture toughness of

15 some of the oldor vessels that we built to specifications

16 that are no longor used.

17 Q I see.

18 So if they meet the prar,ent requiremento,

19 they will be adequately tough?

20 A For operational changes, transionts, normal
I

21 operation hydrostatic tacting. Thura is one, and we also
i

22 believe for any postulated accidents - there is one |

aspect of the task which is looking at the possibility23

24 of postulated accident conditions being a problem - or

fractura toughness being a problem in postulated accident25
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1 conditions. Two in particula., one is thermal shock

2 of the vessel folicwing a loss-of-coolant decident. The

3 other la reproscuri=ing tha primary ayatom following a

4 main staam line break.

5 Essentially for thoco particular problemt under

6 this task, the Staff believos that vescols of the vintage

7 that are going to be used in Perkian, that is using

a current material specifications and so on, will have no

9 problem even with those postulated accident conditicus.

10 Even if they did, it would be many years after

11 the beginning of operation, in excans of 20 to 25 or 30

12 years, probably. So it also falls into three.
13 Q I see.

and 2714

15

16

17

18

19

!

20

21

22

23

24

25 ,.
e
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1
C. A-13, l'hich category?

2 This han to do uith su cborebility.

3 L I beliova we shippsd A-12, but I will go to A-13.

4 A (Witnoco Crockar) Wo'd like to etny in ordsr,

5 co would you like to pick up A-127
.,

5 G Ch, yes, I did. Thct v2a e.nother fr cturo-
,

7 toughnosa.
:

a 1 Wa do have a co= sit =nnt from the applicent to

9" comply with the currsnt staff requirements ragarding tho

10 oupport matarials to ho used for the stsas ganorntor reactor

11 cooling pump supports.

12 on the bacia of thia, ia our view the problem

13 is solved. As far ao tho Parkins plant la concerned - of

14 course, it's not ultimately going to be solved until the

15 p.l. ant is bcilt, and the plant is la feet that way but
. . . .+.

16 Wo would put it in a category 1 right now on the basis of
,

'

17 that statam nt. ~"

18 G Vory well. 'S"

19 A-137 UI-
Y.6 i*

20 1 (Witness Aycock) A-13 would in part egaisr fall
,

21 into 1 and nico 2. "-

22 ,G I don't raally believe I nefsd. p:ur e=planation,

23 if that is your tantf rn 7, that that is the situaticu.

3 That's really all I need at the e nt, unloco I want a little

25 mora questions. I think we can prebably speed it up by just

i
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1 doing that.

2 I would be villing to in naticfied with that.

3 A-14-

4 A (Witnosa crockar) That we would put into

S Category -- well, it doesn't really fit any category very

6 voll. What we are trying to do thora --

7 0 What do wa do about Rivor Eend?

g A - la improvo our program for detecting flava.

9 Wo thinic what wo hava now is adequats; this would

10 be an improvemnt.

gg B I sea. So then in a sense you do not have a

seri us generi su cty issus, d you think?12

A
13 We don't believo it's serious, no, sir.

14 Tha problem basically in whether we era capable

15 f detecthg ven, wry small flawn that might be present

in the materials. At the present time, in tho specifications16

for example on roector vessel, they are set on the baaia ofg

18 assumed crack a quarter of the way through the vessel. Tttis

gg would be about 2 inches deep. We are certain that we are
!

20 able to detect flaws that larga.

21 If we can get a battar dataction. system, presumably

we can cut back on some of the requirannta that are now in

effect, and still have better assurance that no flaws would
go undetected.g

25 But what wa do have in offect now we think is
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1 adoquato.

2 4 I see.

3 3. This was an attor:pt to improvo it.

4 on that basia, I would :;ut it into Category 3,

5 sir.

S O Very woll. Goed.

7 A-17 is "Sy3Mm Interaction," and I notico in

8 HUREG-0410 thara '2 a reforance to a meno frem 3 ender to

9 Goccich which rcised the question of system intaraction by

10 ACRS.

jg And I noticed in your tables uhich tics the

12 catagorias - the tasks to ACRS co:2carns, that A-17 io listed

g an a staff response.

14 I also notico, however, that you say the current

15 licensing requirements and proceduras era adoquata. And so

16 my first question then is: Does the acRS agree that this

17 is no longer a concarn? Or is this only the ataff position?

18 A ACES does not agree that this is not a problem,

19 Sir. The prchlen basically in 23 don't know whether it's a
!

20 problem. In the staff's view, wa have identified and do

21 reviou new the important systems intsractions.

22 Sene hava coca up, for tr:nmple, the Browns Ferry

23 fire which pointed out things whero the staff had not done

24 anough. Wa h ws tightaned up the 1:aview in those areas,
~

25 and wa think wa are new adequatsly covered - whicli does not
\
i

I
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1 coan that a2:other one could not cctra out of the woedwork

2 nest week that no one had evar thosght about befors, and

3 that that is the reason for thia A-17, is to try, ahead of

4 time, and in a systomatic fashion, to identify possible

5 systems interactions that we have not been looking at in

6 the past and should in fact be paying =cre attention to in

7 the futura.

8 G Well, I am concernod about your esuantially

9 shrugging it off by saying - co then you would put it in

10 Category 1, essentially, I would prasuma? That it's no

11 longer a problem?

12 A (Witnass Aycock) I would put it in Cata'ory 1g

g on the basis that we believe our current review process

14 and proceduras adequataly account for identifying significant

15 systems interactions, or protecting against significant

16 systems interactions.

17 It doesn't nean we don't want to study it.

G All right. Is one of these requirements oomplima m~

18

19 with IEEE-2797 And is this one of those that you s'ay gives
i

20 you adequate assurance?

21 A Cereninly parts of IEEE-279 would play a role in

22 that single-failure criterion plays a role.

B I guess I wanted to know: Does the staff - do23

y you represent a unnnimous staff position when you say that

g the present requirammts are adequate? Are there minority

.
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1 opinicas in the staff that precent raquirenants a.7. not

2 adequato?

3 And in fact, dcoa Stevo Hanauer, for c cmplo,

4 agree? And I hava to esfor acrees to Stava Hanauer's e n

5 of August 3,1977, in which he haa one sentonce: "I also

s don't know, and don't much care, W.:other the interactions

7 whatever its naturo, is allcwad by various naticulcualy

a craftad clauses in IZHB-279."

9 Now has Stevn Hannu0r c'2anged his position since

10 that mem?

11 A (Witucca Crocker) I ca:2not speak for him, sir,

and 928 12 I wouJ.d suspect ho has not.

13 O He has not voiced it?

14
.

15

13

17

18

19

!
20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 A (Witness crocker] If I might have just a bit,

2 I don't believe -- well, our present view of systems

3 interaction is that the big ones, the potential big

4 problems we think we have taa:n care of. There may be

5 some others lurking in the wings of which we are not aware.

6 0 What have you done to take care of them? Has

7 there been something new happened in the way of NUREGs or

8 requirements?

*

9 A No, sir.

10 What I am referring to is the design practices of
~

11 the staff, the use of our standard review plan, which

12 designatas the branches within the staff to look specifically

specific-cystems, and how these systems tie into other13 at

14 eportions of the plant.

15 What we are trying to do under this task

16 A-I?, if you will, is make a f:Iner cut through the system

17 to make sure that we have not ignored somewhere alcag

18- the line some potential intoractions that we should have

19 taken care of.

!
20 MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan?

21 DR. JORDAN: Yes.

22 MR. BARTH: Again, if I interfora with your

23 line of questioning --
'

24 DR. JORDAN: It's all right.

25 MR. BARTH: Iwould like to hone in on what you
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1 mean by Staff dissent, because it creates a problom,

2 when you refer to lawyers' testimony, so I should probably

3 ask thesa people after I speak.

4 I think tho Staff takes the position that conctruct ion

5 permits may be issued at tha pr:3cnt time with adequata regard

6 for public health and dafaty.

7 The next quastion you want to ask is does

8 someone dissant frc$n that on the basis of systems inter-

9 action.

10 The accond question you might ask, if there is

11 no dissent, what does systems interaction have to do with

12 anfthing? Why is it not a safety concern?

13 Another question you might well ask is - and

14 the answer to that, of course, is that the review process

a

15 preaantly provides an acceptable level of safety for

16 public health and anfoty, and I wculd like to try and

17 t!.a back to my EAB and my regulatory requiraments, ao that

18 I can write findings. And I wculd suggest this possibly

19 as an avenue for you, sir.

I

20 DR. JORDAN: Ifguess I remain a bit skeptical

21 that tha Staff has'recognised the seriousness of system

22 interaction and I refor you again to the document frca

23 Denton to the Cc=sissioners, in which he discusses system'

24 interactions and says the following:

25 The contribution of system interaction at plant

.

11
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1 designs other than those in the RSS - that is the

2 reactcr safety study - the Rasmusnen Report - has not

3 been analyzed, and thus is not directly quantifiable.

4 If the task action plan proposed for this

5 program is conducted properly, it is erpected that the

6 results will show the system interactions dominate accident

7 risk as they did in the reactor sadety study.

8 MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, I have the author of

9 that sentence with me, if you would like to ask him to

to erplain the sentence, sir.

11 DR. JORDAN: Fine.

12 MR. BARTH: I call Mr. Taylor to the stand.

13 MRS. BOWERS: Has he beian previously sworn?

14 MR. BARTH: Mr. Taylor has not been previously

15 sworn or been hera before, Mrs. Bo' vers.

16 Whereupon,

17 M3RRILL A. TAYLOR

18 was called as a witness on behalf of the Regulatory Staff

19 and, having been first duly sworn, was a - ined and

i
20 testified as follows:

21 DIRECT EXAMINATION

22 BY MR. BARTH:

23 Q Mr. Taylor, I hand you a docnmant and ask that

24 you identify it, if you will, sir, for the record.

25 A This document in approximately three and a half

page sumary of my. professional qualifications. Merrill A.
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i I,

|1 Taylor. I an with the Probabilistic Analysis Staff,1 !
I

t

2 Office of Nuclear Ecgulatory .asearch, NEC.
11

3 {Cocu=cata distributed to Scard and partico.3
{

4 Q Coos thic dcctr.ont stata your profecnicnal

5 background, qualificatica and exparienes, sir?

6 A reo.

7 Q Are the statements contained therein truo and
8 correct, to the boat of your k=cwladge and ability?

9 A ?se.

10| Q Mr. Taylcr, are you the author of this contence

11 that Dr. Jordan just read from a ausmary raport on a

12 risk phase categori=ation of NRC technical genoric issuco?

13 A Yes.

1
-

14 Q Mr. Taylor, is it your opinion that the Parkins
|
i

15 facility may presently issua construction permits withaut

16 regard for the public health er.d safety?
'

17 A Yas, air.

18 Q Is there a discent frca this that yca know of,
.

19 sir, at thepresent time among the Staff?
i

I.

20 A I am not aware of a diament. I do think that i

21 if eno considers the particular costion that you ars reading i

22
' frem, that task notica plan sumnry that was prepared by the |

:;
4

23| Office of Nucloar Reactor: Reacarch, you will find it
: '

i

24j reflects looking at unings perhaps f cm a slightly'diffarcut '

,

25 perspectivo than what is now lechal at through the sera
,

I l

il I
11 1 I
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1 deterministic prccess that is in place in the standard

2 review plan, wita the standard review plan.

3 If you consider applying successive improvements,

4 if you will, to systems design such as IEEE requirements,

5 the general design criteria, the augmentation of standard
.

6 review plan, what is laft, the residual that is left would

7 necessarily have to be somewhat subtle system inter-

3 actions.

9 You perhaps do need different techniques to

10 begin to get at those mora subtle system interactions.

11 Thie does not mean that they have a big influence with

12 respect to risk, but they are the residual that is left.

13 So if one were to take now techniques or differant

14 techniques to look further at thesa residuals, hopefully

15 to perhaps improve the review process, then by definition,

16 you would have a high risk payoff by looking at this, or a

17 higher safety payoff by looking at system interactions.

18 ' EXAMINATION BY THE BOARD

19 BY DR. JORDAN:

1
20 0 Well, there was another sentence that I didn't

21 get around to reading, with which that paragraph ends up,

22 because system intoractions have this potential risk' impact.

23 We have characteri=ed this task action plan is being'of'
'

24 high risk significance, and that doesn't seem to me to be .

25 in conformance with the Staff tastimony, which they
,

.

'
.

|
-

.
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i
}l have submitted with respect to A-17, and that's my ;

i
'

2 problem.

2 A D71tness Taylor] Perhaps there is a wording

4 problem here. We took a 1cok at the axistina 133 so-called

5 technical activities and gansric iasues at the request of

6 Mr. Denton.

7 We did this so that perhaps Mr. Conton could

8 have some independent viawpoints, if you will, taking new a

9 look at the outstanding items through risk-based eyes, if

10 you will. The point - the only point I was making, or

11 that the research authors were miking in connection with

12 task A-17 was that the residual itsms, things that would

13 perhaps impact from one system to .another would now be

14 the important items remaining; that if we were to look at thin,
i
i15 these would have -- perhaps they would be the items that

16 would set the risk. This is principally the message that
,

17 we were given there.

i i

Thisdoesnotmeanthatthatlevelisunacceptablaj18 '

19 That means that if you were to approve -- improve the !
l

20 review poprocess, then you would parhaps have a higher ;

21 payoff by reducing that residual. That's essentially the .

22 message there, sir. '

23 Q But you anticipato, as you say inyour

24 testimony, that this test will confirm the current

25 licensing crequirements and proceduros are adequato,
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1 although some modifications for imorovement may be made.

2 Is that still your position, that the currently licensing

3 procedures are adoquate to take care of system interactions

4 and, therefore, no additional work needs to be done on the

5 part of the research staff in investigating system intar-

6 actions?

7 A [ Witness Aycock] Maybe I should say the Staff

8 position is that current requirements are adequate. That

9 does not mean that we don't feel that in the future we

10 may want to improve en that, and t.nerefore additional

11 study is necessary. I think that is part of our mission

12 as an agency also.

13 Q Well, is this a continuing task?

14 A Yes, it is.

Q An ongoing task, and it will continua?15

A Yes, sir.
16

O Well, I believe you said you had -- yes, you said37

18 that as part of this task action plan that you have a contract

19 at ORNL, and that this contract is scheduled for completion .

20 in December 30th, 1978; so I ask you now, is it completa?
|

21 Does the Staff have copies of interim report or any final ;

,

reports? And does that support the Staff position as to22

adequacy of the present requirements?g

MR. BARTH: Dr. Jordan, I have with me a cang ,

responsible for supervising these contracts on the A-17g

.

Ie
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1 task question, probably wculd be more appropriato addrenced
.

,

;2 to him, if I may have your indulgaace.

3 DR. JORDMI: You seem to have anticipated

4 my every question.

end29 5
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1
, I will soon be asking y.su trhat elsa I didn't

2 ask.

3 (Laughter.)

4 MR. BARTH: For a hcusuceping : natter, I did not

5 nak that the profossional qualifications of Mr. Taylor

6 be accepted as evidacca and bound in the record.

7 I will do so at this ti20, Mrs. Bowars.

8 MRS. 301EPS: Any chjoction, Mr. Pfafforkorn?

9 MR. PFEFFERICORN: No.

10 MRS. BCliERS: Mr. McGarry?

11 MR. MC GARRY: No.
.

12 MR. BOTERS: Wall, the : professional qualifications

13 of Mr. Taylor will be physically 1:ssorted in the record as

14 if road and in evidence.

15 (The professional qualifications of Mr. Taylor

16 follow.)

17

18

19

!
20

21

22

23

24

25
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MERRILL A. TAYLOR
_

Professional Quali fications

~

I am employed as a Senior Reactor Safety Engineer with the Probabilistic

Analysis Staff, Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission. I assist in the planning, evaluation, technical

direction and execution of reactor safety research in the areas of

reactor systems engineering and reliability analysis. I participate in

and guide the_ performance of risk based assessments with the pri:.1ary focus
~

. .

being on systems engineering and the analysis of accident sequences

and processes. As may be required in these latter areas, I provide

consultation and technical assistance to other NRC offices. A current

example of where assistance is being given is the NRR generic issue

entitled Systems Ir.teractions.

I was born in Waterboro, Maine, and graduated from the University of

Maine in 1963. My education and related professional experience is

s almari zed' below.
_

1959-1963 University of Maine, B.S. in Mechanical Engineering
~

1955-1963 Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, N.H. In the
1955-1959 interval, I received four years of apprentice
(trade) training and taught various aspects of trade
theory and on-the-job training within the apprentice
p rogram. During college and shortly thereafter, I was
assigned to the Shipyard Welding Engineering Branch
where I participated i he conduct of experimental and
developmental work aimed oward improving the welding
and weld fabrication pr8& esses, procedures and Q/A
requirements for submarine structures and piping systems.
In 1963 I transferred to the Regulatory part of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (USAEC) where I accepted
an appointment as a nuclear engineering trainee.

,

.
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1963-1964 During this period, I attended the Oak Ridge School
of Reactor Technology, Oak Ridge, Tenn., where I

'

received graduate level training in the field of Nuclear
Engineering. Subsequently, I was assigned to a position
as Nuclear Engineer in the Test and Power Reactor Safety
Branch, Division of Reactor Licensing, USAEC.

1964-1970 In the period of 1964 to early 1967, while as a Nuclear
Engineer within the Test and Power Reactor Safety Branch,
I participated in the safety reviews and technical
evaluations of major test reactor facilities primarily
in the area of accident analysis. These reviews included
facilities such as the Higte Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR),
the Power Burst Facility (PBF), the Advanced Test Reactor
(ATR), the Southwest Experimental Fast 0xide Reactor
(SEFOR) and the Experimental Boiling Water Reactor (EBWR).
My review responsibilities also included the safety
assessment of unique containment designs provided for
particular retention in connection with large zero power
reactor facilities (e.g. ZPPR).

In the period of 1966 to early 1967, I participated with
internal study groups that were assigned the responsibility
for providing technical direction and for developing
interim evaluation criteria relating to the performance
requirements for emergency core cooling systems and
containment systems.

In 1967, and as part of a broader agency reorganization,
I was assigned to the Division of Reactor Technology
in the Nuclear and Systems Techn logy Branch and later
(in 1969) to the Safety Systems Technology Branch. In
these latter assignments, I held the positions of Reactor
Engineer and Systems Analyst. Responsibilities in these
positions included the technical review of proposals
to update ECCS for several existing operating reactor
facilities such as Humboldt Bay (Unit 3), Dresden (Unit 1)

- and the N.S. SAVANNAH. In connection with licensing of
large commercial power reactors, I was routinely assigned
varied review and evaluation responsibilities in areas
relating to accident analysis and the responsa of
engineered safety features. I participated in the review
and evaluation of the ice condenser containment concept;
its performance capabilities as demonstrated through-

performance tests and ana',9es .nd the concept application
into a containment system!. mign for the Donald C. Cook
Nuclear Plant. I also participated in the assessments of
the potential for combustible gas evolution into containments

.

during the post loss-of-coolant accident period and the
- review of several design concepts to control combustible

gas accumulation.
.
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1970-1973 From early 1970, I held the positions of Project
Leader ind Senior Project Manager. I was assigned to the
Pressurized Water Reactor Branch #2 where my primary
responsibilities were those associated with the conduct
of safety reviews of construction and operating permit
applications from commercial power reactor stations.
A principal responsibility during this period was the
safety review associated with the operating permit
application of the Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant.

1973-1975 In early 1973, I was reassigned to participate in the
Reactor Safety Study. In this assignment, I was given
the technical responsibility to guide the development
and construction of PWR event trees, to interact with,
review, and coordinate the,, event tree /faui t tree
construction, to monitor and review contractor work in the
area of modeling of physical processes associated with
reactor accidents and accident sequences, and to integrate
ar d characterize results from these various activities
for input to the consequence :nodeling activities.

1975-present In early 1975, I transferred to my present position as
- Senior Reactor Safety Engineer in the Probabilistic

Analysis Staff of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory
Research. Currently, I am Program Manager for a study
to explore and assess the values and resource impacts
associated with current regulatory safety review units
and processes such as those within the Standard Review
Plan and the Generic (Standard) Technical Specifications.
I am also Program Manager for a recently initiated effort
to assess the potential values and impacts associated
with alternative LWR shutdown heat removal concepts.
This latter effort is largely responsive to a longer-
tenn research program plan submitted to Congress in March
of 1978. I was one of the contributing authors of this
longer-term research plan that is aimed toward further
improvements in LWR safety.

I am presently assigned as the Principal Coordinator for
the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research in matters
pertaining to potential Abnormal Occurence Reports (A0Rs)
derived from reactor Licensee Event Reports (LERs).
Additionally, I am participating in a technical monitoring
capacity in portions of other research programs involving
LWR systems analysis such as event tree / fault tree based
work in the Seismic Safety Margin Research Program. Other
day-to-day duties include technical assistance as may be
required to other offices of NRC including me! ters such as
those known as generic technical and safety issues.

.
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Over the past several years, I have participated in
various other studies and programs conducted to provide
furthe~r engineering and risk based insights to the
NRC pertaining to reactor systems design and to potential
reactor accidents. Thesc have included:

Comparative reliability based analysis on the use.
-

of digital versus analog computer channels within a
Reactor Protection System,

Preliminary value/ impact assessments of alternative-

containment concepts,
' Assessment of the effects of containment venting on-

the potential risks from reactor accidents, and
.

- Reactor Safety Study Methodology Applications Program.
(This program is currently exploring several LWR
designs somewhat different from those investigated

'

in the Reactor Safety Study to gain additional
en'gineering insights regarding potential reactor
accident sequences dominant to risk.)

.

.
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1
, MR. B~LETH: Thac3c you, Mrs. Bcwers.

2 Mr. Angelo has not previcualy appeared hero, and

3 he has not boon previously cworn. I uould mquoat, .

4 Mrs. Bowers, that you avear him in.

5 Rhorarpon,

6 JCM AIIN

7 was called as a witness on behalf of the Huciour nagulatory

a Camission Staff and, having boon first duly swora, was

9 **-ambed and t:stified as follows:

10 DIRECT BLMlHATICH

11 BY MR. 3ARTH:

12 0 Would you please identify yoursolf for the

13 record, air?

14 A My nana is John Angelo. I am a Sonic.; 7icensing

15 Project Manager with the Huclear Regulatory Comniacion, and

aines June of 1977 I have been assigned as the taak' m nngar16

for Tacic A-17.17

18 0 I will show you a doenrnnt and ask you e3 identify
it, sir. I19

'
20 (Sanding docnnant to wi4.noss.)

1 This documnt is a two-page su:maary of my profen-21 '

22 sional qualifications. Vory briofly, it gives an acccunt

23 of the past 30 years association with power generation in

34 both privato industry nad with - as a civilian with the !

3, Depemt of the Army, Departmont of tha Navy, Atc:nic

!

!
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1 Energy Comission, and the laat 7 years with the Nuclear

2 Regulatory Commission.

3 G Are tho statamnts contained theroin -

4 MRS. BOWERS: It's only been in e:cistence 4 years.

5 He said "the last 7 years with NRC."

6 WITNESS ANGHLO: Seven years with the Atomic

7 Energy Ccemission ar.d Nuclear rogulatory C e lssion.

8 BY MR. BARTJ:

9 0 Ars the stataments contained in your stat - nt

to of professional qualifications trua and correct, sir, to the

33 best of your knowledge and ability?

12 A. (Witness Angelo) Yes.

13 liR. 2ARTH: Mrs. Bowers, I havo distributed copies

14 of this to the Board and parties, and providad the reporter

with 30 copies. I request that ths professional qualifica-15

ti ns
16 f Mr. Angelo be accepted as evidence in this case and

bound in the record as though read at icngth.37.

MnS. 130WERS : Mr. Pfeffarkorn?18

jg MR. PFEFFERKORN All right.

I

20 MR. MC GARRY: No objections.

21 MRS. DONFJtS: Well, the document which is identified

22 will be physically insertad in the transcript as if read and

is therefore admitted in avidence.23

3 (The professional qualifications of John Angelo

f 11 **I25

i

.
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JOHN ANGELO

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

LIGHT WATER REACTORS BRANCH NO. 1

DIVISION OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT

I am a Senior Project Manager in Light Water Reactors Branch No. 1

of the Division of Project Management, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

I am responsible for the evaluation of nuclear safety aspects of nuclear

reactor facilities and serve as the project manager for technical eval-

uation of nuclear power reactor license applications.

I was born in Old Bethany, Pennsylvania. I am a graduate of the

University of Idaho and received a Bachelor of Science in Electrical

Engineering in 1949. I have done graduate engineering and science study

at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Union College and George Washington

University and received a Master of Science in Engineering from Union

College in 1963.

From 1949 to 1958 I was employed in the large Steam Turbine-Generator

Division and the Apparatus Sales Division of the General Electric Company

progressively as a Performance Test Engineer, Turbine Supervisor, and

Development Engineer. From 1960 to 1962 I was employed as a mechanical

engineer with the Nuclear Power Division of ALC0 Products, Inc. with respon-

sibilities for the design and analyses of hydraulic, thermal and mechanical

systems and comoonents of nuclear power reactors. I continued these duties

in 1962 with the Nuclear Power Division of Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing

Company when that company purchased the nuclear business from ALC0 Products.
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In 1963 and 1964 I was employed as a mechanical engineer with the

U. S. Army Engineer Reactors Group at Fort Belvoir, Virginia with broad

responsibilities for design, operations, maintenance and safety reviews

of nuclear power reactors for military applications.

I transferred to the Naval Nuclear Power Unit at Fort Belvoir,

Virginia in 1964 as Director of the Technical Sup? ort Department from

1964 to 1967. From 1967 to 1972 I was Branch Chief of the Nuclear

Engineering Branch of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command in

Arlington, Virginia. In these two positions with the Department of the

Navy I had supervisory responsibilities in nuclear, mechanical, electrical,

and chemical engineering as applied to the design, development, operations,

maintenance and modifications of nuclear p,"er reactors and radioisotope

power generators. I had direct responsibility for nuclear safety analysis

and reviews.

In January 1972, I accepted an appointment as Project Manager with

the Directorate of Licensing and have been assigned responsibilities for

the safety review of Beaver Valley Power Station, Byron Station, Braidwood

Station, Fluor Pioneer Standard Balance of Plant, and have assisted in the

project management of several other projects. In June 1977 I was assigned

as Task Manager for Generic Task A-17, Systems Interaction in Nuclear Power

Plants, with responsibility for the development of the task and its technical

accomplishment.

I am a registered professional engineer in the State of Massachusetts.
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1 BY MR. BARTH:
i

2 G Mr. Angolo, is not tha performance of the

3 ascosscent of these so-callad " generic inscos" purouant to

4 Section 210 of the Energy Raorganization Act dologated by

5 the Cominaion to tha Director of Nuclear Reactor Requisticn?

6 1 Yes.

7 G Uhat rolo do you play in regsrd to A-17 in tha

3 ccheme of thingo, sir?

g A I havo been principally concerned with davaleping

to the task to resolve th:a concarn about synte=s intsractions

11 and manage the unk. '

12 That tack ia being dons principally by an

13 independent group at Sandia Laboratorios. ''

14 O Have you heard Dr. Jordan's question''as'to the
'

15 cak Ridga contract, sir? '"

16 I would apprecinto it if you would add:diia
^

17 Dr. J rdan's r e d , or his questie.

A With - W to that contract at Oak Ridge National18

jg Laboratory, that in concidared to be a subcat of system

20 intoraction, because it is coneersad principally with two '

21 oynt - - centrol syntano and reactor protection. 'We have

a recognized the particular cenen=n isich thoca two sp5toma.

3 At the present tima, vary little wrk id''haing j
i

done on that. That has been put la a hold stats psEdingy

outccma of our work at Sundia. And I am new cerranElyg

g
.

. ,

\
'

!
i
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1 discussing with the Division of Oparating Reactors, who

2 has that project, to discuss what w can currently do at

3 Oak Ridge in parallel with what's going on in Sandia.

4 4 Who will be the principal contractor for the

5 Huclear Regulatory Commission in the performance of the

6 assessment under Task A-17, sir?

7 A The principal centractor?

8 4 Yes.

9 A The princ'ipal contractor is Sandia T h atories.

to O So the assessment under A-17 is principally being

jj done by an independant contractor?

A Yes, by Sandia Laboratories.12

13 g Are you in reasonably constant contact with the

Sandia Laboratories?14

A Very much so.15

g Does the staff review, on a rather current basis,16

the work being performed by Sandia?g

A- es, we do. W have a group constitMwithin18

39 the NBC to review the work of Sandia Laboratories, and this
i

20 9roup consists of representatives from the Systems branches

21 who are moet heavily impacted by the systems interaction.

G Sir, is the contract with Sandia the same type

of thing as a contract to buy a car - which is, change money

and get a full profit? Or is it a contract to perform a tasky

in which there .t.s continuing, ongoing review, ongoing changesg

i
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1 and require = ants, continuni roaccoasnant by tho staff, |
7 :

'2 continual input by the staff, so that the limita and parn-
*)

3 matars of the contract are not et a.ny eno tica absolutsly

4 established and lockod in granito?

5 3. I think I would charactorizo it as the lattsrs

G not like buying a car. Moro a0 you charactori:za it. We 3ro

7 continually assoscing the' direction that tra have to tcho.
m

o 0 In the information that you centinually got from
-

1
g Sandia boing offered to peoplo in liRR and othar peoplo in i

:

10 NRC to lock at this matarial, raviow it, ned mako suggesticos
,i

11 ao to what kinds of directiona should be taken by Srt Mm?

12 3. Yos. And in particular, '.m have had at least

3 four =eetings with the ACES on this subject. A

;4 ZGt. BARTH: I think it ttculd be appropriate,

15 Dr. Jordan, if I withd..ow and you continued your qussticna,

16 Di *

17 E. BOERS: W would liko to taha n very brief

73 roc 3SS DCW, SiX MinutOS.

jg [Racass.)
!

'0 MMM DY M BOE1

b 31

21 3Y DR. JORD7J1
1

22 Q. Mr. Angel , I read from tho staff tastin6cy on A-17/

"W anticipata thin tack will ecnfirm that curron 'licenningg
,m

g 'raquirements and precaduras are adquata, although cos:a

g[ codifications may be necessary."
<

!

i

I *
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1 Well, is that your feeling?

2 A (Witness Angelo) Yes, sir, it is.

3 4 Everything is just fine?

4 A All the significant intaractions have been cennem.

5 4 Thnt " interactions," for example, which are -

6 I'll start over.

7 I believe the staff dcas permit certain interas-

8 tions between, for avarT10, the control and the protection

9 systems. Is that correct?

10 A Yes. Wa would permit interactions, providing

11 that those intsractions do not interfere with the safety

12 function.

13 G H m can you guaranteo that an interacti'on will

14 not interfers with the safety function? If you are using,

15 say, a part of the safoty system to get information for the

16 control system, then how c m you guarantae that there will

17 not be interaction?

!8 And hasn't there in fact been intsracti'cas which

19 could have been 33rious?
I

20 A Well, the way we have - in that particular

21 instance that you are referring to, sir, the way we have

22 guaranteed this - or at least have attempted to guarantee

23 this -- is by using the proper isolation devices between

24 the instrumentation and control system.

G Yes, I know. Do you believe that that's enough?g
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1 A The NRC Staff does beliove that this is sufficicnt,g
2 yes.

3 0 Well, the task is contisuing?

4 A Yes, it in.

5 G And if interactions are discoverod, or if new

6 requirements co:ue up, will they ba applied to the Perkins

station, Mr. Moon?
7

A ;Witsons Moon) I think if new requiramantsg

g come up., these would only be i:::plamntad aftsr a review by

our Regulatory Review Raquirements Committoe.

g As a part of their review, they will review ths

implementation of new requirements for various clas.ses of12

plants, such as operating plants, plants under review for

construction permits, under review for operating licensass

thera might be different requirements for differant' classes
15

of plants. -,
16

A (Witness Aycock) May I add something to"that?

If at any tima it comes to the attantion of

#
19

the Task Action Plan, or anywheres else, a significant problem

of safety where we feel lika there is an undus risk to the
21

public, the staff will of ccurse insasdiately taka action,22

whatever action is necessary. '

23

G Even in current operating plants?

A Exactly, sir.
25
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1 % Well, after all of this, I guess I asked you

2 what category do you put this in?

3 Is it -- Do you consider it a colved Category 17

4 or whars? By " catagories," I mean, now, we're talhing

5 about River Band categories.

6 A. I would still halieva 1: beat fits in Category 1,

7 tiith a qualifiar of " potential improvements could result

8 from this task and they may or may not ba applicable to

9 Parkins."

10 0 Very wil.

11 I think I will loava this. I am sure you can

12 aanse that I have reservations. I do consider it a - well,

'

13 I agree that it is a possible high risk event, but the

14 probabilities -- mora importantly, whather the currant

15 requiremonte of the Nuclear Regulatory Consnission are ade-

16 quate. I am cartainly in no position to mako an independent

17 judgment, and that's why I had two gentlaman hora to get your

18 tastimony as to your position on this.

19 And I think that covers it adequately,-

i

and #31 20 All right, let's go on.

beg #32 21 On the next - categorios, I will just ask you

22 which -- the next several tasks, I will ask you caly

which River Bend categories or category do you think_ apply.23

24 A-18, I halieve, is nort : Pipe-I pi. --e design.

25 criteria.
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1' a. Ha would place that in 2 Categorf 1, on ths
'

P. basis that the current requirs=ents are adequsta. alSough

3 tha tasks may denlop sens improvemento for futura uco.

4 0 How abcut catagory A-21, which has to do with

5 main steamline break insido co2tainmnt? Ifhich catoscry

6 for that? -

7 A I would placa that in Catagory 2 - thatNeuld

3 fall in Category 2. I would like to add, though, that the

1
94 applicant is comittad to adopt th,s solution in this pa:rti-

I

to cular cace. That tank id essentially codplate, :53.-

11 S All right, how about A-23, containment lack

12 testing, which category?

13 A (Witness Crochor) You missed A-22, sir.

14 G Did I miss A-227 Thank you. Yes, I~did. Oh,

15 yes, cutside, P17R main a*namline braak. Core roactor

16 vessel and containment building raGponsa. Right.

A (Witness Crockar) We would place that primarily17

18 in category 1. There is an overtcas of Category 2,'but

19 we do not fool it 10 likely to racult in any changes from
!

20 the Perkins plant, sir.

21 G I see. You think the pracont design of Parkins

72 la adaquata?

n. Yes, sir.g

2/, G Than A-23, containm nt leak tosting, is tha present

g design of Perkins adequats?

*

: .
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1 A (Uitnaan Aycock) A-23 addroscos conta h ant leak
|

2 tacting, si= ply tha rsgulation fer con *'4' m t leak testing.

3 And tra would acaign that to Catagery 1 on the basis of the

4 currsnt regulation as applied by the staff and casa-by-caso

5 reviews is adequato. ifa are going to maita sem changes.

6 3 All right.

7 A-24 'is "Gualification cf Claca I-E Safoty-

8 Related 2quipmant." I know thero has baon a fair cocunt of

9 activity is this recently. Ecv do you place thct?

10 1 We uculd assign that to Catagory 2, I belier 7a.

11 Tho applicant has consitted to use TRe2-323,1374. This

12 particular task, the basic thrust cf it la to review, for

13 instance, combustion engineering's program for qualification

14 to datormina if it zanats that particular standard.

t
15 We also may develop acm3 further guidanco on host '

16 you met apacific part.s of tha ctandard, so it will be

17 applied.

18 0 It will be applied to perkina.

19 How about Category A-2S?
I

20 1 A-25 was not on the list.

?.1 g Why trac 6't it en the lict?

22 A-25 has to do with nenunfaty lead cn Class 2-3

23 power systems.

24 A Let a refer to acmathing, if I might?

end 32 25 O All right.

,

e

|
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1 0 (Continuing] If I might say what my concern

2 here is, I believe, and perhaps you can ecrrect me if I

3 am wrong, that there have been instances when diosele

4 have bei-. testod to neo if they would start, pick up the

5 load, and they failed to pick up the load, because of an

6 overload relay, because too much aquipment was on the bus,

7 too much nonsafety equipment. And if.I am wrong about that,

3 I hope you will say that I am, because I do not have any

9 instance to cite, but it is a concern of mine that when one

to allows a lot of nonsafety loads to 'a come attached to the

11 Class IE buses, that one is asking for trouble.

12 Now what is thesituation at Perkins, and why

13 will that not be a problem at Perkins?

14 Perhaps Mr. Aoon would be the best one to

15 speak to it. I don't know.

16 A (Witness Aycock] He's looking for a specific

17 reference.

18 [ Pause.)

19 I might try to characterize it a little bit.

20 The thrust of this task, I believe, is for older plants

21 which use Class 1E circuit breakers as isolation devices

22 for nonsafety loads on safety buses. That is not the case

23 for nuclear plants.

24 Q Tell me about that. That might be the answer.

25 The reference is Regulatory Guide 1.75. I am not

I
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1 sure I can repeat all the requiratonts in there, but I
2 holieve it requires that the nonsafety loads be stripped

from the safety-related buses on an accl.. font signal, and3

4 not rely on the current interrupting device :o do that in

5 the event of a fault.
6 Q But now sono of thoaa nonsafety loads are

7 important to the operation of the plant; is that not trao?
a Not important, perhapa -- they are not tied into the

Class lE safety equipmant such as teorgencv core coolingg

10 syst3ms and no on aro, but neverthalaan they are tisd ints

11 the important parts of the plent. and that is under.htedly
12 the raason why they are attached to these processes.

13 A I am aura they are important to the operatien of
j

the plant, but the principal concern is that your14

15 nafety-ralated buses, the intogrirf is there in an '

16 accident condition.
i

17 Q I see.
I

18 And you do have radundant busac, of course?
m

19 A Y38.
I

20 A [Crocker] Perhapo va can go on, Dr. Jordan,

while Mr. Mcca is looking for that reference, go on @ some21

22 of the others.

72 Q All right. Becauon for the nent two or three, I

24 think I have no great problems. A-26, I believo, has to do

25 . | with the reactor vescel pressure transient protection.
i
l

.l
k
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ar2 1 Just tell m what catagory that would como undar.

2 A (Witness Aycock) That vould fall into - I

3 think best into category 2. It's a tack that has been

4 completed, and the staff has a position, and it has been

5 implemented. I balists the staff review for Perkins trill

6 be done at the oparating licenso stago.

7 G I see.

8 A There may bra a commit =ent, I prssuma - Cal, can

9 You help me on that?

10 A (Witnoss Croc?ter) Duko Power has in fact

11 connaitted to provide an> over-proscure protection system, in

12 accordance with t.'ts staff critaria.

13 g I see. Ckay.
'

14 A-29 has to do with Nuclear Power Plant Design

15 for the Reduction of Vulnarability to Industrial"

16 Sabotage. And Dr. DnSylva may have a question on that.

17 A (Witness Crocker) We would put that into

18 Category 1, sir, on the basis of the applicant's -- well,

19 they will in fact be requi_M to comply with our
i.

20 10 CFR 7355, which has to do with industrial sabotage, which

21 we feel provides adequate security for the p'. ant.

22 This task is a4M at parhaps coming up with

23 some design wh=4sms such that we could obtain equivalent

24 Protection of the plant without relying on external'p.h

25 tion that we now require, for example, the fences, and the
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! guardo, cnd tho lights, and the TV canuras, and this cort

P. of thing.
'

3 You might be able to do it by dacign, and obtain

4 the same amount of protection for the picnt.

5 G I 300.

6 Humber A-30 in "Tha Adoquacy of Safaty Related

7 DC Pctfer Supplica."

a A That uo uculd place in Catagory 1, with ocmo i

9 Category 2 ovartones to it, sir. Wa are locking at the

10 overall cdaquecy of the DC pcuar. Thora could be acm3

11 implications for Perkins, hcwom r va don't faol anything is

12 going to coma up that is really going to apply to the

13 Porhins facility.

14 0- I believo this task mm about partly at least

15 in racponse to tha AN ganoric itam II-6C, which has to

16 do W_th -- which raises the question of possihlo common-mcde

37 failures of the various syntana, i:. cluding the DC system.

A That is correct. "

18

19 G Now do you think that the cermon-meda failure of

i

20 the DC syntam is ao unlikely that it nood not be considered?

2 Is that the staff position?

.t That in the prosent staff position, yes, sir.n
G Now is that, do you think, an adequata staffg

p sition?
24

t

A25 That is the purposo of the task, Dr. Jordan, to '

?
i

34 |,
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1 reexamine this to see if it is or 13 not adequato.

end 933 2 G I see.

beg 34 3 My copy of IIUREG-0371, the ons I first had, was

4 an cut-of-data copy. It lists the scheduled complation na

5 Ely 15, 1978. Ha3 it been complot0d?

6 L (Witness Aycock) No, it has not. Our hast

7 estim te right now in Hovember 1979.

a O I see.

9 This is one of the syntama that I hava had some

10 concara about, since it is so vital to tho operation of the

11 plant.

12 Now I gather, if I ramonber right, Parkins has

13 f ur DC systems. It in highly redundant. Can anyone chect

g4 me on this? Is this true?

A (Witness Crocker) They do in fact have four15

16 DC systems on their pinnt. That's safety-related systems,

sir.17 I think there's another one that carries other loads,
too.

18

39 0 I see. Thank you.

I

20 I notice um'ar the description of this task action

21 plan, NUREG-0371, on page A-30/4, you say: "The degree of

22 vulnerability is mitigated substantially by the availability

3 of alternative. censures for restors. tion of power, or for the

removal of decay hent and of sufficient time at leastg

25
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i
ii cn hour for operator implomontation of theco altornativo

2 measuras."

3 Are you implying by this that the Perkins plant

4 could remove docay heat for an hcur without the DC

5 systom?

s A. (iritnces crockor) I holiava that la cor:oct,

7 yes, sir.

a G I aso. This tion into a latar question: How

9 will they do it?

10 a. They have, for g ia -se Por!cina, occh unit la

7g oquipped with a redundant auxiliary faedvator system. Each

12 f rhich contains one 100 percent capacity motor-driven

g auxiliary feodwater pump, and cua 100 percent capacity

y steam-drivan feedwatar pump.

0 Yes. Can thoco m a b3 put on line? Can the I

15|
16 i valvos be operated without the use of Ec?

g7 This is part of the problem that has been - is3.

la being looked at, partially in this tach, partially in another

19 task right now, sir.

?

20 The staff's position in the past has been with

21 a visibility to operats without DC powere That is, en the

22 basis of the steam-driven pumps. And the capability of going

g into the plant manually, if necoccary, to open the appro-

y priate valves that one could in fact extract dooay haat fronta

25 the plant over a period of tima, dopondant upon the total

6

|
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I capacity and condonsste things.

2 92 aro 1 coking at it nou on the basis of abould

3 this requiremont -- should wa havu a requiram nt for an

4' autccatic actuation of thic cystem, or just a procedura

5 to enable tha plant to go in with blackout condii.icus

6 and still operate.
.

7 G I see.

8 So what category do you put A-30 in?

s A We put A-30 primarily in Category 1. Aa I

10 menticned, with sc sa Category 2 ovnrtonos, but wo don't think

11 the changen ara likely to impact the PerPdas facility,

"

12 sir. -

13 In other words, our feeling is that Park' Ins,'~

14 with four safety related batteries now in the plant,'has

15 gene considarably beyond the pracent staff .mquirostents is

16 what it amounts to. +-

G In othar words, aro you saying that the ACRS is17

18 raining the issue of ccamon-mode failura, but it's not

'

;g applicable to Partina? '

I

20 1 I think it's applicable to it, sir. As I recall,

21 when the AC3S reviewed Perhina, they wars wry plaased to

22 find that the applicant had in fact installed the aztra

g battaries in the cystem..

G I sea.y

25 All right, let'a go on to A-31. And we ars

!
!

i

L
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3 gatting close to the and.

2 A That has to do with ths RER shutdotra raquim manto.

Wo would placa that into Category 3.3

4 Actually, tho staff dees in fact have a pocitica

on what these shutdown requiro=enta chculd ba. It has beeng

6 published. It is out now an a regulatory guido for'ce:nment.

G Dess Perhiras have tho ability to put a plant -7

t kG a P ant from hot shutdown to c:old shutdown with cafetyla

grade equipment all the way?g

A- This is comething that'a going to havo to L.:10

roviewed with them. Tha way it coundo now at the operatingg

license stage, to make card thaa: they do -
12

0' *"' """ " * U ** * * * " ' ~

13

A ** has just been established as a . @ ament,g

Dre !ordan. Tho applicant,has been notifiod VOry ."DCSatly

a One of the letters that Mr. Moca was quoting eas11er this

morning -- no, I'm sorry.

O Tall me the situation. Will Parkins bo' required |g

to met that regulatory guide?;g

**' "" * * *20
-

their license for operation.

O I think that really tekos care of it.

What you say is: You indeed have a ecmit:nent to

de ao?
24

A (Witness Moon) Wo have advised thwa of the

|
8 1
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1 nocassity for that.

o 34 2 O Very trall.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

!

20

21

22

P.3

24

25

i
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. c Atl 1 All right. The last one, since 7 hr.e covered

2 A-9 already is station blackout. !

- 3: And I notice that Mr. Denton in the report to
I

.

4 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission rates station blackout as i

|

5 a high-risk generic issue. And he says that those plants not

6 having capabality to remove residual core heat following

.

7 loss of all AC power, have a risk of 2x10-5 per year, a

8 major contributor to core-melt probability.

9 It further points out that many plants have been

10 ! designed to accommodate station blackout. That is, steam-

11 driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, which permit removal of

12 decay heat without the availability of AC.

13 Now I gather from what you have just said, that
i

|14 you believe that the Perkins is in this category, that

15 complete loss of AC without operation of the diesels, they

16 ,111 still be able to remove decay heat for an official period

17 of time.

18 Is that correct?

19 A (Witness Aycock) That is correct.,

'20 A (Witness Crocker) Yes, sir.
,

,

t

21 A (Witness Aycock) Could I correct a characteriza- t

22 tion I think you made?

23 I think you said it was Mr. Denton's position.
I

24 Again that was the report from the Probabilistic Assessment
A wel Roorwn, tm. {

25 Staff.
,

I
.
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!

mm2 1 Q Yes, yes. Thank you. -

.

2 DR. JORDAN: Well, gentlemen, it has been a long

3 session. I am finished.

|*

4 MRS. BOWERS: Let me check with the Parties and ;

1

5 see if there are questions. Mr. Barth?

6 MR. BARTH: I have no questions Mrs. Bowers.

.

7 MRS. BOWERS : Mr. Pfefferkorn?

8 MR. PFEFFERKORN: May I just ask one question

9 here.

10 ' CROSS ON BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN:

12 Q I had a chance to read through this during your
,

13 testimony, or read portions of it. And I would just like
,

!
14 to ask the panel, what, if any effect the changes in the !

15 positicl of the NRC in regard to the Rasmussen or Lewis Reports
i

16 would have on any of this -- either this material or your

.

17 | answers to these questions? -

!

18 I notice it 's referred to in some of the material

19 and not in some of the others. !

20 | Is there a short answer to that question? i
!

21 A (Witness Taylor) I' don' t believe it would have
i
'

22 imy. ;
I

23 A (Witness Aycock) No bearing on our answers. |
!

24 Q All r ight. ;
A wat Recrun, inc. ;

25 !

i

i
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mm3 1 But it is referred to in some portions of your

i
2 document, isn't that correct? '

I I
- 3 DR. JORDAN: You mean WASH 1400, the Rasmussen

4 Report is referred to? i

5 WITNESS CROCKER: Yes, it is.

6 BY MR. PFEFFERKORN :

7 Q And you say in spite of that it didn't have any

8 effect on your considerations, in the things you reported,
,

9 supplemental evidence in your responses to questions.. Isn't

10 | that right?

II A (Witness Crocker) The basic Staff conclusions,

l
12 I believe were based on things other than WASH 1400. Tais

13 was used in some cases as corroboration of the Staff findings.

'

14 And is mentioned in there in that context, I believe.

15 MR. PFEFFERKORN: That is all I have. '

16 MRS. BOWERS: Mr. McGarry?

~

17 MR. MC GARRY: No questions, Mrs. Bowers, j

18 MRS. BOWERS : Well, we have no further questions. ,

i

19 Mr. Moon? i

20 WITNESS MOON: I think, Dr. Jordan, the question '
,

I

21 on A-25, we have been looking through thedocuments here and |

22 we believe that in the PSAR it does indicate that there is i

|

23 load shedding off of these buses when you lose offsite power,|
.

24 and then the loads are sequenced on.
,

A wW Rummm, Int
;

- 25 DR. JORDAN: But. it is the safety loads that are
,

|
t
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mm4 i sequenced on, is that not right?

'
2 WITNESS MOON: Yes.

3 But all the other loads are stripped off first,

4 and we are not sure. We don' t find any nonsafety loads listed ,

5 on this initial look here.

6 DR. JORDAN: I see.

7 Very well.

I8 MRS. BOWERS : Any objection to the pane) being

9 excused?

10 ! (No response)

II The panel is excused then.
,

12 |
i Thank you.

13 (Witnesses excused)
i
'

14 MRS. BOWERS : Mr. Barth, can you change hats and

15 cut down your 15-minute presentation to something else?

16 MR.BARTH: The Public Service Compa7y of New
.

17 Hampshire, Seabrook Stations 1 and 2, 5 NRC 503, 1977 -- '

18 MRS . BOWERS: If you are going to read a document,
i

19 please read it slowly, because you have a tendency to read

20 rapid '.y . '
,

_ _
- --

|
2I MR. BARTH: -- the Commission stated,.we think

22 it appropriate that a Licensing Board refuse to take the
,

i

23 proposed major federal action,that is deny the requested
,

!

24 license not when some alternative site appears marginally better
4 mi neerwn, im. :

25 but only when the alternative site is obvioucly superior,
i

i
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mm5 1 There are two facets to this: Sites that are |
1

I2 roughly equivalent or marginally better are, by the

- 3 Commission's own words, not to be preferred to the site

"

4 proposed by the Applicant.

5 The second phase of this is, of course, the

6 standard "obviously superior," which we have wrestled with

7 all week long, and the definito information which is

8 required in order to reach such a determination.

9 NEPA requires that federal agencies collect andi

!

10 study information necessary to reach a rational decision,

Il bu. not that they conduct exhaustive studies beyond those

12 sufficient for sound decisionmaking: Cape Henry Bird Club
'

13 versus Laird, 359 (f)Sub.404 at pages 421 to 422, 1973, which

I4 was affirmed by the Fourth Circuit in 484 (f) (2) (d) 453 1973.

15 Bodi the Commission aid the First Circuit Court of
|

16 !Appeals in New England Coalition on Nuclear Powar or Nuclear

17 Proliferation versus U.S. NRC Slip Opinion Nos. 77-1219, >

18 August 22, 1978 at page 13, have emphasized that far closer
.

19 ! environmental scrutiny of the proposed site 'll have been
i

20 performed than is feasible at alternative sites. !,

'
I

21 ' This, of course, intuitively makes good sense. |
,

22 The Perkins site has been considered with an ER which it
i

23 took the power company several years to write, and that ER

24 has been reviewed by our Washington Staff and our Oak Ridge
Ae- wW Reorwn, lm,

,

25 Staff for several years. The volume of information

4

8
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m- 1 available in Perkins exceeds any kind of information available
.

2 to us or to the Applicant on any proposed alternative site. !

- 3| Consequently, the amount of information required
.

4 must be sufficient to permit a reasoned analysis of the i

!

5 alternative of siting the facility elsewhere, but need not

6 be sufficient to permit a full-blown NEPA analysis of an
|

7 alternative site as if it were a proposed federal action.

8 Some guidance in policy does exist. For this we

9 refer to Reg Guide 4.2 and Reg Guide 4.7, as I have previously

10 | referred to, and to the Draft Environmental Standard Review

I

11 ~ Plans referred to by Dr. Gilbert on the stand, which define

12 information to be provided for alternative site analysis on ,

13 the basis of reconnaissance level information. The nature and

14 extent of data and the analysis to be performed on this data

15 are partially stipulated in those guides.
,

16 The purpose of the Commission's "obviously
-

17 superior" criterion is to take account of the uncertainty

18 of comparative analyses and/or incompleteness of information

19 |'
'

'

which are involved in the comparison of the proposed site

20 with alternative sites so that real differences may be I
;

21 determined, not differences of rough equality or of minor

22 variation, but real differences. '

,

23 Consequently, "obviously superior" alternatives

24 3 are those which are actually superior. That is,the differences ,
4 wei nmomn. is. ;

25 are real and not merely a function of either the limited

,

f
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mm7
1 quantity and quality of information available at the

2 alternative sites, as compared to that available at the

3 proposed site. This notion of the question of competence,

4 that differences are actually real, is highlighted in the

5 First Circuit's decision in Seabrook, to which I have

6 previously referred: U.S. Court of Appeals for the First

end T35 7 Circuit, August 22, 1978.

8j The Appeal Board has spoken in further

9|i amplifcation of this standard, and here they specifically
!

10 ' address Dr. DeSylva's concerns.

II Indeed, were we called upon to determine on

12 the record brought to us, which site was, on balance, the
!

13 ' best choice from an environmental standpoint, our task would,

14 indeed, be a most difficult one.

'
15 All that we must decide is whether Ginna is

16 obviously -- in other words clearly and substantially --
|

17 | superior to Sterling. This is ALAB 502 at page 23, October

18 19, 1978, Slip Opinion Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation,

l91 Sterling Power Proj et Nuclear Unit No. 1.

20 It is indeed interesting that Dr. DeSylva 8
,

1

21 | requested the Staff to make a matrices which would:ank the

22 various alternative sites, obviously disclosing by that
|

23 process, which is the optimum site.

24 It is interesting that the Appeal Board has
A ws1 9 morMn, lM.

25 specifically rejected this type c' approach using only two

,
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mm8 1 parameters as set forth in the Sterling case. One parameter
-

,

2 is the environmental considerations at Perkins, and the other

I
3 parameter is the identical environmental consideration at-

4 the alternative site at reconnaissance level information:

5 Is that second site substantially and really

6 different and better?
!

7 For a rather technical reason, which does not
.

8j affect your consideration now, the "obv musly superior"

9 standard does not apply at the level which we have largely
I

10 considered today. It applies once you find the site which

11 may be environmentally preferable. Then must be factored

12 | in, according to the Commission, costs of moving the plant,
i

13 costs of redesign and the cost of delay of the plant. And

14 then a determination is to be made whether the plant is

15 "obviously superior."
i

16 But, I think we can pyt that apart for the moment.

~

17 I would also like to call your attention to the
!

18 | decision of the United States Court of Appeals for the
|

19 ! District of Columbia Circuit, December 28, 1978, No. 76-1709,

|
20 ! a Slip Opinion in Hodder versus NRC. This case involved an !

,

21 appeal from the Licensing Board's opinion in Florida Power

22 and Lil t, our old friend, St. Lucie Nuclear Power Projecth

23 Unit No. 2, 5 NRC 1038, April 19, 1977 with particular

24 attention to pages 1044 and 1045 where the Licensing Board
An- mi newwn. =.

25 considered exactly what we are considering here, the alternative

i
,
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i

mm I sites for the St. Lucie plant.
I

I
2 This is the second St. Lucie Licensing Board

1

3' consideration.-

.

4 The Licensing Board affirmed the review by the

5 staff as adequate under NEPA. That decision was reviewed by

6 lj the Appeal Board in ALAB 335 with the same title, 6 NRC 830.
il

7 But, as of ten happens, the Intervenors were not easily

8 discouraged and they went to the Court of Appeals.

9 And the Court of Appeals, District of Columbia in
i

I

10 | the decision previously cited, the Court stated on remand

11 from a previous decision of the Appeal Board, ALAB 355,

12 | 3 NRC 830, June 20, 1976, the NRC Staff conducted an

13 investigation of six actual alternative sites, including
i

14 Hutchinson Island. The Appeal Board concluded that this
!

15 1 analysis gave adequate consideration to possible alternative

16 sites.

~

17 We affirm this conclusion.

18 ; I have before me the transcript for the St. Lucie
i

19 1 p roceeding which took place on December 3, 1976, and the

!
20 | actual study that was done by the Staff appears following

21 transcript page 5443.

22 In the testimony on behalf of the Staff, of John

23 R. Young, he states summarily, Regulatory Guide 4.2, March 1973

24 delineated the analysis technique that Applicants are,

An- WW Reorms, W.

25 encouraged to use in evaluating alternative sites in their

;

i

- . - _ __ - . . _ _ _ _ _
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|

I
,

mm environmental reports. |
2 This is the same alternative selection technique

- 3-
j I have just described and is the one used by me in conducting

*
i

4 my independent evaluation of alternative sites in my
,

5 S t. Lucie site evaluation.

6 I remind the Board that this technique was

7 affirmed by the Licensing Board, the Appeal Board and the

8 Court of Appeals.

9 It is difficult to find copies of some of these

10 ! old Reg Guides. I have a number of copies of Reg Guide 4.2,

11 the appropriate pages from March 1973.

12 I think it appropriate to provide those to the

I3 Board and Parties, but not as a matter of record in this

Id '

proceeding.

15 I would close by stating again, the Co= mission
.

16 has expressly stated that Licensing Boards should reject
;

.

17 proposed sites not when some alternative sites appear

18 marginally better.

19
In the proceeding before us, the Staff conducted

20 Ia ric Jus review of the Applicant's methodology. We ,

21 conducted a review and verification of his major environmental

22 parameters, population and river flow. And we conducted an
.

1

23 independent search and analysis to determine if there is

24 l
an obviously superior site using reconnaissance-leveli ,

we amorwn. ine. ;a ;

25 information, visiting the sites by a team who are qualified

.

I
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mml1
1 in the major environmental considerations under our discussion ,

1

f
2 |

here, that is, terrestrial biology, water availability, water,

t

- 3| the appe,rance of cropland, treeland, review of the transmission
!

-

4 corridors. |
'

,

5 Our conclusion is that there are no"obviously

6 superior" sites. Or, perhaps, to use the Seabrook, the

7 Sterling language, there are no sites which are clearly and

8 substantially superior. That appears upon page 23 of the
1

9! Sterling Slip Opinion.

|
10 1 Some of the sites the Staff felt to be roughly

|

11 | equivalent. Commission has dictated under those circumstances
I

12 the Applicant's proposed site is not to be disturbed.

13 |
It is our view that the matrices developed by

,

I

14 Dr. Lipkin and Mr. Jopling represent a not-new format, and i

15 I reviewed some 20 of these which we have in the library, but

16 rather a standard procedure by which an applicant power company

~

17 seeks for the best site where he wishes to locate his power

I
end T36 18 ' plant.

t

19 And I point out that Dr. Jopling's article states: i

20 " Numerical ratings are useful in pointing out ,

!

21 the right general direction." !
:

22 What Duke does with its study, as does every
,

23 power plant, is take the top number of sites and take a 1

24 closer look. It uses these for general guides and general
Aa_ wei nmomn. ix. i

25 directions. They do not make a decisien based upon this

I
i
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I

mm12 1 document, nor do we. '

2 We reviewed the Duke methodology, and find it
_

3 ||-

acceptable. The parameters are different from Dr. Jopling's,,

.

!
'

4 but the Duke service area is different, in spite of the

5 earlier observation.

|
6| It is the Staff's conclusion upon the record, that

i

7 some 70 percent of the weight given by Duke Power Company to
.

8 a preferable site in this area are directly related to water,
I

9i water availability, water use and water quality. We feel
!

10 | this appropriate in an area where water is of great concern.

Il The Staff feel that this, the Duke methodology, is quite
i

12 ' sound.

13 We feel that the document by Duke Power was totally

14 ! inappropriate for the review to be conducted by the Staff
|

15 under NEPA. As Sterling stated, the proposition for the
..

16 NRC is to find whether there is an alternative site which has
~

17 | substantial real advantages from an environmental viewpoint
!

18 to the site preferred by the applicant.

19 I We did not find this to be true. We found some
|

20 marginal variations and some marginal differences. !

21 l I think this, in my view, concludes the Staff's

22 view of the applicable law, and I would pass with a final

23 comment, Dr. DeSylva, that we shall argue in the long run

24 because it is my interpretation that as soon as the objective
ww neomn. w. ,4,

25 weighting values are included you cannot classify them as

.
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.m13 1 nonparametric statistics. We will under our books, check
|

2 that one of these days.

I
3 I have nothing further, Mrs. Bowers.-

.
'

4 I would like to make a comment on behalf of the

5 witnesses here and the Staff. We have enjoyed being here. It

6 has been our pleasure and this proceeding has gone very well,
I

7 and we are appreciative of the consideration given both by

8 you and I think the County Manager, and the staff has done

9 very nicely for us by providing these facilities..

10 | MRS. BOWERS : Thank you, Mr. Barth.

II Since that was a brief and first cousin to a

12 closing argument, let me ask the other parties if they have

13 closing arguments.

14 Mr. Pfefferkorn?

15 MR. PFEFFERKORN: Yes.

16 MR. MC GARRY: I have nothing further to add to

"

17 | Mr. Barth's eloquent words. I do have a couple of procedural
!

18 ' matters and perhaps af ter Mr. Pfef f arkorn has concluded, I

19 will address those.
,

I

20 | MRS. BOWERS: I think he said he had no further '

21 closing argument.

22 Is that correct?

23 MR. PFEFFERYORN : No, I do.

2d MRS. BOWERS : Oh, you do. I'm sorry. I
A erst Repoetws, Inc.

25 misunderstood.
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t

mm14 1 MR. PFEFFERKOmi: If it please the Licensing Board,
.

'

2 I will be very brief. I didn't realize he was going to get

i
-

3| into a closing argument.

4 I would point out that I think in his analysis of

5 cases there, I think the point that needs to be made, and

6' his saying that the matrix is not called for by the case --

7 I haven't read all the cases he is talking about, but I

8I don't think any court is saying not to use a matrix.
|

9 I think what those courts -- being lawyers want

10 | to stay away from figures if they can, and that is under-
|

II standable. But I think in terms of the evidence to be

12 | developed, that the quality of the evidence put on here by

13 the Intervenors was very high and I think was very helpful.
,

14 And I think when you boil down what Mr. Barth had to say, I
i

15 ' think it fits right in to what this case is all about.

16 That is, you have first got to dccide whether

~

17 | you have a superior site, whether you have a better site.

18 And then as he pointed out, the cases say at this type of a

l9 | hearing the only question that really arises, if you have a
i

20 | better site, is it obviously better, significantly better? I

21 And I think on the evidence presented at this

22 hearing, it fits right into his analysis and the use of a

23 | rcconnaissance level at alternative sites. Because obviously

' the Intervenors are not in a position to do an impact stat ement
An wel Reorun, lm. .

25 | on the alternative sites. But I think at this hearing the

- - . .
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m15 1 key questions that came out are on water.
i;-

'

2 And on the analysis done by the Intervenor's
I

- 3 witnesses, water was actually played down in his percentages.

4 But yet, if you take those issues of water quantity and water

5 quality, everyone is agreed there is going to be a substantial

6 effect.

I

7' And the key to this hearing comes down to Duke's

8i position which is evidently accepted by the Staff, that when
|

9| you have a category such as water quantity or quality, if it
!

10 ' passes up to some point, you have a cutoff. It is a sort of

11 cutoff point which just skews their entire analysis when you
,

I

12 | prefer it to any alternative site. And that is the key, I

13 believe, to this hearing.
i

14 In other words when you say, well, you passed the

15 grade, you made a 70, it is,like giving somebody a D, the

16 same thing as if somebody makes 100. That is exactly what they

17 have done. They said, well, you passed. You made your 70.

18 It doesn' t matter that in the Yadkin River according to the

l9 { EPA and everything else the impact on that water is going to

20 be greater. That you do not have hydrostorage in the !

21 Yadkin of but 140,000 acre feet, whereas in the Catawba you

22 have over 500,000 acre feet north of the river.

23 l We are not going to regard that. We are not going .

2d to record that in the Catawba Basin you have got upstream
wel Reporters, Inc. gA

25 control at Norman, you are not going to regard the fact that

- - - . . . - - - _
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mm161 Lake Norman is four times the size, a million-acre feet, as
.

I'' compared to the size of High Rock Lake, which is 250,000,
i .

- 3! we are not going to regard any of those things. And the
. ,

'

4 significant part is all of those are obvious. There is not a .

5| single thing about those that you have to go into any detail

6 about,that there is anything very sophisticated about.

7 Everything in this case is obvious.

8 The facts relied on by the Intervenors are all

9| obvious facts. And I think by using the matrix that the
!

10 ' Intervenor used in an attempt to take all of these obvious

11
!

facts and see how they come out when you do put them into th e

12 numerical figures, and having to defend or reject each one

13 of those, and I think when that is done it is very helpful

14 to this Board and I think it is helpful to all of us to put '

15 them down that way and to take your stand on each one and say

16 why it should be this or shouldn't be that.

~

17 But I think given the standards set out by Mr. Barth,

18 trhich is not completely -- as I say, I am not accepting his

19 I total legal position on that. But if you take the analysis

20 of those cases which does go to the issue cf " clearly and I
,

I

21 | obviously," I think the evidence presented at these hearings '

22 this week -- this hearing this week -- is that the issues
,

;

23 are obvious in terms of the water question. And that is the ,

24
i only question -- that is the basic question we have raised.

Ae we neconm anc. - ,

25 And I think when you go to all those questions and

__ _
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mm
1 I think when you go to all those questions and you look

!

2 carefully at how the matter has been presented, I would just !

-

3||
|

like to conclude by pointing out that I think on the water

4 question, there is just absolutely -- as I say, we have got
,

5 these ratios of water storage in the two basins, the ratios

6 which obviously show that the statistic -- the only statistic
. I

7 relied on or put out by Mr. Dail about the electric

8 generation in the two basins, the flaw, and why those statis-

9 tics are meaningless is because there is no water control -

10 | and no reservoirs.

II It is clear they put the thermal units over in

I2 the Catawba Basin because that is where they have water
| '

13 storage and adequate water supplies and that is still where

'
14 !

they have adequate storage and adequate water supplies.

15 Those figures are in the record. All of the storage
:

16 that you have in the Catawba Basin -- auf it is also in the

17 record that there is no storage in the Yadkin Basin, and

18 that is the reason -- anc that has come out earlier in

19 I these hearings. Over two years ago in depositions and other

20 things filed in this matter about the Yadkin Basin; in fact '

!

21 historically, about how Duke Power prevented development of

22 the Yadkin Basin. ;
i

23 And so there is a certain poetic justice about

2#
I this matter in that now if there was storage capacity in

A erst Reporters, Inc. '

25 the Yadkin Basin as proposed by the Corps of Engineers and
, ,

|
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mml8 1 other people in the '30s and '40s, there would be sufficient
'!

-

'

2 water there. Now there is not storage capacity there. There
I

3 is not the Donohoe Dam, the Junction Dam or the Stiersbury-

4 Dam. These are all sites along the Yadkin, south of the Kerr

5 Scott Reservoir and running down north of the Perkins site,

6 which would have provide'd the basin requirements, the

7 storage capacity, which would have made this argument that I
,

8 am making today, an argument that could not have been made

9 because it would have been the same capacity that you have
s

10 | in the Catawba Basin.

'
Il Then there would have been sufificient water for

12 upstream control and there would have been no problem that i

I3 we have now with these varying flows in the wild waters
!

!14 that come down which can't be captured by the Carter Creek

15 Resersoir. And you only get the advantage of it at High
,

16 Rock below the Perkins Plant, and you have got the big
~

17 users, the City of Winston Salem and everybody involved in

18 the Yadkin Valley between the Kerr Scott Reservoir and

I9 High Rock and not a single dam, a single storage facility

20 inbetween. : ?

i

21 Whereas, as I say, on the Catawba we have over

22 a half million acrefeet of storage from Lake James to Lake
!

23 Hickory to Lake Rhodhiss all the way down, coming down to f.
2d Lookout Shoals, even before you get to Lake Norman.

A wW Reormn, lm.

25 So that, as C . Medina pointed *out, it is simply

;

.
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mm19 1 a matter of hydrology, it is simply a matter of water control,I,
'

|
2I it is a simply a matter, do you have a situation where you can

.

- 3 determine that you can take the water out either with cooling '

j. .

4' towers if you can't use the condensers. But the possibility

5 of condensers being a factor that is not even necessary in

6! this case to make, except it is present and possible that

7 perhaps this alternative does exist.

8 And I say that, as I say, is an icing that is

9; not necessary because you have the possibility of cooling
i

10 I towers in a water control situation where you have got these

11 huge reservoirs, upstream control, and those are obvious

12 facts, those are the obvious matters that we have tried to

13 present in a professional way with professional witnesses; ,

14 a hydrologist, a man from Duke University, who is familiar

15 with this kind of thing, f amiliar with the modeling, knows
:

16 about hydrology, as I say; and Dr. Lipkin, who put the

'

17 factors in, and as he said, very conservatively figured the

18 water issue.

19 If you take the water issues at 70 percent as

20 Duke and the Staff did, well, you can see where it would come i I

|

21 out; if he rated them at 30 percent, if you double the |

|
22 water figures, and then if you took the water figures and

!
'23 considered them on a scale so that if a person makes an A or

24 a B minus or a B plus and gets up there and gets an 85 or a 90
Am *WRoomo,inc 1

and gets credit for that, and then when you make a D you get !,
25

'

,

I

f

. - - -_ n.-
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mm20 1 a 70, this case is obvious. i

2 And I think on any fair interpretation of the I

i 3 evidence at this hearing, on the questions presented, as

4 Mr. Barth stated it, that you have got a clear case of the

5 Catawba Basin by Duke's good work in the past, they have

6| built the dams over there, they have got the reservoirs, they

-

7 have got the water control, they made those decisions,they
.

8 did them and so they at this time have to face their own

9 history their own past and live with a basin that they

10 | constructed for their own purposes.

Il They built those reservoirs to use, they wanted

I2 ! to control that water, they wanted to have it reliable. It
.

13 has worked out very well for them.

Id So we say, fine. You built those reservoirs, fine,

I
15 that is where the water is and that is where you put the

16
! device that is going to use that much water.

~

17 We think it is clear, we think it is obvious that

18 that is the obvious alternative site which is clearly

10 '
-| superior to the Perkins site in this matter.

I

20 Thank you. !

21 MR. MC GARRY: Mrs. Bowers, I didn't realize

22 Mr. Pfefferkorn was going to make a closing statement.

23 So, if I may have a brief period of time to respond.

2# With respect to the water matter, as this Board
4.,.i neporte,.. inc. ;e.

25 l well knows, the water matter has been before the Board for
1

I

Il

.
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mm21 I several years. |
-

!
2 Indeed, the hearing was held open for over a year !

- 3 to ascertain the State's position.
. !
'

4 I
,

The State has come in, put its position on water
.

5 in the record, so not only has Applicant examined the water

6 issue, not only has the Staff examined the water issue,

'

7 but also the State, who works on a daily basis with the

8 waters of North Carolina, their position is in the record.

9 This Board has examined it before and has made
.

10 ! findings in this regard. So therefore there can be no question

II that there is adequate water for the Perkins station.

I2 | The question then turns tothe Catawba River Basin

13 inasmuch as that is where the primary direcc. ion of Intervenors

14 has been. And Applicant submits that as testified to by
'

15 Mr. Dail and Mr. Blackmon, it is clear that sound, reasonable,

16 professional, technical judgment at this point in time due
~

17 to the characteristics of Lake Norman, due to the unknowns

18 at Lake Norman, with respect to the currently-operating facilities

19 and the soon-to-be-operating facilities, that it would be

20 unwise at this point in time to risk commencing a project at !.

21
.

such a site when actual technical data that will take a period
i

22 of time to develop, data clearly beyond reconnaissance level
i

23 information, is not available.
!

24
'

It would be unwise to plan in that regard.
w ei n co,w s,inc.;Aa

25 Indeed, as Mr. Dail pointed out, Applicant has not

,

, . - . - - _ - .
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mm22 1 sat back and simply used this as an excuse. They have |
|

2 intricate models with respec t to the Marshall facility and |

3, with respect to the McGuire facility, and they have examined
|

4' those results, and they have ascertained that with respect .

!,

5 to certain state and federal requirements, that they have

6 marginal room with respect to planned additional facilities.

7 It is not until they can get the actual data,

8 rather than the modeling data which inherently has some

9 variation attached to it, before they can make their

10 | determination with respect to siting additional facilities

Il at McGuire.

12 And as this Board well knows, that position has

13 been addressed in previous hearings, and the time sequence

I

14 | has been set forth. It will not be until the early '80s,

15 until the mid '80s, until th at information will be available.
I

16 And I submit it is clear, sound, technical judgment

17 being exercised by Duke that is clearly supported by the |

18 record.
I

I9 Wath respect to the total issue of alternate
.

20 sites, which I hope we don't lose site of that fact, we have
.

?

!

21 addressed water. And certainly I am not attempting to downplay!

22
'

water, it is an important consideration. But there are many

23 important considerations in the entire assessment of alternate

24 sites.
A eral flacorters, Inc.

25 And I submit not one category could tip the

|
1
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mm23 1 balance. We have to look at them all. And by that I am

I2 certainly not implying that Perkins is in a less favorable --
!

3| clearly less favorable position with respect to water. ButL

4 we cannot lose site of the fact that it is a total alternate |
i
;

5 site reviev. And we must look at who performed the alternate

6 site review.

7 The alternate site review performed by Duke was

8 performed by experts who work in this field every single day.

9 And who performed the alternate site review for the Staff?

10 ! It was by experts who work in this field every single day.

II With all due respect to Dr. Lipkin, I think he

12 was an extremely candid witness, but I do not think for one

13 second that his qualification can measure up to ele qualifications

14 demonstrated by both the Applicant and the Staff. And, indeed,I

13 '

when one examines his responses, it is clear that his effort
|

16 simply cannot be measured up to be effort in this instance

17 performed by both the Applicant and the Staff.
,

18 My final remarks parallel my opening remarks. This

19 is a reopened proceeding, the second reopened proceeding. Only

20 | two matters have been addressed in this proceeding. And !

21 accordingly, resolution of these two discrete matters should ,

i

22 proceed with dispatch.
!

23 And I would ask at this point in time that the

24 record be closed and that we croceed further with a proposed~
w w . necon m ,Inc. ,

25 findings schedule that would accommodate a timely and early

i
.

-.
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.

2 Thank you.
!

'

3 MRS. BOWERS: Thank everybody.
.

4 As you know, the regulation pertainin;to proposed :

!

5 findings and conclusions was amended May 26th, and it provides
.

6 a mcre generous time that we feel is not necessary in this

7 situation limited to two issues:
|

8 The party that has the burden of proof, within 20

9 days after the record is closed, files proposed findings.

10 Other parties may file proposed findings and briefs

II within 30 days after the record is closed.

12 Staff has 40 days.

13 And then the party with the burden of proof may |
i

I14 reply within 10 days after service.

15 Now we would like to suggest that the parties
i

16 consider a lesser time than what is suggested here.
I

17 MR. BARTH: Does the Board have a suggestion? '

!

18 MRS. BOWERS: Well, I think this is a matter that
,

I

19 you have to determine what you can handle, considering other

20 obligations. You are entitled, really, to this much time. But !

!21 if it is not -- of course we have only really the two issues.

22 Well, the Applicant files first, and you have
,

!

23 your 20 days. I have been in some proceedings where the
.

24 Applicant and Staff also do concurrent proposed findings., ,

Ae 1 erst Reportws, Inc. ;

25 ' What estimate do you have for the filing of your

!
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I proposed findings? i

'

:
I2 MR. MC GARRY: I would estimate that we would file
i

3, our proposed findings two weeks from today. That wculd be
.

'

4 the 16th of February.
.

5 MRS. BOWERS: And then next is the Intervenors.

6 MR. PFEFFERKORN: I would just like to have all

.

7 the time I can get. I have lost my Christmas vacation and
.

8 other things, working on this. And I just don' t feel I can
,

!

9| squeeze up any more.
I

10 | This is not a whole lot of time. I feel if I can

II just have what I am entitled to, I will do the best I can

I2 within that.

13 MRS. BOWERS: Well, you see, under the regulations,

14 you would have 10 days after the Applicant filed.

15 Now the Applicant is pulling up only a few days --

16 well, from 20 actually to 14. So, would you be able to file --

17 ithat would give you 24 days if it came 10 days after the

18 Applicant's filing.

I9 | MR. PFEFFERKORN: I suppose under the rules of that
i

20 | 30 days -- would that 30 days be shortened down if he files !

i
21 earlier?

22 I would like to have the 30 days.
t

23 MRS. BOWERS : This is set up for all issues.

2# MR. PFEFFERKORN: I understand.
1eral Reporters, Inc. gAcr

25 MRS. BOWERS: And here we have two issues. So that

_ _ . . _ _ . _ __. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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mm I is why we are exploring the possibility of improving somewhat
.

2 what is proposed.-

3 We.1, you know, we would propose 10 days after
.
'

4 the Applicant, so it is 24 instead of 30.- .

5 MR. PFEFFERKORN: As I say, I just need all the

6 time I can get. I have been working very hard and through

.

7 all the holiday time and everything else.
.

8 MRS. BOWERS : Well, we can just explore the possi-

9 bility. If you feel that you cannot do proposed findings in

10 ! less time than 30 days, well then you are entitled to it.

II What about Staff?

12 MR. BARTH: We would be willing to meet March 7,

13 which is a Wednesday, and send it back then, since the
i

Id | first three days of March I will be gone on government

15 business. I would point out for the Board's consideration --
.

16 MRS . BOWERS: March 7 is what you said?

17 MR. BARTH: Yes.

18 I would point out that the Intervenors' participa-

l9 | tion in generic issues has been quite limited and this might
!

20 | help him, so actually he might have only one issue to work on. 8

2I MR. MC GARRY: I have one further suggestion.

22 Perhaps all parties could file on March 1st.

23 MRS. BOWERS: Well, you know, it is set up so ,

24 | Intervenors and Staff ha e the benefit of seeing your proposed
Ae 1eral Recorwrs, Inc.

25 findings. It is set up for the Staff to have the benefit
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mm27 1 to see proposed findings of all parties.
.

2 If we were talking about briefs, it would be !

- 3 different.
,

4 MR. MC GARRY: I just threw that out as a

5 suggestion.

6 MRS. BOWERS: Well, we will throw it out.

.

7 MR. BARTH: We will make the March 7, Mrs. Bowers.
:

8 MRS. BOWERS: Okay, fine.

9 And then, of course, the Applicant has the.

10 I opportunity for reply brief. As soon -- Mr. McCarry, as soon

II as the decision has been made by the Applicant as to wh=ther

12 you will or will not file a reply brief, will you please
.

13 let me know? ,

i

!14 MR. MC GARRY: I certainly will, Mrs. Bowers.i

f
15 I might add, as I understand it now, the

16 schedule is that Intervenor will be given the 30 days. Is

~

17 that correct?

18 MRS. BOWERS: Yes.
I i
i

19 MR. MC GARRY: Then we may very well may take 20

20 days. !

21 MRS. BOWERS : Okay.

22 This was revised to lengthen the time because I
i

23 think it was felt the earlier Reg was just too tight.

2# MR. MC GARRY: I believe that is the case with a
Ar 1 erst Reporters, Inc.

25 full-blown proceeding.

:
!

t
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mm28 1 I do repeat my request that the record be
.

2 || closed at this time, Mrs. Bowers. !

l i

- 3' MRS. BOWERS: We will close the record, the
I

4 evidentiary record is closed.
!
l

5 Now we can discuss if there are other house-

6 keeping matters.

7 MR. PFEFFERKORN: Excuse me. The young man,

8 Kontos, was going to supply some information, which he

9 handed to me as part of his limited appearance. A piece of

10 paper.

II MRS. BOWERS: You said you had two matters, I

12 think,'Mr. McGarry? The proposed finding matter was the

13 one I hEd in mind.
!_~ . _ _

Id Wall, we have nothing further, and so we will !

15 adjourn. :

|

16 (Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the hearing in the t

~

17 above-entitled matter was adjourned.) !

18 ___

,
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|
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24
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